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Preface to “Ultrafine-Grained Metals” 
Written by designated researchers this book provides a compilation of current results of research 
activities in the field of ultrafine-grained metals. The different papers address not only recent advances in 
understanding relevant processes in severe plastic deformation, they also span over manifold material 
systems, like iron and steels and also titanium-, aluminum- and copper-alloys. Furthermore, not only 
results on (the outstanding) mechanical properties of UFG materials are reported in detail but also the 
effect of UFG-microstructures on the electrical conductivity and the pitting corrosion behavior are shown. 
Thus, this book provides a thematically wide survey on the ongoing research activities in the field of 
ultrafine-grained metals and is believed to be gainful for those scientist who entered the field of UFG 
metals for the first time and for those who are already very well experienced in the field. 
Heinz Werner Höppel 
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Ultrafine-grained (UFG) metallic materials are at the cutting edge of modern materials science
as they exhibit outstanding properties which make them very interesting for prospective structural
or functional engineering applications. Due to the progress in severe plastic deformation techniques
during the last decade, ultrafine-grained microstructures are no longer only restricted to easy to
deform single-phase materials, but can also be introduced in complex and hard to deform alloys
of technological relevance. Nowadays it is of course clear that not only the hardening effect by the
well-known Hall-Petch law is of high importance in UFG materials, but many other issues also come
into play. This Special Issue on ultrafine-grained metals covers a broad range of research activities in
that field. Fifteen articles have been selected for this issue addressing manifold topics such as new
developments in severe plastic deformation techniques, advances in modeling and simulation of the
severe plastic deformation processes, mechanical properties under monotonic and cyclic loading of
homogenous and graded UFG structures and, related to that, dominating deformation mechanisms in
UFG materials. Furthermore, advances and strategies for high conductivity materials by introducing
UFG structures; the correlation between severe plastic deformation parameters and the resulting
materials properties; and peculiarities in the corrosion behavior of UFG materials, have been addressed.
The 15 articles reflect, on the one hand, the variety of state of the art research activities in the field
and, on the other hand, form the spearhead of current advances. The articles are briefly summarized
as follows:
 Murashkin et al. [1] studied the influence of an ECAP-conform process on the mechanical
properties and the electrical conductivity of an AA6101 alloy. They found out that both the
electrical conductivity and the mechanical strength can be significantly increased by this process
when the data are compared to the T6 or T81-CG counterparts.
 Sajadifar and Yapic [2] modified a Johnson-Cook model in order to predictively describe the flow
behavior of UFG titanium at elevated temperatures, which also aims to describe high-temperature
forming processes.
 Murdoch et al. [3] succeeded in introducing a graded grain structure by applying a surface
mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) to a bcc iron plate at ambient and cryogenic temperatures.
 Rufing et al. [4] showed that a high-pressure torsion (HPT) process applied to an SAE1045 steel
results in a significantly enhanced endurance limit. They also showed that the fatigue crack
initiation mechanisms were changed by the severe plastic deformation.
 Another contribution in the field of fatigue, by Köhler et al. [5], deals with the influence of
an ECAP-process on unreinforced and particulate reinforced AA2017 on the fatigue crack
growth behavior.
 Lee et al. [6] investigated the potential of multi-pass caliber rolling of Ti6Al4V to obtain an UFG
microstructure in larger quantities. It was also found that the material in the UFG state exhibits
superplastic behavior.
 Altenberger et al. [7] addressed the increasing demand in the industry for highly conductive high
strength copper alloys. New strategies are shown to achieve a high strength paired with good
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conductivity by introducing an UFG microstructure. Furthermore, the role of precipitates for
thermal stability is investigated and promising concepts and alloy systems for the future are
proposed and discussed.
 Ruppert et al. [8] subjected the austenitic stainless steels X4CrNi18-12 and X8CrMnNi19-6-3 to
the ARB-process and obtained rather high yield strengths of more than 1.25 GPa paired with a
high ductility. It was shown that micro-twinning comes into play.
 High pressure torsion was used by Krämer et al. [9] to produce bulk metallic glass by severe
plastic deformation. They consolidated Zr-based metallic glass powder and deform it further to
weld the powder particles together.
 Odnobokova et al. [10] studied the effect of large strain cold rolling at ambient temperature on a
304 L stainless steel. They found that deformation twinning followed by micro-shear banding
and martensitic transformation promoted the development of a nanocrystalline structure with an
extraordinary high yield strength of 1.6 GPa.
 Murashkin et al. [11] reported on the monotonic and cyclic properties of an ultrafine-grained
Al 6061 alloy processed by high-pressure torsion. A significant improvement of the monotonic
strength as well as the fatigue strength is reported.
 Ebrahimi et al. [12] investigated a rather new SPD-process, called equal channel forward extrusion,
and obtained rather similar properties and microstructures as obtained by other severe plastic
deformation methods.
 Semenova et al. [13] consolidated cryogenic milled Ti-powder by high pressure torsion and
investigated the obtained microstructures. Grains smaller than 40 nm have been obtained.
 Nickel et al. [14] studied the effect of strain localization on pitting corrosion of an AlMgSi0.5
alloy. It was found that more pits emerge in shear bands, but the pit depth is reduced
significantly. Moreover, stable pitting of shear bands results in less positive potentials compared
to adjacent microstructures.
 Ma et al. [15] applied multi-pass equal-channel angular pressing (EACP) to produce
ultrafine-grained Cu-0.2 wt % Mg alloy contact wires. They showed that Cu-Mg alloy after
multi-pass ECAP at 473 K exhibit a high strength paired with satisfactory conductivity.
In summary, these 15 articles excellently highlight the diversity of research in the field of
ultrafine-grained metals and offers a snapshot of current activities in the field. The obtained results
clearly show, on the one hand, the high potential of UFG materials; and on the other hand, although the
first research activities in the field were started in the early 1980s, it becomes obvious that there are still
plenty of open topics to be investigated. As stated in the beginning: The potential of ultrafine-grained
materials is not only related to a high strength according to the Hall-Petch law but also to many other
issues that come up or change with grain size.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Among all recognized severe plastic deformation techniques, a new method, called the
equal channel forward extrusion process, has been experimentally studied. It has been shown that
this method has similar characteristics to other severe plastic deformation methods, and the potential
of this new method was examined on the mechanical properties of commercial pure aluminum.
The results indicate that approximate 121%, 56%, and 84% enhancements, at the yield strength,
ultimate tensile strength, and Vickers micro-hardness measurement are, respectively, achieved after
the fourth pass, in comparison with the annealed condition. The results of drop weight impact test
showed that the increment of 26% at the impact force, and also decreases of 32%, 15%, and 4% at
the deflection, impulse, and absorbed energy, are respectively attained for the fourth pass when
compared to the annealed condition. Furthermore, the electron backscatter diffraction examination
revealed that the average grain size of the final pass is about 480 nm.
Keywords: SPD; ECFE; mechanical properties; impact behavior; grain size
1. Introduction
In the last decade, production and application of ultra-fine grain (UFG) and nano-structure (NS)
metals and alloys have been deeply studied by researchers and scientists in the material science
field [1,2]. These materials possess improved mechanical properties at the room temperature and
enhanced superplastic behavior at higher temperatures [3,4]. In general, there are two main processing
categories to fabricate UFG and NS materials, called bottom-up and top-down manners. In the
bottom-up method, the UFG or NS materials are synthesized, atom-by-atom, and, also, in layer-by-layer
arrangement, and that these samples possess small dimensions with porous structures, which are rarely
appropriate for industrial applications. In the top-down approach, micro-structure (MS) materials at
the industry scale have been altered to UFG, and even NS ones, using severe plastic deformation (SPD)
techniques [1,5].
Up to now, numerous SPD methods have been proposed, experimented, and investigated in
detail. Based on the geometry of the work-piece, SPD techniques can be divided into the three
groups nominating bulk, sheet, and tube classifications. For group 1: equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP) [1], high pressure torsion (HPT) [2], twist extrusion (TE) [6], accumulative back extrusion
(ABE) [7]; for group 2: equal channel angular rolling (ECAR) [8], accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [9],
constrained groove pressing (CGP) [10]; and for group 3: high pressure tube twisting (HPTT) [11],
accumulative spin bonding (ASB) [12], tubular channel angular pressing (TCAP) [13] are the major
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examples. It should be pointed out that the principal rule of all SPD methods consists of imposing
shear stress to the sample, increasing the dislocation density in deformed material, formation of dense
dislocation walls and then low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs), and, finally, transformation of LAGBs
into high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) [1,14–17].
Recently, a novel SPD method called the equal channel forward extrusion (ECFE) process has
been proposed by authors to fabricate UFG and NS bulk materials [18]. This research focuses on the
capabilities of this new method. Hence, mechanical and microstructural investigations have been
carried out to observe and compare the characteristics of this new method with the other SPD processes.
For this aim, commercial pure aluminum billets have been ECFEed up to four passes and then the
potential of this approach has been investigated by means of a tensile test, hardness measurements,
an impact test, and microstructural observations.
2. Principle of the ECFE Process
The equal channel forward extrusion process is schematically represented in Figure 1a. As can
be observed, the ECFE die consists of three major parts: inlet or entry channel, main deformation
zone (MDZ), and outlet or exit channel. A sample with a rectangular cross-section is placed in the
entry channel and then pushed by punch to pass through the entrance channel and enter the MDZ,
where the material is subjected to intense shear stress. As the material passes through the MDZ,
the cross-section of the sample incrementally expands in the width direction, and reduces in the
length direction, simultaneously. Figure 1b represents the alteration of both the length and width
of billets’ cross-section to each other at the MDZ section, where the area of the rectangular sample
remains constant during the process. It needs to be emphasized that there is no sample rotation during
the process.
Figure 1. (a) The schematic representation of equal channel forward extrusion process and (b) the
length to width alteration at the billet’s cross-section in the MDZ section during the ECFE process
where A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 = A5.
It is noted that the length to width ratio of the sample, and, also, the magnitude of MDZ’s
height are the two major parameters that influence the strain behavior, mechanical properties,
and microstructural characteristics of the deformed materials.
3. Experimental Procedure
3.1. Materials
Commercial pure (CP) aluminum (Al1070) billets with the chemical composition of (in wt.%)
0.185% Fe, 0.09% Si, 0.012% Mg, 0.011% Zn, 0.008% Ti, 0.008% V, 0.004% Ni, 0.004% Cu, 0.003%
7
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Mn, and Al as the balance, were prepared with the dimensions of 25 mm × 45 mm × 140 mm.
Before extrusion, all the samples were annealed at 380 ◦C for 1.5 h and then cooled slowly in a furnace
to room temperature [19,20]. This leads to a homogeneous and uniform structure with good ductility
in all specimens before operation.
3.2. ECFE Die
The equal channel forward extrusion set-up, which includes die and punch parts, was designed
and manufactured to the following specifications: (1) The die was made of 1.2510 tool steel
(hardened up to 50 HRC) with the channel’s cross-section being 25 mm × 45 mm in the three separate
parts, namely entrance channel, MDZ, and exit channel; and (2) The punch was constructed with
1.2344 tool steel (hardened up to 55 HRC). Figure 2 displays the hydraulic press, ECFE die, and CP
aluminum samples after extrusion up to the four passes. As can be seen, there is no considerable
change in the dimensions of the billet samples after the process. The ECFE process was performed
at ambient temperature. Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) was applied as a lubricant to reduce the
frictional influence between the die and billet, and, also, the punch speed was equal to 2 mm/s during
the operation.
Figure 2. The hydraulic press, ECFE die parts (entrance channel, MDZ and exit channel), and CP
aluminum billets after the ECFE process up to the four passes.
3.3. Microstructural Testing
Optical microscopy (OM) was applied by use of Clemex Vision PE software (Clemex, Denizli, Turkey)
in accordance with the ASTM E112 to measure the average grain size of the annealed condition.
Additionally, the classic Williamson-Hall technique of the X-ray diffraction (XRD, Philips, Tehran, Iran)
patterns was employed to theoretically calculate the cell/sub-grain size of the deformed billets. The XRD
analysis was conducted on the polished sections of the deformed samples in a Philips X-ray diffractometer,
equipped with a graphite monochromator using CuKα radiation (1.541 Å) with an initial angle of
4◦, step size of 0.05◦, and step time of 3 s. Cell/sub-grain size and lattice distortion are two prominent
crystalline imperfections of the materials. These imperfections lead to peak broadening in X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns [21]. Cell/sub-grain size and lattice micro-strain can be calculated by measuring the
deviation of the line profile from the perfect crystal diffraction. In the classic Williamson-Hall technique,
cell/sub-grain size of material can be estimated using Equation (1) [22]:
β cos θ =
kλ
d
+ f (ε) sin θ (1)
β2exp
∼= β2ins + β2 (2)
where, β is the integral breadth of the XRD profile, k is the shape factor (0.9), d is the cell/sub-grain
size, λ is the wavelength, ε is the lattice strain, θ is the Bragg angle, and f(ε) is a defined function.
Furthermore, by considering that the experimental profile (βexp) is the convolution of the instrumental
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profile (βins) and the intrinsic profiles (β), the intrinsic profile can be attained by unfolding
the experimental profile via the Gaussian assumption, as is represented by Equation (2) [22,23].
Moreover, using Equation (1), a line can be fitted by plotting βCosθ against Sinθ and the intercept
gives the cell size. This line is known as Williamson-Hall graph. Thus, the above equation can be
rewritten as: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Y = β cos θ
X = Sinθ
a = f (ε)
b = 0.9λd
⇒ β cos θ = 0.9λ
d
+ f (ε) sin θ ⇒ Y = b + aX (3)
Then, both cell/sub-grain size and strain can be estimated from the y-intercept and the slope of
the line, respectively. Figure 3a displays the XRD patterns of the Al1070 after being subjected to one
and four passes of the ECFE process, respectively. This figure also shows the normalized XRD patterns
of the highest intensity peak, indicating the peak shift, which is related to long-range stress, as well as
cell/sub-grain boundaries produced by the ECFE process. Furthermore, the grain size of the final pass,
at the central portion of billet’s cross-section, was measured by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a field emission (FE) gun, which was operated at an
accelerating voltage of 15 kV, beam current of 10 nA, and step size of 50 nm, using TSL OIM analysis
version 5.2 (EDAX, Denizli, Turkey). Prior to the EBSD test, the surface was ground with SiC paper
up to a grit size of 4000, and then electro-polished in a solution of 100 mL HClO4 + 900 mL CH3OH
at −20 ◦C at a voltage of 50 V.
Figure 3. (a) The XRD pattern of the CP aluminum after the first and fourth passes of the ECFE process
and (b) the prepared tensile testing sample of a CP aluminum billet.
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3.4. Mechanical Testing
After the extrusion of Al1070, up to the four passes, various mechanical and microstructural
tests were performed to determine the behavior of CP aluminum material before and after the
process. A tensile test was carried out, according to the ASTM B557M, to obtain yield strength
(YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS), and elongation to failure (El%). As can be seen in Figure 3b,
the gage length, gage width and sample thickness were 25 mm, 6 mm, 2 mm, respectively. In addition,
Vickers micro-hardness (HV) examination was done according to ASTM E92 at the cross-section of the
specimens, before and after the ECFE process, to evaluate the hardness properties. The magnitudes of
imposed load and dwell time were 100 gf and 15 s, respectively. In order to prepare hardness specimens,
SiC paper up to the 1000 grit and afterwards, the 3 μm diamond paste were used. HV measurements
were performed ten times for each pass sample, and the average magnitude was reported. The wire-cut
type of electro-discharge machining (EDM) was used to prepare the tensile test samples.
Moreover, a low velocity drop weight impact test using Instron’s Dynatup 9250 HV machine
(Instron, Denizli, Turkey) was employed to investigate the influence of the ECFE process on the impact
behavior of CP aluminum. During this test, a ball-end dart or tup is raised to a specific height and
dropped suddenly on to the test sample, as can be schematically seen in Figure 4. The magnitude of
imposed impact energy was constant and equal to 40 J for all aluminum samples. The shape of the
impact tup was a hemisphere with a diameter of 12.5 mm, and, in additiona, a sample with a thickness
of 5 mm was circumferentially clamped using a pneumatic clamp. It was considered to be a fixed-fixed
support. The time histories of the impact load and impact velocity were respectively measured and
recorded via a load cell and a pair of photoelectric diodes, and the magnitudes of absorbed energy, tup
velocity, and deflection at the center were derived and achieved by the use of motion equations [24,25].
These tests were performed to investigate the material grain size refinement, mechanical properties,
and impact behavior of CP aluminum material during the ECFE process.
Figure 4. The schematic representation of the drop weight impact test, and, in addition, the used device.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Mechanical Properties
As mentioned above, the ECFE process has been successfully performed on Al1070 billets up
to four passes. The engineering stress–strain curves of the ECFE aluminum, up to four passes,
are presented in Figure 5, and the results including the tensile strengths, elongations to failure, and the
magnitudes of hardness measurements, are listed in Table 1 and also shown in Figure 6. By considering
Table 1, it can be said that enhancement of the strength values (yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile
strength (UTS)), improvement of the HV magnitudes, and reduction of the elongation percentage were
achieved by utilizing this new SPD process.
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Table 1. The mechanical properties and grain size of CP aluminum billets before and after the ECFE
process up to four passes.
Pass Number YS (MPa)[SD] UTS (MPa)[SD] El (%)[SD] HV [SD] Cell/sub-grain size (nm)
0 47 [1.63] 78 [0.78] 43 [0.28] 25 [1.05] ~2000
1 84 [1.34] 103 [0.78] 13.7 [0.14] 38 [1.82] ~460
2 97 [1.70] 109 [1.13] 10 [0.14] 42 [1.37] -
3 101 [1.27] 116 [0.56] 8 [0.21] 45 [1.56] -
4 104 [1.98] 122 [0.92] 14.7 [0.35] 46 [1.63] ~350
[SD] indicates the magnitude of standard deviation.
Figure 5. The engineering stress–strain curves for CP aluminum billets after the ECFE process, up to
four passes.
It is obvious that, after the 1st and 4th passes of the ECFE process, 79% and 121% enhancements
of the YS, 32% and 56% improvements of the UTS, and 68% and 66% reductions of the El, have been
attained as compared to the annealed condition, respectively. In addition, about 52% and 84% growths
of the HV magnitude were obtained after the first and fourth passes of the process, in comparison
with the condition of the as-received materials, respectively. It should be pointed out that the major YS,
UTS, and HV increments are achieved after the first pass, and further passes lead to improvements of
these properties at a slower rate (see Figure 6). Additionally, Figure 5 shows that the improvement of
the yield strength is more profound than the ultimate tensile strength. This means that the uniform
plastic area, which is located between the YS and UTS points, has been limited and causes restrictions
for various metal forming processes. On the other hand, an intense decrease at the elongation to failure
can be seen by imposing the ECFE process. It can be noted that the reduction of the elongation to
failure is high after the first pass and then it diminishes at a slower rate. The low magnitude for the
elongation to failure property results in a sizeable loss of ductility after the ECFE process. Although the
elongation to failure magnitude is increased slightly at the fourth pass, its magnitude is 66% lower
than the aluminum under annealed conditions. The slight increase in the elongation to failure for the
fourth-pass ECFE aluminum, as compared to the first pass (7%) can be related to the occurrence of
grain boundary recovery (conversion of LAGBs to HAGBs) [26–28]. This can be due to a decreasing of
the internal strains and accumulation of internal energy, therefore, increasing the possibility for crack
formation, or it can be related to the increase of the strain rate sensitivity of the material, which causes
resistance to neck formation. This improvement of the mechanical properties of material behavior
using the ECFE process has also been reported for Al1050, Al6061, Al7075, and nickel during the
ECAP process [26,27,29,30] and Al-3%Mg-0.2%Sc during the HPT process [31]. In addition, the ECAP
process on the same material, reported by Tolaminejad and Dehghani [32], indicated that about 64%
and 108% enhancement of the hardness value and approximately 202% and 267% improvement at
the yield strength magnitude have been achieved after the first and fourth passes when compared to
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the annealed condition. The corresponding percent for the ECFE process is 52% and 84% for the HV,
and 79% and 121% for the YS, respectively.
Figure 6. The variation of tensile properties, hardness behaviors, and impact characteristics of the CP
aluminum, before and after the ECFE process, up to four passes.
Low velocity drop weight impact tests have been performed on the CP aluminum samples before
and after the ECFE process to evaluate their impact behavior. Figure 7a,b represent the curves of
load versus time and deflection. As seen in this figure, each curve has two regions, including loading
and unloading regions. In the first part, the force slowly increases up to the maximum peak load
and then it decreases sharply in the second region. The ascending region occurs due to the sample
resistance to the impact force, and the descending region is related to the rebound of the tup from the
sample. In other words, the required load for penetration is increased when the tup makes contact
with the sample’s surface. Table 2 lists the magnitudes of peak load, deflection, impulse, and absorbed
energy for each pass of the ECFE sample and the trend of impact behavior versus pass number is also
shown in Figure 6. The results indicate that the impact load increases and the deflection decreases
by adding an ECFE pass number, and that the effects of the first pass ECFE process on the impact
behavior is more significant than with other passes. About a 26% increment of the impact force and
also 32%, 15%, and 4% decreases at the deflection, impulse, and absorbed energy, have been obtained,
respectively, after the four passes of the ECFE process in comparison with the as-received condition.
Thus, it can be said that the highest impact load, and also the lowest deflection, impulse, and absorbed
energy can be achieved for the fourth-pass ECFE sample, which means that an aluminum sample
with an enhanced strength and brittle behavior has been achieved. These results confirm the obtained
tensile properties. Interestingly, the smooth slope of the curves of the annealed and first pass samples
in Figure 7b indicates that the deflection is continued by the same load, which is observed in the
ductile materials.
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Figure 7. The (a) force–time and (b) force–deflection curves of CP aluminum billets, before and after
the ECFE process, up to four passes, achieved by a drop weight impact test.
Table 2. The impact characteristics of CP aluminum billets before and after the ECFE process up to the
four passes.
Pass Number Peak load (KN)[SD] Deflection (mm)[SD] Impulse (N·s)[SD] Absorbed energy (J)[SD]
0 12.72 [0.03] 5.33 [0.06] 50.99 [0.03] 39.63 [0.02]
1 15.03 [0.04] 4.19 [0.06] 47.64 [0.06] 38.92 [0.01]
2 15.17 [0.06] 3.71 [0.01] 45.03 [0.02] 38.56 [0.02]
3 15.64 [0.06] 3.75 [0.01] 44.88 [0.06] 38.31 [0.03]
4 15.98 [0.01] 3.61 [0.03] 43.30 [0.06] 38.16 [0.03]
[SD] indicates the magnitude of standard deviation.
4.2. Microstructural Characteristics
The proposed strength mechanism for the SPD materials (modified Hall–Petch relationship) is
combined with the contribution of the incidental dislocation boundaries due to the statistical trapping
of dislocations (LAGBs) and the geometrically necessary boundaries, because of the difference in
the slip system operating with the neighboring slip systems, or local strain differences within each
grain (HAGBs) [33]. This superior strengthening behavior is accompanied with a dramatic grain size
reduction. Williamson-Hall analyses on the XRD patterns have been used to calculate the crystalline
size of the ECFE billets, as can be seen in Figure 3a. Only three high intensity peaks of the XRD patterns
of the first and final pass samples have been considered. In addition, optical microscopy (OM) has been
employed to measure the average grain size of the as-received aluminum billet. Table 1 lists the average
grain size of Al1070 before and after the ECFE process for the first and final passes. The results show
that the ECFE process results in 77% and 82% reductions at the grain size for the 1st and 4th passes
of the deformed CP Al as compared to the non-ECFE condition. Furthermore, the EBSD orientation
color map reveals that the magnitude of the average grain size is about 480 nm after four passes of the
ECFE process, as is represented in Figure 8. Although the calculated XRD method gives the cell or
sub-grain size, and the EBSD analysis expresses the average grain size [34], it seems that the results of
the EBSD image are more accurate than the theoretical approach because the XRD procedure could
be affected by the strain, stress, and energy density and also other relevant parameters influencing
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the measurement. It is clearly observed that the fraction number of LAGBs is minor and the HAGBs
are the major fraction, i.e., the large angle grain boundaries occupy about 87% of the microstructure.
Similar results have been reported for the ECAP process of Al1070, rapid increment of the boundary
misorientation angle, and the addition of HAGB fractions up to the four passes [32].
Figure 8. The orientation color map of electron backscatter diffraction for the CP aluminum billet after
the four passes of the ECFE process.
5. Conclusions
In this research, the equal channel forward extrusion (ECFE) process had been proposed and
introduced as a novel technique of SPD methods to fabricate UFG materials. After designing and
manufacturing the die set-up, the capability of this new method has been investigated via tensile test,
hardness examination, drop weight impact test, and grain size measurement on commercial pure
aluminum billets, which were extruded up to four passes at room temperature. The main conclusions
of this research are as follows:
• The magnitudes of yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and Vickers micro-hardness have
increased from 47 MPa, 78 MPa, and 25 HV for the annealed condition to 104 MPa, 122 MPa,
and 46 HV for the fourth pass of the ECFE process, which indicate improvements of about 121%,
56%, and 84%, respectively. In addition, there is about a 66% reduction at the elongation to
failure in this way. Additionally, significant enhancements in the strengthening of CP aluminum
billets was achieved after the first pass of the ECFE process, which is in agreement with the
hardness measurements.
• During the drop weight impact test, the magnitudes of peak load, deflection, impulse,
and absorbed energy have increased from 12.72 KN, 5.33 mm, 50.99 N·s, and 39.63 J, to 15.98 KN,
3.61 mm, 43.3 N·s, and 38.16 J after four passes of the ECFE process, which means that material
with the enhanced strength and brittle behavior has been attained.
• This superior improvement in the mechanical properties of the ECFE CP aluminum billet is
accompanied with grain size reduction. The use of the classic Williamson–Hall method on the XRD
patterns indicates that about 77% and 82% reductions have been obtained in the cell/sub-grain
size of the first and fourth passes of the aluminum billets, in comparison with the annealed
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condition. Additionally, the EBSD scan of the final pass indicates an average grain size of about
480 nm.
The above outcomes denote that the ECFE process can be a suitable candidate as one of the SPD
methods for grain refinement and the production of UFG materials.
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to show the possibility to produce bulk metallic glass with
severe plastic deformation. High pressure torsion was used to consolidate Zr-based metallic glass
powder and deform it further to weld the powder particles together. The produced samples were
investigated with Scanning electron microscope (SEM), Transmission electron microscope (TEM),
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) to check if the specimens are fully
dense and have an amorphous structure. The results show that the specimens remain amorphous
during high pressure torsion and the density depends on the applied strain. Additional Vickers
hardness measurements enable a comparison with literature and show for Zr-based metallic glass
powder typical values (approximately 500 HV).
Keywords: severe plastic deformation; bulk metallic glass; Zr
1. Introduction
Metallic glasses are a new class of metals which were discovered in the 1950s [1–4]. As a
consequence of their amorphous structure, they have no crystal defects as grain boundaries or
dislocations [2,5,6]. This microstructural state changes the mechanism of deformation and subsequently
their mechanical properties. Their high yield strength and high elastic strain qualifies them for various
applications [7,8]. But as any new developed material they also harbor some obstacles. Metallic glasses
are not easy to produce as crystallization of the melt must be prevented. This can be difficult depending
on the used composition and the aimed large dimensions [9,10]. A solution for producing bulk metallic
glasses from not so stable metallic glass compositions is to produce metallic glass powder and form
the bulk metallic glass in an additional step. Severe plastic deformation (SPD) can be this additional
step [11,12] as well as a powder metallurgy process [13–15]. SPD techniques were used in the past to
obtain ultra-fine grained (ufg) and nanocrystalline (nc) specimens [16–19]. A wide range of materials
was processed with SPD and even immiscible systems were deformed to obtain nanocomposites [20].
The flexibility of these routes is also shown in the used starting materials. Those can range from solid
to powder and so the process of alloying is simplified. If High Pressure Torsion (HPT) is used, powders
can simply be mixed and the achieved mixture consolidated. With the applied strain during the
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following HPT step the material becomes homogenous. SPD was already used to deform bulk metallic
glass samples and even metal-metallic glass composites were obtained [21–25].
The aim of this study was to produce bulk metallic glass samples with SPD. The Zr-based
metallic glass powder was consolidated and deformed with HPT. SEM, TEM, XRD, DSC and hardness
measurements were used to investigate the specimen.
2. Experimental Section
For the production of bulk metallic glass samples a metallic glass powder with the composition
Zr57Cu20Al10Ni8Ti5 has been used. This powder was prepared by high pressure gas atomization
(atomization performed by Lucas Dembinski, PERSEE, IRTES-LERMPS, Belfort France) and shows
an average particle size of 25 μm [21]. SEM images of the bulk metallic glass powder can be seen
in Figure 1. A contamination particle is indicated with an arrow (see Figure 1b). Energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements (Oxford Instruments plc, Abdingdon, UK) have shown that
contamination contains Mn, Si, Fe, Al and Mg. For the HPT process (Schenck, Germany; adapted
hydraulic testing machine), powder was filled between the gap of the grooved HPT anvils, where it
was then compacted and processed by torsion under a pressure of 8 GPa at room temperature up to
63 revolutions. The final dimensions of the samples used in this study are 6 mm in diameter and 0.6
mm in height. Some contaminating particles were too hard to be deformed simultaneously with the
metallic glass powder. They, however, do not seem to influence the results of the general microstructure
(their total amount is below 1%); they may affect the ductility which is not in the focus of this paper.
The deformed HPT disks were cut into halves, ground and polished for SEM investigations and
hardness measurements. The Vickers hardness was measured along the diameter in the cross-section
of the HPT sample with a load of 0.5 kg. XRD phase analysis of the samples was performed using
a 5-circle X-ray diffractometer (SmartLab, Rigaku Co., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a source for
Cu-Kα radiation. DSC was performed using a Netzsch DSC 204 (NETZSCH GmbH & Co.Holding KG,
Selb/Bavaria, Germany). The heating range was between 25 and 590 ◦C. The heating rate was 10 K
min−1. For the DSC measurements undeformed powder and HPT samples, which were cut in half,
were used. TEM samples were prepared by a standard procedure: grinding, polishing and dimple
grinding with subsequent ion milling. TEM micrographs were recorded in top view at a radius of 2
mm (±0.3 mm due to varying dimension and position of the hole). Microstructural investigations
were conducted using a SEM LEO1525 (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) and a (scanning)
transmission electron microscope (S)TEM JEOL JEM 2100F (JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Japan) equipped
with a CS-corrector (CEOS GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany).
Figure 1. SEM images of the Zr-based metallic glass powder. The average particle size is 25 μm.
The spherical shape (a) is a result of the production by high pressure gas atomization. Contaminating
particle indicated with an arrow in (b).
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3. Results and Discussion
This work studies the possibility to produce bulk metallic glass specimens by using HPT; starting with
compaction of metallic glass powder and subsequent deformation. Therefore, three essential questions
must be answered: Is the final sample fully dense or does the sample contain pores or cracks? Does the
structure of the metallic glass change during deformation? Is the hardness of the HPT produced metallic
glass comparable to values of bulk metallic glass in literature?
To answer the first question samples were investigated in the SEM to find (even very small)
inhomogeneities. In HPT the torsion of the sample leads to a strain gradient along the radius of the
sample. At the center the applied shear strain is nearly zero, but at the edge it increases linearly
with the radius. Hence, only few HPT disks are sufficient to investigate the influence of the applied
strain. The investigated sample was deformed for 30 rotations at room temperature and cut into halves.
Figures 2 and 3 show the center and the edge in the cross-section of the HPT disk with a shear strain of
approximately 0 and 900, respectively.
In Figure 2, crack-like defects can be seen. These cracks are not induced by deformation, they are a
consequence of the insufficient deformation of the initial powder particles. The distance between these
defects corresponds to the particle diameter; it is between 2 and 25 μm (see Figure 1). Those cracks
can be found up to a radius of approximately 1.5 mm, which equals to a shear strain of about 600.
Apparently, the deformation near the center was not large enough to enforce a full consolidation of the
powder and fully weld the particles together.
Figure 2. SEM images taken from regions near the center of the High Pressure Torsion (HPT) disk at
different magnifications (lower magnification (a) and higher magnification (b)). The crack-like defects
are the result of unfinished welding of the metallic glass powder. The distance between the cracks
correlates with the particle size of the powder.
Figure 3. SEM images near the edge of the HPT disk. At low magnifications (a) and even at high
magnifications (b), no cracks, pores or other inhomogeneities can be detected.
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At the edge of the same specimen (Figure 3), no cracks or pores can be detected. So, these SEM
images confirm that full density is reached after sufficient deformation of the specimen. No other
features are visible in the SEM images due to the absence of cracks, pores and boundaries.
XRD and DSC measurements as well as TEM imaging were used to investigate the microstructure
of the HPT deformed specimen. In XRD broad peaks are expected for an amorphous material,
while crystalline materials would show several sharp peaks depending on the crystal structure and
the lattice parameters. The position of the metallic glass peak depends on the present short-range
order, which is strongly influenced by the composition. In Figure 4, the XRD results of the undeformed
powder and a deformed specimen are presented. A broad peak typical for amorphous material can be
seen for the HPT deformed sample (black line) and the undeformed powder (gray line). The position
and width of the peaks are identical and this confirms that bulk metallic glass can be produced by
HPT using metallic glass powder. For the used Zr-based metallic glass the broad peaks are in the same
angle range as the peaks of crystalline Zr. Shifting of this angles is due to the other elements, such as
Cu and Ni.
Figure 4. XRD measurement of the HPT deformed sample and the undeformed powder (gray line).
The peak position and width are in both cases the same, which indicates an unchanged amorphous
structure after HPT deformation. The arrows indicate the peak positions of crystalline Zr, Ni and Cu.
The number of counts differs as different slits were used during the XRD measurements.
Additionally, the specimen was examined in TEM to confirm that the material is still amorphous
after HPT deformation. In Figure 5, a high resolution TEM image and the diffraction pattern for the
same position are shown. In the TEM image no ordered region is visible. The diffraction pattern
consists of two broad rings only, which indicates-analog to the XRD measurements-an amorphous
state of the sample.
DSC measurements substantiate the results of XRD and TEM. Two HPT disks with 10 and 30 turns
at room temperature and undeformed powder were measured and the results can be seen in Figure 6.
All three specimens crystallize at nearly the same temperature (460 ◦C, 457 ◦C and 455 ◦C) and the
crystallization peaks have got a very similar breadth. Therefore, it can be concluded that during HPT
deforming no crystallization occurs. The onset of crystallization differs for the deformed specimen and
the undeformed powder. This is caused by structural relaxation during the deformation as the high
compressive loading of the HPT favors a structural change to a state with higher density (which equals
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a more relaxed state) [26]. The relaxation in the HPT specimen causes also a shift of the glass transition
temperature to higher temperatures and a stronger overlap with the crystallization peak.
Figure 5. In the high resolution TEM image no ordered regions can be detected. The inset shows a
diffraction pattern at the same position but from a much larger region (selected area diffraction (SAD)
aperture size: 120 μm). The broad rings confirm the amorphous state of the specimen.
Figure 6. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements exclude a crystallization during HPT
deformation. The powder as well as the HPT disks show a distinctive crystallization peak at 457 ◦C,
455 ◦C and 460 ◦C, respectively. The peak breadth and position are nearly the same, which indicates
an amorphous structure for all. The difference in the onset of crystallization and in the transition
temperature is caused by structural relaxation due to the HPT process.
The Vickers hardness was measured to get information about the mechanical properties of the
processed bulk metallic glass. In Figure 7, the results are shown for three specimens, which were
deformed at room temperature for three different numbers of rotations (10, 30 and 63 turns). After ten
turns the specimen contains crack-like defects all over the diameter as the applied strain was not high
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enough to fully consolidate the powder. This leads to a decrease of hardness. Only near the edge, the
hardness nearly approaches the value of the other samples. The hardness of the specimens with 30 and
63 turns is similar. Near the center a minimum hardness with about 450 HV is measured and at the
edge it increases up to 500 HV. From the fact that the specimens with 30 and 63 rotation show nearly
the same hardness it can be concluded that the hardness will not increase further more, even when
additional deformation is applied. Hence, it is obvious that a saturation state is reached at the edge of
the samples. The values of hardness for Zr-based glass in literature are in the range of 420 −-470 HV
(Stolpe et al. [24]), 455 −-475 HV (Luo et al. [27]), 480 HV (Champion and Perrière [28]) and 500 HV
(Chen [29] and Xu et al. [30]). The variation in hardness seems to be caused by different compositions
and production routes. Furthermore, one should take into account that HPT generated bulk metallic
glass is heavily deformed.
Figure 7. The results of Vickers hardness measurements can be seen. The hardness depending on
the radius (a) of the HPT disk is shown as well as the hardness depending on the shear strain (b).
Specimens with a higher number of applied rotations, show higher shear strain. For the sample with
10 turns the lowest hardness was measured. This is a result of incomplete welding of the powder
and therefore crack-like defects. The specimens with 30 and 63 rotations show a similar hardness,
which indicates that an equilibrium state is reached.
The SEM micrographs indicate that HPT is a process capable to consolidate metallic glass powder
by welding the particles together. In the past HPT has been already used to produce nanocomposites
by co-deforming of two different materials. Hence, the next step is producing metallic glass composites.
The second component next to a metallic glass can be a crystalline metal, but also another metallic
glass. Mixing crystalline and amorphous metals together changes the deformation behavior and
so, the formation of one fatal shear band can be prevented and the mechanical properties could be
improved [21,31,32]. Metallic glass/metallic glass composites will also show different properties,
because the two metallic glasses differ in the chemical composition and the near range ordering
will vary. The interfaces between the two metallic glasses will strongly influence the properties of
the composite.
4. Conclusions
(i) Bulk metallic glass specimens can be produced by consolidation and deforming metallic glass
powder with HPT; (ii) fully dense samples without cracks and pores can be achieved as long as
sufficient strain (γ = 600) is applied to weld the powder particles; the necessary strain is significantly
larger than in the case of consolidation of metal powder, due to the more localized deformation in
metallic glasses; (iii) during HPT at room temperature no crystallization of the Zr-based metallic glass
was observed, the specimens were found to be fully amorphous; (iv) a hardness of up to 500 HV
is measured.
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With this processing route it is possible to create new materials such as metal/metallic
glass composites and metallic glass/metallic glass composites (two different metallic glasses).
Those materials are expected to show interesting properties as the new interfaces will change
dramatically the properties of metallic glasses.
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Abstract: We report on a study of the nanocrystalline structure in Ti, which was produced by
cryogenic milling followed by subsequent consolidation via severe plastic deformation using high
pressure torsion. The mechanisms that are believed to be responsible for the formation of grains
smaller than 40 nm are discussed and the influence of structural characteristics, such as nanometric
grains and oxide nanoparticles, on Ti hardening is established.
Keywords: Ti; cryomilling; high pressure torsion; nanostructure; strengthening
1. Introduction
For the past decade or so, the interest in the application of severe plastic deformation
(SPD) techniques to manufacture nanostructured Ti has been motivated by several factors [1–15].
First, the reports on the formation of an ultrafine-grained structure from SPD processing and
its influence on the mechanical behavior have led to interesting fundamental questions [1–13].
Second, the published studies suggest that nanostructuring of Ti and its alloys can result in significant
enhancements in strength, ductility and fatigue life [10,14], which provide a pathway to the structural
and medical applications.
Grain refinement in commercially pure Ti by various SPD methods typically leads to ultrafine
grain (UFG) structures with an average grain size in the range of 100–600 nm [3–6,12–15].
However, it has been reported that the consolidation of the metal powders via SPD methods can
be implemented to prepare high-density samples with grain sizes that are smaller than 50 nm [16,17].
In the view of the above discussion, in the current study, we report on a novel processing approach
for producing nanocrystalline commercially pure (CP) Ti with grain sizes that are smaller than 40 nm.
Accordingly, we describe experimental results obtained by consolidating cryomilled CP Ti using the
SPD techniques and discuss the influence of the nanostructure on the mechanical behavior.
2. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows a SEM image of the Ti powder after pre-compaction (a) and after
subsequent consolidation by high pressure torsion (HPT) (b). The separated powder particles
with irregular morphologies and an average particle size of about 17 μm are evident (see
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Figure 1a). The microstructural analysis revealed the presence of pores between the powder particles
(see Figure 1a); the volume fraction of porosity was estimated to be approximately 40% of the total
area. The volume fraction of porosity decreased significantly after HPT (see Figure 1b), with separate
pores smaller than 1 μm and a fraction <3 vol.% in the central part of the sample (within a radius of up
to 2 mm from the center). The pores were not observed in the peripheral region of the disk.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. (a) The morphology of Ti Grade 2 powder produced by cryogenic milling and pre-compacted
under a pressure of 1.95 GPa; (b) the sample’s surface in the peripheral part of the sample after five
turns of high pressure torsion (HPT) at 573 K.
Figure 2 shows bright-field and dark-field TEM images of the microstructure at the peripheral
zone (approximately 3 mm from the center) of the sample after HPT. As noted above, this region does
not show any significant porosity. The microstructure of Ti consists of ultrafine grains with an average
size ranging from 25 to 40 nm (see Figure 2a). However, some coarser grains with an average size of
120 ± 50 nm were also observed in the microstructure (see Figure 2b). The fraction of the large grains
in the microstructure did not exceed 7%. It is likely that the large grains in the Ti sample were formed
during HPT through coalescence of the initial small grains in the cryomilled Ti powders. A similar
phenomenon was observed in Cu powders subjected to HPT [18]. In this study a possible mechanism
of non-uniform grain growth can be also associated with dynamic recrystallization, because SPD
processing was performed at elevated deformation temperatures (T = 573 K) when grain boundary
diffusional processes are activated.
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Figure 2. (a,b) Bright-field and dark-field images of ultrafine grains formed in peripheral part of the
sample; (c) ultrafine grains.
The appearance of non-uniform contrast inside the grains in the dark-field images indicates the
presence of a high lattice distortion (see Figure 2c). The total dislocation density at grain interiors
was estimated to be approximately 2 × 1014 m−2. The spots on the SAED patterns formed concentric
circles (see Figure 2). This feature is consistent with the formation of high-angle boundaries, which is
typical of nanostructured materials produced by HPT under conditions that involve a high number of
rotations [1].
The microstructure in the central region of the sample revealed a non-uniform distribution of
grain sizes ranging from 25 to 240 nm (see Figure 3). Such non-uniformity of the structure formed
in the center of HPT samples can be attributed to the competing processes of deformation, dynamic
recrystallization and grain growth, which are likely to be activated at elevated temperatures (573 K) [13].
The microhardness measurements along the disk radius from a sample center to its periphery showed
a decrease in hardness from 4050 MPa in the peripheral region to 3600 MPa in the sample center.
However, the microhardness was significantly higher in comparison with that of nanostructured
monolithic Ti after HPT at room temperature reported in [4], where the minimum grain size was about
80 nm, and the microhardness averaged 3000 MPa.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3. (a) TEM micrographs coarse grains; (b) ultrafine grains in the center of the sample.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. (a) TEM dark-field images and (b) diffraction pattern showing precipitates.
As is known, the strong affinity between Ti and O leads to the formation of a thin
oxide layer in Ti, regardless of the environmental conditions used during ball milling [18,19].
Accordingly, during structural analysis of the HPT samples, particular attention was paid to the
dispersed nanoparticles with a size less than 10 nm, which we observed along the grain boundaries
(see Figure 4). Diffraction patterns taken from the area of 0.5 μm showed the spots with interplanar
distances that correspond not only to Ti, but also to its oxides and nitrides, such as TiO2 and TiN
(see Figure 4b). Analysis of the TEM-images of the structure showed that the volume fraction of such
oxide particles was very small and did not exceed 0.1% by volume.
The results presented herein support the hypothesis that it is possible to synthesize nanostructured
CP Ti Grade 2 samples of high density by using a new approach involving HPT processing of powder
after cryomilling. In this work, we have managed to produce a nanocrystalline structure with a
mean grain size below 40 nm in CP Ti for the first time. It has been demonstrated in an earlier
study [17] that the obtained nanostructure depends greatly on the size of the initial powder particles
and the method of their preparation. It is known that, during milling, the material is subjected to
high-strain-rate deformation of a very high degree. Here, a high level of internal stresses is created
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due to a high density of dislocations, declinations, vacancies and other defects of the crystal lattice,
introduced during deformation [19]. As the deformation degree increases, sub-boundaries forming
in the powder particles transform into new high-angle boundaries, and the efficiency of structure
refinement grows considerably in the conditions of low temperatures as a result of cyclic plastic
deformation during milling in combination with limited recovery at low temperatures [19]. One benefit
of cryogenic milling in an inert medium (in liquid nitrogen or argon) is that it hinders recovery
processes (by virtue of the low mobility of defects at low temperatures) and thereby diminishes the
time required to attain a nanocrystalline microstructure, as compared to the mechanical alloying, for
example [19]. After cryogenic milling the average size of nanocrystals forming in the particles can
reach 20–30 nm [19].
Subsequent compaction of ultradispered powders should, first, ensure the fullest consolidation
of the sample, and second, preserve the nanostructure of the initial ultradispersed powder [20,21].
To attain a high density of samples, sintering and/or pressing at elevated temperatures is normally
used during compaction, but an intensive recrystallization occurring in the material during this process
leads to a noticeable grain coarsening [21]. It is evident that the preservation of the nanocrystalline
range of grain sizes can be achieved only through a decrease in the temperature and/or an increase
in the pressure during pressing. As is shown in the results of present work, an efficient method of
consolidation is severe plastic deformation via high pressure torsion (6 GPa) at a temperature of 573 K,
at which recrystallization processes in Ti are impeded. Nevertheless, note should be made that we did
not manage to completely exclude recrystallization processes in Ti at the given temperature due to high
internal stresses accumulated in the particles after their milling. As a result of such intensive straining,
macro-and micro-pores were practically absent in the microstructure of the samples, and the minimum
grain size reached 40 nm. At the same time, the non-uniformity of deformation in the central and
peripheral parts of the sample led to a noticeable inhomogeneity of the microstructure, which affected
the microhardness values (3600 and 4050 MPa, respectively).
Figure 5 shows experimental points that are plotted for CP Ti Grade 2 processed by ECAP with a
grain size of 600 nm [15], processed by HPT at room temperature when the average grain size reached
80 nm [4], and for Ti Grade 2 with a nanocrystalline structure and an average grain size of around
40 nm produced within the present work (Hμ~3σ0.2). For the sake of comparison, the Hall-Petch
relationship (1) was extrapolated to the ultrafine-grained region, where the grain size dependence of
yield stress in Ti is described by the following equation:
σ = σ0 + KH-Pd−1/2 (1)
where σ0 is the lattice friction stress, and KH-P is the hardening coefficient in the Hall-Petch equation.
The variation σ0 and KH-P can be due to the difference in material composition and process. It should be
noted that these σ0 and KH-P values are somewhat different to those reported previously, for example,
well-annealed pure Ti had σ0 = 78 MPa and KH-P = 0.40 MPa·m 1/2 [22], CP Ti subjected to cryogenic
channel die compression with an intercept of 249 MPa, and a slope of 0.27 MPa·m1/2 [23]. In this work,
the value of σ0 was experimentally determined as the yield stress (σ02) of commercially pure Ti Grade
2 with a grain size of 25 μm and it was assumed that the value of KH-P was 0.24 MPa·m1/2 [24]. It can
be seen that strengthening of Ti by ECAP processing is quite adequately described by the Hall-Petch
relationship. At the same time, with the grain sizes decreasing to 80 [4] and 40 nm (present work)
the yield stress of Ti is somewhat lower than the predicted classic curve. Such a deviation from the
Hall-Petch relationship and even its inverse dependence has been observed in other nanocrystalline
metals, normally at grain sizes of 20–30 nm [25]. This is related, in the first place, to the realization
of grain boundary sliding [25]. In developing these observations, a new aspect is the fact that in
Ti the deviation from the classic Hall-Petch relationship is observed already at 80 nm, evidently,
conditioned by the involvement of the grain sliding mechanism in the deformation, which can take
place at room temperature [4]. However, this requires a more detailed study of the nature of this
unusual phenomenon.
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Figure 5. The relationship between grain size and yield stress (σ0.2) and the experimental values for
commercially pure (CP) Ti Grade 2 from earlier [4,15] and present works.
To provide insight into the influence of dispersed oxide particles on the strengthening mechanisms








where r is the average radius of nanoparticles (~10 nm), G is the shear modulus (41.4 GPa for Ti) and λ







where f is the volume fraction of oxide particles in the structure (about 0.1%). The Burgers vector
was assumed to be 0.336 nm for a + c slip systems along the piramidal plane, which were the most
active ones in CP Ti during HPT [27]. Estimates show that the contribution of the oxides to the flow
stress of nanocrystalline Ti is marginal (~4.7 MPa). According to the work [10], the changes in the
concentration of oxygen near boundaries can also considerably affect the strength and ductility of
UFG Ti after annealing at 623 K. From this work, it appears that the changes in the concentration of
alloying elements near grain boundaries and the accompanying grain boundary segregations with
their influence on the plastic deformation response should be also investigated in more detail during
further study.
3. Experimental Section
CP Ti Grade 2 powder with the following chemical composition
(Ti-base,-0.015H-0.052C-0.24O-0.3Fe-0.015N, wt.%) was used as the initial material for our
studies. The powder was fabricated by cryogenic milling of commercial CP Ti in a liquid argon
medium; the experimental details are available in the published literature [19]. The cryomilled powder
was then subjected to preliminary compaction at a pressure of 1.95 GPa (described hereafter as
pre-compaction), followed by SPD processing using high pressure torsion (HPT) at 573 K with 5
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rotations under a pressure of 6 GPa. The samples were shaped as disks with a diameter of 10 mm
and a thickness of 0.2 mm. Transmission electron microscopywas performed on a Philips CM 20
(TEM Philips is a trademark of Philips Electronic Instruments Corp., Mahwah, NJ, USA) operating at
200 kV with a condenser aperture with a 100 μm nominal diameter and a nominal beam diameter of
55 nm. TEM foils were prepared by twin-jet polishing in a solution of 5% perchloric acid and 95%
methanol using a Struers Tenupol 5 electropolisher (Struers A/S, Ballerup, Denmark) at a temperature
of −248 K. The operating voltage was 50 V. Observations were made in both bright and dark field
imaging modes, and the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were recorded from the
areas of interest using an aperture of 0.3 μm nominal diameter. The dislocation density was calculated
on five bright and dark field TEM micrographs at magnification of 88,000 times with two tilting
using intercept method, where the foil thickness was determined from intensity oscillations in the
two-beam convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns. Microhardness was measured using
a Micromet 5101 microhardness tester (BUEHLER LTD, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) at a load of 100–150g for
20 s.
4. Conclusions
For the first time, the possibility of producing in Grade 2 CP Ti a nanocrystalline structure with
a grain size below 40 nm has been demonstrated. This is made possible due to high-strain-rate
deformation at a cryogenic temperature in the powder milling and its subsequent consolidation by
HPT at a high pressure (6 GPA) and a temperature of 573 K.
The discovered deviation of the experimental data on microhardness and yield stress from the
typical Hall-Petch relationship for Ti Grade 2 extrapolated into the ultrafine-grained region may
be associated with the involvement of the grain boundary sliding mechanism into deformation in
nanostructured Ti already at a grain size below 100–80 nm.
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Abstract: Ultrafine-grained (UFG) Ti-6Al-4V alloy has attracted attention from the various industries
due to its good mechanical properties. Although severe plastic deformation (SPD) processes can
produce such a material, its dimension is generally limited to laboratory scale. The present work
utilized the multi-pass caliber-rolling process to fabricate Ti-6Al-4V bulk rod with the equiaxed
UFG microstructure. The manufactured alloy mainly consisted of alpha phase and showed the fiber
texture with the basal planes parallel to the rolling direction. This rod was large enough to be used
in the industry and exhibited comparable tensile properties at room temperature in comparison to
SPD-processed Ti-6Al-4V alloys. The material also showed good formability at elevated temperature
due to the occurrence of superplasticity. Internal-variable analysis was carried out to measure
the contribution of deformation mechanisms at elevated temperatures in the manufactured alloy.
This revealed the increasing contribution of phase/grain-boundary sliding at 1073 K, which explained
the observed superplasticity.
Keywords: multi-pass caliber-rolling; grain refinement; internal-variable theory; Ti-6Al-4V
1. Introduction
Titanium and its alloys have attracted attention from various fields such as structural-material,
biomedical, munitions, and information-technology industries. In particular, Ti-6Al-4V alloy has been
a key material in aerospace industries since it was developed in 1954 [1]. The alloy possesses a superior
strength-to-weight ratio that increases the fuel efficiency of rocket and aircraft. It also exhibits excellent
corrosion resistance and mechanical stability at various temperatures. Finally, the alloy has good
formability at elevated temperatures after applying a certain thermomechanical process due to the
superplasticity [2–4].
Many researchers have focused on the fact that grain refinement can improve mechanical
properties of titanium alloys. The increasing fraction of grain boundaries act as barriers against
dislocation slip, leading to grain-boundary strengthening. In addition, the grain refinement provides
the increasing sources of grain-boundary sliding and hence induces the superplastic behavior at
elevated temperatures. It is thus natural that ultrafine-grained (UFG) titanium alloys have been actively
studied for decades [5–9]. To attain the UFG structure, most of previous works have utilized a severe
plastic deformation (SPD) process, such as equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) and high-pressure
torsion (HPT) [10]. However, the manufactured samples were generally 10s of centimeters in length,
which were limited to laboratory scale.
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To produce a UFG bulk rod applicable to the industries, the authors have introduced a multi-pass
caliber-rolling process as an alternative to the conventional SPD processes. Caliber-rolling machine
includes several calibers with various sizes and shapes (e.g., oval and circular) in its rolls by which a
multi-axial deformation is imposed on a workpiece during the process. Since Kimura et al. [11] reported
the considerable mechanical improvement in a caliber-rolled low-alloy steel, related studies have been
actively carried out with various materials [12–19]. Nevertheless, studies on caliber-rolled titanium
alloys have just begun in spite of its importance both in academia and industry [20–22]. A UFG bulk
rod was successfully manufactured by caliber-rolling Ti-6Al-4V alloy in this work. The researchers
investigated microstructures and tensile properties of the manufactured material and discussed
mechanisms of grain refinement and superplasticity.
2. Materials and Methods
Ti-6Al-4V rod was machined with a diameter of 28 mm and a length of 150 mm. The head part
was made to be conical to insert a material into a pair of calibers. The beta-transus temperature of this
alloy was reported to be 1268 K [9]. The Ti-6Al-4V rod was solution-treated at 1323 K for 2 h followed
by quenching in a water bath to induce a fine lath structure. This alloy was then soaked in a furnace at
1073 K for 1 h and caliber-rolled in the ambient atmosphere. The caliber-rolling process used in this
work consists of six deformation passes. First, third, and fifth calibers are oval-shaped, while second,
fourth, and sixth calibers are circular. The sample was inserted in a caliber, rotated by 90 degrees,
and then immediately inserted in the next caliber for each deformation path, as illustrated in Figure 1.
There was a single reheating process at 1073 K for 2 min after the fourth deformation pass. The sample
was air-cooled after the sixth deformation pass. The total reduction of area was determined to be 85%.
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of multi-pass caliber-rolling process.
Disc samples with a diameter of 3 mm were obtained from the caliber-rolled alloy, and then
mechanically thinned with 240-grit SiC papers to a thickness less than 200 μm. Afterwards, they were
jet-polished at 22 V and 265 K in a solution containing 40 mL of HClO4, 240 mL of 2-butoxy ethanol,
and 400 mL of methanol. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used to observe microstructures
at 200 kV with JEM-2100F FE-TEM machine (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). Grain size was measured from the
image using the linear intercept method [23]. Meanwhile, other discs were mirror-polished with 1
μm alumina powder and 0.25 μm colloidal silica for electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis.
The analysis was performed at 20 kV with Quanta 3D FEG machine (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA).
Tensile properties were measured using rod-type specimens whose gauge length and diameter
were 6 and 3 mm, respectively. Instron 8862 machine (INSTRON, Norwood, MA, USA) was used for
both room- and high-temperature tensile tests. Room-temperature tensile test was carried out at a
strain rate of 5 × 10−3 s−1 with an extensometer to obtain reliable data. High-temperature tensile test
was conducted in a halogen furnace at two temperature conditions (873 K and 1073 K) and two strain
rates (5 × 10−3 s−1 and 5 × 10−4 s−1). Each sample was heated for 10 min before commencing the
test. Load-relaxation test (LRT) was conducted in a similar manner to the high-temperature tensile test,
except that the samples were deformed up to a true strain of 0.2 and then hold to investigate the load
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relaxation behavior. The obtained LRT data were converted into stress-strain rate relationship based
on the following equation [24]:
σ = P(L0 + X − P/K)/A0L0 (1a)
.
ε = −(dP/dt)(LO + X − P/K) (1b)
K−1 ≈ Cm + L0/A0E (1c)
where P is load, Lo is the gauge length, Ao is the cross-sectional area of gauge region, X is the
displacement, Cm is the elastic compliance of testing machine, and E is Young’s modulus of Ti-6Al-4V
alloy. Strain-rate-jump test (SRJT) was performed at 1073 K, during which a strain rate changed
from 5 × 10−4 s−1 to 5 × 10−3 s−1 at a true strain of 0.6. Strain-rate sensitivity (m) was determined
as follows:




Figure 2 demonstrates the manufactured caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V bulk rod. The length and
diameter of the rod was approximately 1200 and 10 mm, respectively. It is also noted that the length
can be even increased by tailoring the dimension of initial material. Such a large dimension enables the
caliber-rolled rod to be directly used in the industry. Indeed, the authors fabricated a dental implant
fixture with this material, which exhibited satisfying mechanical strength and fatigue resistance both
in ambient atmosphere and simulated body fluid [21].
 
Figure 2. Ti-6Al-4V bulk rod manufactured by the multi-pass caliber-rolling process.
The grain structure of caliber-rolled rod was observed by TEM analysis as shown in Figure 3. It is
obvious that the rod possessed the UFG structure with a grain size of 0.2 ± 0.05 μm. Such a strong
grain refinement has thus far been accomplished by SPD processes. For example, Ko et al. [25] achieved
a similar UFG structure with a mean grain size of ~0.3 μm after applying four-pass ECAP deformation
at 873 K; however, the length of fabricated sample was much shorter (80 mm) compared to the present
UFG rod.
 
Figure 3. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrograph of caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V rod.
The image was taken perpendicular to the rolling direction (RD).
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Figure 4 presents the EBSD results for the investigated materials. The solution-treated
microstructure consisted of martensitic laths as intended. Beta phase was not confirmed in this
alloy, as reported in the literature [26,27]. Two types of martensitic laths were observed; coarse primary
laths were formed first, and then fine secondary laths were generated between the primary laths [28].
The latter occupies the most area in the solution-treated alloy, whose lath thickness is less than 5 μm.
The similar lath structure with no presence of beta phase was confirmed after the heating step prior
to the caliber-rolling (i.e., 1073 K for 1 h), although the thickness was increased to ~10 μm. The beta
fraction increased to 6% after the caliber-rolling. Figure 5 shows two types of beta constituents; most
of them exist as a form of nano-sized beta precipitations, while fragmented beta lamellae are also
observed. The beta lamellae were formed parallel to the RD and the thickness was measured to be
~0.2 μm or less. Chao et al. [27] attributed this type of phase transformation to adiabatic heating and
strain-induced transformation. A fraction of high-angle grain boundaries of 0.6–0.8 was confirmed in
Ti-6Al-4V alloys groove-rolled at 923–1023 K [22]. Similar results are expected in the present material
as both rolling processes have the similar deformation mechanism.
The confidence index (CI) of caliber-rolled rod was too low to provide meaningful microstructural
information. Tirumalasetty et al. [29] ascribed the low CI in UFG alloys to distorted Kikuchi patterns in
region with high dislocation density. Alternatively, the EBSD analysis was conducted after annealing
the caliber-rolled alloy at 873 K for 1 h, followed by water-quenching; such a condition was reported to
minimize recrystallization and maintain the texture in this material [30]. Figure 4c,d demonstrate two
types of grains: fine and coarse-grain groups. The fine grains are closer to the original microstructure
of caliber-rolled alloy because the clear image and high CI of coarse grains imply the formation of
microstructure during the subsequent annealing process. It should be noted that the fine grains are
equiaxed in both planes, supporting the conclusion from TEM observation that the caliber-rolling gave
rise to the equiaxed UFG structure for the present material.
Figure 4. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) pole figure map of the investigated Ti-6Al-4V rod:
(a) solution-treated; (b) heat-treated prior to the caliber-rolling; and (c,d) caliber-rolled and annealed
alloys. Figure 4c is a plane perpendicular to the RD, while Figure 4d is parallel to the RD. The black
dots indicate the area of confidence index (CI) ≤ 0.1. The x and y axes are demonstrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 5. SEM micrograph of the caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V rod. The dark and bright areas indicate
alpha and beta phases, respectively. The image was taken parallel to the RD marked as the arrow in
the micrograph.
Figure 6 presents the texture of the caliber-rolled rod in the form of RD inverse pole figure.
The alloy exhibited the fiber texture with the basal planes parallel to the RD. The fraction of beta phase
is small enough to be neglected. Narayana Murty et al. [22] recently reported the similar texture in
Ti-6Al-4V alloys groove-rolled at 873–1023 K, although their texture showed stronger orientation
along <10-10> and <2-1-10> directions. According to the work [22], the relatively randomized
texture observed in the present alloy may be attributed to higher deformation temperature related to
martensite decomposition and phase transformation during the deformation process as well as the
annealing treatment.
Figure 6. RD inverse pole figure for the caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V rod obtained by EBSD.
The manufactured UFG rod can be utilized in two ways in the industry. First, the material can
be directly machined to be used for biomedical products, such as dental implant fixture, bone screw,
bone plate, and micro-drill [1]. Room-temperature tensile properties are important in this case to
ensure the resistance to fatigue fracture for biomedical uses. Second, the rod can be further processed
at elevated temperature for automobile and aerospace industries, which requires the evaluation
of high-temperature mechanical properties. Therefore, the tensile properties of the caliber-rolled
Ti-6Al-4V alloy were investigated at both room and elevated temperatures.
Figure 7 shows room-temperature tensile properties of the caliber-rolled rod as well as UFG
Ti-6Al-4V alloys in the literature [5–8]. The caliber-rolled rod provided the high yield stress
(YS = 1345 MPa) and ultimate tensile stress (UTS = 1425 MPa) due to its UFG structure and resultant
grain-boundary strengthening. The tensile properties of the manufactured alloy was compared with
SPD-processed UFG Ti-6Al-4V alloys in terms of the product of strength and elongation; such an
approach has been widely used in the field of structural materials as strength increases in sacrifice of
39
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elongation in many cases [31]. The UFG bulk Ti-6Al-4V rod fabricated in this work exhibited the value
of 18,525 MPa%, as shown in Figure 7b, which was comparable with most of UFG Ti-6Al-4V alloys in
the literature.
 
Figure 7. (a) True stress-strain curve of caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V rod at room temperature and
(b) comparison of the tensile properties of various ultrafine-grained (UFG) Ti-6Al-4V alloys [5–8].
Figure 8a shows flow curves of the caliber-rolled alloy at elevated temperatures.
Increasing deformation temperature or decreasing strain rate increased the ductility in sacrifice of
strength. High-temperature deformation mechanisms at each condition were discussed in Section 4 on
the basis of the internal-variable theory. It is of particular note that the caliber-rolled rod deformed at
1073 K and 5 × 10−4 s−1 exhibited the different characteristics than the others. The sample recorded a
total elongation of 967% as shown in the inset of Figure 8a, whose flow curve showed a long plateau
as generally found in superplastic materials. In addition, the SRJT results shown in Figure 8b provided
a strain-rate sensitivity of 0.44 for the caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V at 1073 K. A material with a strain-rate
sensitivity of 0.3–0.8 is considered to possess superplasticity [32]. All of these factors suggest the
superplastic behavior of the present bulk rod at the high temperature, which will be useful in the
related industries.
 
Figure 8. High-temperature tensile properties of caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V rod: (a) true stress-strain
curve at elevated temperatures and (b) SRJT results obtained at 1073 K. The inset in Figure 8a compares
the undeformed specimen and the sample deformed at 1073 K and 5 × 10−4 s−1.
4. Discussion
The caliber-rolling process gave rise to the strong grain refinement by which the grain size became
similar to those refined by the SPD processes. Such a microstructural evolution can be understood in
terms of the dynamic globularization [33–36]. A groove formed at the phase/grain boundaries splits a
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platelet into several pieces by deepening along the boundary in the platelet. The broken-up lamellae
are transformed into globular grains to stabilize the surface energy.
Two factors contributed to the effective dynamic globularization and resultant grain refinement
in the caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V alloy. First, the present alloy consisted of fine martensitic laths prior to
the caliber-rolling process. According to the literature [27,37,38], such a microstructure is beneficial for
the grain refinement through dynamic globularization because an initial lamellar thickness directly
affects a final grain size. Second, the globularizing fraction increases with increase in an applied strain
following an Avrami-type equation in Ti-6Al-4V [39]. The authors have proven that the caliber-rolling
imposes more than twice as high strain than a conventional rolling with the same reduction of area [30].
In this work, the equivalent strain was determined to be 0.7, 1.2, 1.9, 2.4, 3.3, and 4.0 after the one-
to six-pass caliber-rolling in a two-phase titanium alloy. This is attributed to the redundant strain
accumulating without the volume change of workpiece [40].
Superplastic behavior was confirmed in the manufactured alloy at 1073 K and 5 × 10−4 s−1.
The high-temperature deformation data were interpreted on the basis of internal-variable theory
to investigate the deformation mechanisms. Ha and Chang [41] suggested this theory to measure
the contribution of grain matrix deformation (GMD) and phase/grain-boundary sliding (P/GBS) to
deformation behavior at elevated temperatures. In the internal-variable theory, stress is composed
of internal stress of long-range dislocation interactions (σI) and friction stress of short-range
dislocation-lattice interactions (σF). Strain rate consists of the rate of internal strain (ί), non-recoverable
plastic strain (ά), and P/GBS (ή) strain. Among these factors, the friction stress and internal strain rate
are negligible under the present conditions, providing stress and strain rate as follows:
σ = σI + σF ≈ σI (3a)
έ = ί + ά + ή ≈ ά + ή (3b)
The internal stress, non-recoverable plastic strain rate, and P/GBS strain rate at a deformation
temperature of T are determined from the following relations:
(σ*/σI) = exp(ά*/ά)p (4a)
ά* = νI (σ*/G)n(I) exp(−QI/RT) (4b)
(ή/ήo) = [(σ − Ση)/Ση]1/M (4c)
ήo = νη(Ση/μη)n(η) exp(−Qη/RT) (4d)
Here, σ* and Ση are stress for GMD and P/GBS, respectively. ά* and ήo are their conjugate
reference strain rates. νI and νη are the jump frequency for dislocations. QI and Qη are the activation
energy for GMD and P/GBS, respectively. R is the gas constant and other parameters are material
constants [4].
Figure 9 shows LRT results and corresponding internal-variable analysis. The GMD curve deviated
from the experimental data at lower strain rates of Figure 9a and almost entire range of Figure 9b. These
deviations were corrected by the P/GBS curve. It is thus concluded that P/GBS was not activated at
873 K and a strain rate of 5 × 10−3 s−1, whereas both mechanisms contributed to the high-temperature
deformation in the other cases. The relative contribution of each mechanism was quantified on the
basis of the LRT data. At 873 K and a strain rate of 5 × 10−4 s−1, GMD mainly contributed to the
deformation behavior (92% for GMD and 8% for P/GBS). Similar results were obtained at 1073 K
and a strain rate of 5 × 10−3 s−1 (85% for GMD and 15% for P/GBS) from the extrapolated data in
Figure 9b. These results explain why the superplasticity was not observed under the three conditions
mentioned above.
On the other hand, the contribution of P/GBS significantly increased at 1073 K and a strain rate
of 5 × 10−4 s−1 (55% for GMD and 45% for P/GBS). This is rationalized in light of the decreasing
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activation energy for deformation with increasing temperature and decreasing strain rate. The authors
have reported that the activation energy decreased to that for interphase/grain-boundary diffusion
under such conditions, resulting in the increasing contribution of P/GBS [4]. This conclusion is also
supported by the fact that the friction stress for P/GBS decreased as the deformation temperature
increased; the value of log Ση was −2.7 at 873 K and −5.7 at 1073 K. This is in good accord with the
superplastic behavior observed at 1073 K and 5 × 10−4 s−1.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Internal-variable analysis of caliber-rolled Ti-6Al-4V rod at (a) 873 K and (b) 1073 K.
5. Conclusions
In this work, the multi-pass caliber-rolling process successfully manufactured Ti-6Al-4V bulk
rod with the UFG microstructure. The dimension of the manufactured rod (1200 mm in length) was
significantly larger than most UFG Ti-6Al-4V samples fabricated by SPD processes and large enough
to be directly used in the industry. The length can be even increased by tailoring the dimension of
initial material. The alloy consisted of equiaxed ultrafine grains with a mean size of 0.2 μm. Such an
effective grain refinement originated from the fine lath structure in the initial material and redundant
strain accumulating without the volume change of workpiece. A small amount of beta particles
was formed during the caliber-rolling process due to adiabatic heating and strain-induced phase
transformation. The caliber-rolled rod showed the fiber texture with the basal planes parallel to
the RD. The grain refinement through the caliber-rolling affected the grain-boundary strengthening
at room temperature and superplastic behavior at high temperature. The product of strength and
elongation of the alloy at room temperature was calculated to be 18525 MPa%, which was similar
to the values of most SPD-processed UFG Ti-6Al-4V alloys in the literature. The manufactured rod
exhibited the superplastic behavior at 1073 K and 5 × 10−4 s−1. The internal-variable analysis revealed
the increasing P/GBS contribution to deformation under these conditions, while GMD controlled the
deformation at the lower temperature and/or higher strain rate.
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Abstract: This work presents the mechanical behavior modeling of commercial purity titanium
subjected to severe plastic deformation (SPD) during post-SPD compression, at temperatures
of 600-900 ◦C and at strain rates of 0.001-0.1 s−1. The flow response of the ultra-fine grained
microstructure is modeled using the modified Johnson-Cook model as a predictive tool, aiding
high temperature forming applications. It was seen that the model was satisfactory at all deformation
conditions except for the deformation temperature of 600 ◦C. In order to improve the predictive
capability, the model was extended with a corrective term for predictions at temperatures below
700 ◦C. The accuracy of the model was displayed with reasonable agreement, resulting in error levels
of less than 5% at all deformation temperatures.
Keywords: severe plastic deformation; titanium; equal channel angular extrusion/pressing;
high temperature; ultra-fine grained; Johnson-Cook model
1. Introduction
The advent of next generation materials with ultra-fine grains and nanostructures has led to further
improvement of mechanical properties. Titanium and its alloys typically find use in various industries,
including aerospace, defense, biomedical, energy, and automotive. In this respect, commercial purity
titanium (CP Ti) has also received considerable attention due to the opportunity presented by
remarkable combinations of strength and ductility by severe plastic deformation (SPD).
As a promising severe plastic deformation (SPD) method, equal channel angular
extrusion/pressing (ECAE/P) can generate ultra-fine grained (UFG) structures with high yield strength,
and ultimate tensile strength and accompanied by moderate ductility in various studies. The influence
of ECAE routes on the microstructure and mechanical properties of CP Ti was investigated [1]. It was
found that processing routes are effective in dictating the resulting grain morphology and structural
refinement. Another study focused on the critical parameters of ECAE processing as a practical method
for grain refinement [2]. Fan et al. [3] processed titanium using two-step SPD, consisting of eight
passes of ECAE and cold rolling at room and liquid nitrogen temperature. Subsequent cold rolling
of ECAE processed specimens led to further refinement of the microstructure, leading to strength
levels higher than those of Ti-6Al-4V [4]. A similar work on post-ECAE rolling was also demonstrated
in Zhu et al. [5]. Furthermore, evolution of crystallographic texture and anisotropy of post-ECAE
rolled Ti was another topic of study where the best mechanical characteristics providing high ultimate
tensile strength and ductility were revealed in the rolled flow plane samples, strained perpendicular
to the rolling direction [6]. Recently, a comparative hardness study was conducted on CP and UFG
Ti, indicating 2.5 times higher values for the latter, along with a more uniform microstructure after
SPD [7]. As an interesting contribution, Segal [8] analyzed the commercialization of the ECAE process
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and discussed the optimization of ECAE process by control of contact friction, the channel geometry,
strain/strain rate, billet shape, and punch/tool pressures.
In addition to the investigation of processing-structure-property relations, effective use of UFG
materials requires efforts into the modeling of the mechanical behavior. For instance, processing of
UFG materials requires the estimation of parameters to be applied during post-SPD deformation,
including, but not limited to, rolling or forging. Therefore, flow stress characterization and modeling
of deformation mechanics under high-temperature conditions is a critical topic, but has rarely been
investigated for UFG materials. For the case of UFG Ti, a majority of the studies concentrated
on high-temperature mechanical behavior and microstructural characterizations. Hoseini et al. [9]
investigated the annealing behavior of UFG Ti, where thermal stability up to 450 ◦C was demonstrated.
Long et al. [10] probed the mechanical behavior of UFG Ti in a wide temperature range by
demonstrating the compressive deformation response from −196 to 600 ◦C. Recently, Meredith and
Khan [11,12] have studied the mechanical properties and texture evolution of severely deformed
titanium, at strain rates from 0.0001 to 2000 s−1 and temperatures from −196 to 375 ◦C.
On the modeling front, most investigations considered high temperature flow behavior prediction
of coarse-grained Ti. Since the material flow behavior during hot deformation is complex, hardening
and softening mechanisms are affected by strain rate as well as temperature. Thus, numerous research
efforts have focused on the influence of strain rate and temperature on the flow stress using various
constitutive models. A case on commercial purity Ti was presented using an Arrhenius type equation to
propose constitutive equations at elevated temperatures up to 700 ◦C [13]. In another study on pure Ti,
Zhang et al. [14] applied a model based on the Fields-Backofen equation to predict the tensile behavior
up to 600 ◦C. A similar approach was followed to model the flow stress behavior of commercial
pure titanium sheet at temperatures ranging from 350 to 500 ◦C [15]. Furthermore, neural network
prediction of flow stress of a titanium alloy was investigated by Ping et al. [16]. Hyperbolic sine
function based on the unified viscoplasticity theory was also utilized to model the flow behavior of a
beta titanium alloy during hot deformation [17]. Another approach of simulating plastic deformation
is proposed by Johnson and Cook [18] and has been utilized for modeling titanium alloys at elevated
temperatures [19].
In spite of several studies on UFG Ti, constitutive modeling for describing the hot deformation
characteristics of this material needs further investigation. Apart from recent attempts by Sajadifar and
Yapici [20–22] considering the flow stress prediction of Ti subjected to eight passes ECAE, modeling
of severely deformed materials in the high temperature regime has been a less frequent topic. In the
present study, isothermal compression of ECAE processed CP titanium has been carried out at various
temperatures and strain rates to characterize the flow behavior during hot deformation. The material
behavior at high temperatures is predicted by introducing a modified Johnson-Cook model.
2. Materials and Experimental Procedures
The as-received commercial purity grade 2 Ti was received in bar form, with the chemical
composition of 0.008% C, 0.041% Fe, 0.002% H, 0.006% N, 0.150% O and balance Ti represented in
weight percent. The bars were coated with a graphite base lubricant before extrusion and were heated
in a furnace to the deformation temperature of 300 ◦C where they were held for 1 h before extrusion.
Finally, they were transferred to the 25.4 mm × 25.4 mm cross section, 90◦ angle ECAE die, which was
preheated to 300 ◦C. Extrusion took place at a rate of 1.27 mm/s. Eight ECAE passes were performed
following route E, accumulating a total strain of 9.24 in the as-processed material [23]. Route E was
selected as the ECAE processing route, resulting in the largest fully worked region in a given billet with
a high volume fraction of high-angle grain boundaries [24]. Route E consists of an alternating rotation
of the billet by +180◦ and +90◦, around its long axis, between successive passes. Following each
extrusion pass, the billets were water quenched to maintain the microstructure achieved during ECAE.
Lowest possible processing temperatures were crucial in preventing possible recrystallization and
partly achieved using the sliding walls concept [8].
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In exploring the hot deformation behavior of ECAE processed pure Ti, hot compression
experiments were performed. The compression specimens were electro-discharge machined (EDM)
in a rectangular block shape, 4 mm × 4 mm × 8 mm, with compression axis parallel to the extrusion
direction. All samples were ground and polished to remove major scratches and eliminate the influence
of a residual layer from EDM. The compression tests were conducted under isothermal conditions
at three different strain rates of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 s−1 and at temperatures of 600, 700, 800, and
900 ◦C. All specimens were heated up to the deformation temperature and then the samples were
deformed in a single loading step. The reduction in height at the end of the compression tests was
60% (true strain: 0.9) to avoid barreling and to capture the effect of both dynamic recovery and
recrystallization on deformation behavior. In addition, lubrication with graphite was used during hot
compression tests to decrease friction effects and minimize barreling [25]. The mechanical experiments
were conducted inside a temperature-controlled furnace mounted on an Instron mechanical testing
frame with uniformly heated samples having constant temperature profiles throughout the tests.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effects of Temperature and Deformation Rate on the Microstructural Evolution
Increase of deformation temperature and decrease of deformation rate caused the growth of
recrystallized grains in severely deformed titanium, as represented in Figure 1. Effect of deformation
temperature on grain growth was observed to be more remarkable than that of deformation rate.
At 900 ◦C, there is significant energy to promote nucleation and rapid growth of dynamically
recrystallized grains. Deforming samples at 600 ◦C and 900 ◦C for longer periods led to a coarser
structure since dynamically recrystallized grains had enough time to grow after nucleation.
   
(a) (b) 
   
(c) (d) 
Figure 1. Microstructure of severely deformed titanium followed by hot compression test at
(a) 600 ◦C-0.1s−1, (b) 600 ◦C-0.001s−1, (c) 900 ◦C-0.1s−1, (d) 900 ◦C-0.001s−1.
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3.2. Constitutive Equation for the Modified Johnson-Cook Model
Flow stress during hot deformation is dependent on strain (ε), strain rate (
.
ε), and temperature (T),
which can be described by the following function:
=f , ,T (1)
The Johnson-Cook (JC) and its modified models are utilized in different materials to predict their
flow stress behavior at elevated temperature [18]. The modified JC equation for hot compression is as
follows [26]:
0
= 1 , lnn TP B T C T
(2)
B(T) and n(T) are material constants, which are dependent on deformation temperature. C(ε,T) is
the material constant that is a function of both deformation temperature and strain.
.
ε0 is the reference
strain rate. The lowest strain rate (0.001 s−1) is selected as the reference strain rate [26].
3.3. Calculation of B(T), n(T) and C(ε,T)
For the strain rate (
.
ε) of 0.001 s−1, Equation (2) can be written as:
= n TP B T (3)
where σP is the peak stress. Taking the logarithm of Equation (3), gives:
ln(σP − σ) = ln[−B(T)] + n(T) ln(ε) (4)
The values of n and B can be obtained from Equation (4), according to the slope and intercept of
the lines (Figure 2), respectively. The linear relationship was seen to be better at higher deformation
temperatures in comparison with that of lower temperatures. This could be attributed to the stability
of the UFG structure at lower deformation temperatures bringing higher discrepancy at 600 ◦C and
700 ◦C. The values of n and B are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The values of B and n under different temperatures and at a strain rate of 0.001 s−1.
Material Constants 600 ◦C 700 ◦C 800 ◦C 900 ◦C
B(T), MPa −60.099 −11.806 −1.696 −1.995
n(T) 4.311 3.251 1.319 0.123
With the substitution of n(T) and B(T) into Equation (2), respective values of C(ε,T) can be
calculated under various deformation conditions. The values of C(ε,T) versus strain for different
deformation conditions are obtained by linear fitting (Figure 3). As presented in Table 2 for selected
true strain levels. For the sake of brevity, figures demonstrating the relation for the other deformation
temperatures are not presented here.
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Table 2. The values of C at different deformation strain levels and temperatures.
Strain 600 ◦C 700 ◦C 800 ◦C 900 ◦C
0.20 −0.0201 −0.013 0.0005 −0.013
0.40 0.0055 −0.0005 0.0016 −0.0005
0.60 0.015 −0.0162 −0.0019 −0.0162
0.80 −0.0029 −0.0265 −0.0035 −0.0265
3.4. Prediction of Flow Stress by the Modified Johnson-Cook Modeling
The flow stress behavior of ECAE processed pure Ti can be predicted by applying B(T), n(T) and
C(ε,T) to Equation (2), as demonstrated in Figure 4. This model is precise in predicting the flow stress
at all deformation conditions except at a temperature of 600 ◦C. At lower deformation temperatures
and higher deformation rates, the severely deformed microstructure is partly retained, and as such,
the model may lose its accuracy in determining the actual softening behavior.
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Figure 4. Comparison among model predictions and experimental results at: (a) 600 ◦C, (b) 700 ◦C, (c)
800 ◦C, (d) 900 ◦C.
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Furthermore, it is worth noting that the difference between the simulated and experimental
data is higher with increasing strain at 600 ◦C. Here, the modeled flow stress curves generally
reach a peak and then decrease sharply, which is a pronounced characteristic of dynamic
recrystallization. However, few experimental flow stress curves feature a peak followed by an
immediate plateau. This is a well-known behavior of dynamic recovery and can be observed at
the lowest deformation temperature.
3.5. Extension of the Johnson-Cook Model for Prediction of ECAE Processed Ti with a Corrective Term
When modeling the deformation at 600 ◦C, there is a considerable discrepancy between the
experimental and model flow responses especially after the peak stress. The variation of the material
constants, n(T) and B(T), as a function of temperature is plotted in Figure 5 exhibiting strong
dependence on the deformation temperature. It is worth noting that n(T) increases with decrease of
deformation temperature. Moreover, it was seen that the absolute value of B(T) shows a considerable
increase with decrease of deformation temperature. However, at higher temperatures, B(T) is fairly
constant and can be considered to be independent of temperature. With the increase of deformation
temperature, a similar behavior for B(T) and n(T) was reported for modeling the high temperature











500 600 700 800 900 1000
Temperature, °C
n
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Figure 5. Deformation temperature versus n and |B|2/3.
Another important factor affecting the predictions of this model is the amount of true strain.
As can be observed in Figure 4a, agreement of the model with the experimental data gets worse
from peak strain up to a true strain of 0.9. Considering that the error levels are comparably larger for
deformation at 600 ◦C, a new term accounting for this behavior is added to Equation (2). This corrective








The corrective term depends on the degree of deformation temperature via the inclusion of the
material constants, n(T) and B(T). With the dependence of corrective term on true strain, flow stress
levels are expected to remain constant and a plateau behavior can be obtained. The modified
flow response prediction at the lowest deformation temperature of 600 ◦C is shown in Figure 6
demonstrating better agreement with the experimental curve.
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Figure 6. Comparison between improved model predictions and experimental results at 600 ◦C.
3.6. Verification of the Model
In order to verify the accuracy of the applied constitutive model, the deviations between the






Figure 7 demonstrates the mean error values for the modeling approach based on the modified JC
equation. It can be seen that the highest error level is less than 5% in all cases indicating reasonable
agreement. In a separate study, models based on Arrhenius and dislocation density based formulations
were employed for modeling the behavior of ECAE processed Ti in the warm to hot working regime.

































Figure 7. Mean error of the model for various deformation conditions.
Although both the modified JC and dislocation density based models exhibit decent predictive
capability at relatively higher temperatures, their accuracy depends on how the active softening
mechanisms are treated according to the deformation temperature. Another assumption of these
constitutive models is that, they typically consider coarse grained microstructures. However, it was
mentioned that the average grain size of UFG titanium remained less than 3.5 μm at 600 ◦C [9].
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This finding was also confirmed in a different study [20,22]. On the other hand, the microstructure of
ECAE processed Ti followed by hot compression tests (above 700 ◦C) contained grains with average
size over 15 μm [22]. Therefore, the relatively fine grain size at lower temperatures could lead to the
higher error levels observed in the prediction of the flow response at 600 ◦C.
4. Conclusions
The hot deformation behavior of ECAE processed pure Ti was studied by isothermal compression
tests in temperatures ranging from 600 ◦C to 900 ◦C and strain rates ranging from 0.001 s−1 to 0.1 s−1.
The modified Johnson Cook model was utilized to predict the flow behavior of ECAE processed pure
Ti leading to a satisfactory agreement with experimental data in all cases except 600 ◦C. The model is
extended with a corrective term to improve the error levels at lower temperatures. This resulted in
the highest error level to remain less than 5%, pointing to the probable use of the presented model in
predicting the compressive response of ECAE processed Ti at elevated temperatures.
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Abstract: The microstructural changes leading to nanocrystalline structure development and the
respective tensile properties were studied in a 304L stainless steel subjected to large strain cold rolling
at ambient temperature. The cold rolling was accompanied by the development of deformation
twinning and martensitic transformation. The latter readily occurred at deformation microshear
bands, leading the martensite fraction to approach 0.75 at a total strain of 3. The deformation twinning
followed by microshear banding and martensitic transformation promoted the development of
nanocrystalline structure consisting of a uniform mixture of austenite and martensite grains with
their transverse sizes of 120–150 nm. The developed nanocrystallites were characterized by high
dislocation density in their interiors of about 3 × 1015 m−2 and 2 × 1015 m−2 in austenite and
martensite, respectively. The development of nanocrystalline structures with high internal stresses
led to significant strengthening. The yield strength increased from 220 MPa in the original hot forged
state to 1600 MPa after cold rolling to a strain of 3.
Keywords: austenitic stainless steel; severe plastic deformation; deformation twinning;
strain-induced martensite; grain refinement; nanocrystalline structure; strengthening
1. Introduction
The large strain deformations are considered as promising methods for development of
advanced structural steels and alloys with enhanced mechanical properties [1,2]. The significant
improvement of mechanical properties of metallic materials subjected to severe plastic deformations is
commonly attributed to the strain-induced ultrafine-grained or, even, nanocrystalline structures [3–5].
The ultrafine-grained materials have been shown to possess a unique combination of high strength
and surprisingly large ductility [6]. The efficiency of cold working for processing the high-strength
ultrafine-grained/nanocrystalline products depends remarkably on the kinetics of grain refinement
during plastic deformation. Austenitic stainless steels are typical representative of metallic materials
exhibiting rapid grain refinement upon cold working [7–10]. The grain refinement in these steels is
promoted by an intensive grain subdivision, which is associated with deformation twinning followed
by strain-induced martensitic transformation [9–13]. Therefore, the austenitic stainless steels can be
easily produced in high-strength ultrafine-grained/nanocrystalline state by conventional cold working
technique like plate rolling [10]. In spite of a number of research works dealing with nanocrystalline
stainless steels processed by large strain cold working, however, the mechanisms of microstructure
evolution, i.e., a role of deformation twinning and strain-induced martensite, and their contribution to
strengthening are still unclear.
The strengthening of metallic materials processed by large strain deformation is generally
discussed in terms of either grain boundary strengthening [14] or dislocation strengthening [15,16].
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The former is commonly evaluated as σGB = KεD−0.5, where D is the grain size and Kε is a constant;
and the latter is related to a square root of dislocation density as σDISL = αGbρ0.5, where α, G,
and b are a constant, the shear modulus, and the Burgers vector, respectively. Assuming that the
grain boundary strengthening and the dislocation strengthening contribute independently to overall
strength, a modified Hall-Petch-type relationship has been recently introduced to relate the yield
strength of ultrafine-grained/nanocrystalline materials processed by severe plastic deformation to their
microstructural parameters, i.e., the grain size and dislocation density, in the following form [17–19]:
σ0.2 = σ0 + KεD−0.5 + αGbρ0.5 (1)
Here, σ0 is the strength of dislocation-free single crystal. Recent studies on severely
deformed quasi-single phase ultrafine-grained/nanocrystalline materials have shown that the
contribution from dislocation strengthening exceeds remarkably that from grain boundaries [20,21].
However, the strengthening mechanisms for ultrafine-grained/nanocrystalline materials such as
metastable austenitic stainless steels, which experience martensitic phase transformation during cold
working, have not been studied.
The aim of this study is to clarify the microstructural operating mechanisms, which are mainly
responsible to the development of nanocrystalline structure in a typical chromium-nickel stainless steel
during large strain cold rolling, and to investigate the strengthening mechanisms of the cold rolled
steel, namely, the relationship between the microstructural parameters and strength contributions.
2. Experimental Section
A 304L-type austenitic steel (Fe-0.05%C-18.2%Cr-8.8%Ni-1.65%Mn-0.43%Si-0.05%P-0.04%S, all in
wt%) with an initial grain size of 21 μm was hot forged and annealed at 1100 ◦C followed by air
cooling. The plate rolling was carried out on samples with an initial cross section of 30 × 30 mm2 at
room temperature to various total true strains up to 3. In order to clarify the conventional Hall-Petch
relationship for the present steel, several rolled samples were annealed to various recrystallized grain
sizes at temperatures of 900–1150 ◦C. The strain hardening was studied by Vickers hardness tests with a
load of 3 N. The microstructural characterization was performed using a JEM-2100 transmission electron
microscope (TEM, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and a Nova Nanosem 450 scanning electron microscope
equipped with an electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) analyzer (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) on the
sample sections normal to the transverse direction. The volume fractions of the ferrite were averaged
through X-ray analysis, magnetic induction method and EBSD technique. The transverse grain size was
measured on EBSD micrographs by a linear intercept method along the normal direction. The dislocation
density was estimated by counting individual dislocations revealed by TEM in the grain/subgrain
interiors. The tensile tests were carried out at room temperature by using specimens with a gage length
of 6 mm and width of 3 mm. The equilibrium phase content was calculated with ThermoCalc software
using TCFE6 database (ThermoCalc Software, Stockholm, Sweden).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Strain Hardening and Phase Transformation
The effects of cold rolling on the hardness and strain-induced martensite fraction are shown in
Figure 1. The hardness drastically increases from about 1360 MPa to 4000 MPa during cold rolling to a
total strain of 0.5. Then, the rate of strain hardening gradually slows down leading to a progressive
increase in the hardness to above 5200 MPa as the total strain increases to 3. In contrast to strain
hardening, the fraction of strain-induced martensite almost linearly increases with strain in the
strain range of 0 < ε < 2. Upon further rolling, the kinetics of the phase transformation becomes
sluggish leading the strain-induced martensite fraction to approach 0.75, which is close to its saturation
value of about 0.85 as predicted by ThermoCalc. It should be noted in Figure 1 that there is no
direct correlation between the strain hardening and the martensite transformation. In other words,
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the change in hardening rate during the rolling does not provide similar change in the martensite
fraction. Remarkable increase in the martensite fraction from 0.2 to 0.65 occurs in the strain range from
0.5 to 2, while the hardness increase does not exceed 20%.
3.2. Microstructure Evolution
Typical deformation microstructures that developed during cold rolling to different total strains
are shown in Figure 2. The deformation microstructures combined with the inverse pole figures for the
normal direction (vertical in Figure 2) are shown in left-hand figures, whereas the right-hand figures
represent the austenite/martensite phase distribution. An early deformation is accompanied by the
frequent development of deformation twinning, which is typical feature of austenitic steels with low
stacking fault energy [9,10,13,20], followed by the martensitic transformation. Further deformation
results in a flattening of the original grains and the development of microshear bands. The latter
ones serve as preferential nucleation sites for the strain-induced martensite [11,22,23], resulting in
significant increase in the martensite fraction at intermediate strains of around 1 as mentioned before
in Figure 1. The grain flattening and the microshearing result in the wavy microstructure at large
rolling strains. This microstructure is mainly composed by the strain-induced martensite, since its
fraction comprises 0.75 at a large strain of 3. Therefore, the largely strained microstructure consists of
highly elongated wavy martensite grains interleaved with chains of fine austenite grains.
Figure 1. The effect of cold rolling strain on the hardness and strain-induced martensite fraction in a
304L stainless steel.
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Figure 2. Deformation microstructures evolved in a 304L stainless steel during cold rolling various
strains (ε). The black and white lines indicate the high-angle boundaries and twin boundaries,
respectively. The inverse pole figures are shown for the normal direction.
Some details of the development of nanocrystalline structure in the present steel during cold
rolling are shown in Figure 3. The microshear bands play an important role in the evolution of
nanocrystalline structure. At intermediate strains, the strain-induced martensite readily develops at
microshear bands. Hence, the microshear bands consist of alternating nanocrystallites of austenite and
martensite (s. enlarged portion at ε = 1 in Figure 3). At large strains, the microshear bands cross over
the flattened martensite crystallites. It should be noted that the martensite nanocrystallites evolved
at large total strains are subdivided by high-angle grain boundaries (s. enlarged portion at ε = 3 in
Figure 3).
The mechanisms of microstructure evolution during cold rolling are clearly reflected on the
grain/phase boundary misorientation distributions evolved at different strain levels (Figure 4).
The grain boundary misorientation distribution evolved at low to moderate stains of around 1 is
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characterized by three distinctive peaks against small angles below 10◦, large angles around 45◦, and
large angles about 60◦. The first of them is clearly associated with a number of low-angle deformation
subboundaries that are commonly brought out by plastic deformation [2]. The second one around 45◦
results from martensitic transformation. The orientation relationships between austenite and martensite
in stainless steels are close to those predicted by Kurdjumov-Sachs and Nishiyama-Wasserman,
which result in misorientations of 42.9◦ and 46◦, respectively, between austenite and martensite [9].
The third peak against 60◦ is, evidently, produced by deformation twinning, because the twin boundary
misorientation in austenite is 60◦ around <111>. The misorientations of deformation subboundaries
progressively increase during deformation [2]. Therefore, the fraction of low-angle subboundaries
gradually decreases with increase in total strain. The pronounced deformation twinning at low to
moderate strains seems to be exhausted at large strains. The corresponding 60◦ peak disappears at large
strains. On the other hand, the strain-induced martensite continuously develops during the present
cold rolling to a total strain of 3. It should be noted that grain boundaries in largely strained metals
and alloys tend to exhibit random misorientation [2,24–26]. Therefore, the boundary misorientation
distribution evolved in the stainless steel at large rolling strains looks like random distribution, which is
superimposed with two peaks against small angles (deformation subboundaries are continuously
developed) and large angles of 45◦ (resulting from martensitic orientation relationship).
 
Figure 3. Fine structures evolved in a 304L stainless steel subjected to cold rolling to total strains of ε =1
and ε = 3. The RD indicates the rolling direction. The numbers indicate the boundary misorientations
in degrees.
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Figure 4. Grain boundary misorientation distributions evolved in a 304L stainless steel subjected to
cold rolling to total strains of ε =1 and ε = 3.
The strain effect on the transverse grain size and the dislocation density during cold rolling of
the stainless steel (Figure 5) correlates with the strain hardening (Figure 1). The austenite grain size
rapidly reduces to about 700 nm upon cold rolling to a strain of 1. Then, the strain effect on the
grain refinement becomes less pronounced as strain increases. The transverse grain size of austenite
gradually decreases to about 150 nm during cold rolling to a strain of 3. The transverse grain size of
strain-induced martensite is characterized by similar strain dependence, although the martensite grains
are finer than the austenite ones, especially, at relatively small strains. The martensite grain size finally
attains about 120 nm at a total strain of 3. The dislocation density rapidly increases above 1015 m−2 at
early deformation. Further cold rolling is accompanied by gradual increase in the dislocation density,
which finally attains about 3 × 1015 m−2 in austenite and 2 × 1015 m−2 in martensite. A relatively low
dislocation density in martensite may result from enhanced recovery in bcc-lattice.
Figure 5. The effect of cold rolling strain on the transverse grain size and dislocation density in austenite
and strain-induced martensite in a 304L stainless steel.
3.3. Tensile Behavior
The tensile stress-elongation curves for the 304L stainless steel subjected to cold rolling to different
total strains are shown in Figure 6. The tensile behavior is characterized by a peak stress at relatively
small strain followed by a decrease of the flow stress until fracture. The tensile strength increases,
while the total elongation decreases with an increase in the previous rolling strain. The rolling to a
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strain of 3 results in significant increase in the yield strength from 220 MPa in the initial annealed state
to 1600 MPa. The total elongation decreases correspondingly from 100% to 4%. Some microstructural
parameters and mechanical properties of the steel samples cold rolled to different strains are listed in
Table 1.
Figure 6. Engineering stress vs. plastic elongation curves for a 304L stainless steel subjected to
cold rolling.
Table 1. The strain-induced martensite fraction (FM), the grain size (D), the dislocation density (ρ), the
yield strength (σ0.2), the ultimate tensile strength (UTS), and the total elongation (δ) of a 304L stainless
steel subjected to cold rolling to different strains (ε). The indexes of A and M indicate the austenite and
martensite, respectively.
ε FM DA, μm DM, μm ρA, 1014 m−2 ρM, 1014 m−2 σ0.2, MPa UTS, MPa
δ,
%
0 0 21 - 0.02 - 220 600 100
0.5 0.20 2.85 1.33 25 16 950 1090 10
1 0.35 0.6 0.29 28 17 1160 1295 8
2 0.65 0.22 0.2 30 18 1485 1600 5
3 0.75 0.145 0.115 32 22 1595 1785 4
3.4. Strengthening Mechanisms
The yield strength of the present 304L steel subjected to large strain cold rolling can be expressed
by the modified Hall-Petch relationship (Equation (1)), taking into account separate contributions of
austenite and martensite to overall strength:
σ0.2 = FA(σ0A + KεADA−0.5 + αAGAbAρA0.5) + FM(σ0M + KεMDM−0.5 + αMGMbMρM0.5) (2)
where indexes of A and M indicate austenite and martensite, respectively, FA and FM are the austenite
and martensite fractions, i.e., FA + FM = 1. The values of σ0 and Kε can be obtained from conventional
Hall-Petch relationship. To clarify the Hall-Petch relationship for the present steel, several annealed
samples with statically recrystallized microstructures were subjected to tensile tests. The corresponding
relationship between the austenite grain size and the yield strength is shown in Figure 7. Note here
that the grain sizes were evaluated as the mean grain boundary spacing, counting all high-angle
boundaries including twin boundaries. It is clearly seen in Figure 7 that the yield strength can be
related to the austenite grain size as follows:
σ0.2A = 180 + 240DA−0.5 (3)
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Figure 7. Hall-Petch relationship for a 304L stainless steel with annealed recrystallized microstructure
and the effect of dislocation density (ρ) on the strength increment (Δσρ).
Theσ0A = 180 MPa is quite close to those about 200 MPa reported for various austenitic steels [9,19,27].
The grain size strengthening in martensite can be evaluated by the following relationship, which has been
obtained for recrystallized Fe–15%Cr steel [28]:
σ0.2M = 180 + 240DM−0.5 (4)
Then, the dislocation strengthening can be estimated using the obtained data. The strength
increment associated with dislocation strengthening from Equation (2) reads:
Δσρ = σ0.2 − FAσ0.2A − FMσ0.2M = FAαAGAbAρA0.5 + FMαMGMbMρM0.5 (5)
Note here that the shear modulus, G = 81 GPa, and Burgers vector, b = 0.25 nm, are almost the
same for austenite and martensite (ferrite) [29]. Assuming that αA = αM, Equation (5) can be simplified
as follows:
Δσρ = αGb (FAρA0.5 + FMρM0.5) (6)
Figure 7 shows the relationship between the dislocation density and the corresponding strength
increment. Thus, the value of α = 0.73 is obtained from Figure 7. It should be noted that almost the same
values of α have been used for calculation of dislocation strengthening in various alloys [19–21,30–32].
Finally, the following expression for the yield strength of the present steel subjected to cold rolling can
be obtained:
σ0.2 = FA180 + FM120 + 240(FADA−0.5 + FMDM−0.5) + 0.73Gb(FAρA0.5 + FMρM0.5) (7)
The relationship between the experimental yield stress and calculated by Equation (7) is shown in
Figure 8. It is clearly seen that the yield strengths obtained by the modified Hall-Petch type equation
are quite coincident with the experimental results. Figure 8 also shows the contributions of different
strengthening mechanisms, i.e., the austenite dislocation density (ΔσρA), the austenite grain size
(ΔσDA), the martensite dislocation density (ΔσρM), and the martensite grain size (ΔσDA), into overall
strength, taking into account the change in the austenite/martensite fraction during cold rolling.
At small to moderate strains, the strengthening of the cold worked austenitic stainless steel is mainly
provided by drastic increase in the dislocation density in the austenite. The strength contribution
from austenite grain size becomes comparable with that from austenite dislocation density at rather
large strains, when the grain size decreases to nano-scale level. The dislocation density and grain size
of strain-induced martensite contribute to overall strength in similar manner as the austenite does.
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Namely, the strength increment from dislocation density significantly exceeds that from grain size
at relatively small strains, whereas the strength increments from dislocation density and grain size
become almost the same at large strains. However, the difference between the strength increments
from dislocation density and grain size in the strain-induced martensite is much less pronounced than
that in the austenite in the range of moderate to large strains. After rolling to a large total strain of 3,
the same strengthening from martensite dislocation density and martensite grain size is observed
(Figure 8).
Figure 8. The relationship between experimental and calculated yield strength (σ0.2) and the
contribution of grain size strengthening (ΔσD) and dislocation strengthening (Δσρ) into overall strength
on a 304L stainless steel subjected to cold rolling. The indexes of A and M indicate the austenite and
martensite, respectively.
4. Conclusions
The microstructural evolution and corresponding mechanical properties of a 304L austenitic
stainless steel subjected to large strain cold rolling at room temperature were studied. The main results
can be summarized as follows:
1. The cold rolling was accompanied by a rapid increase in the dislocation density, which exceed
1015 m−2 after straining to 0.5. Features of microstructural changes in the austenitic stainless steel
during cold deformation were the deformation twinning and the development of strain-induced
martensitic transformation, which resulted in martensite fraction of 0.75 after rolling to a strain of
3. Both the deformation twinning and strain-induced martensite led to the rapid grain refinement.
The nanocrystalline structure consisting of austenite and martensite grains with transverse grain sizes
of 145 nm and 115 nm, respectively, was developed at a large total strain of 3.
2. The development of nanocrystalline structure provided significant strengthening. The yield
strength increased from about 950 MPa to 1600 MPa with an increase in the total strain from 0.5 to 3.
Considering the dislocation density (ρ) and grain size (D) as main contributors to overall strengthening,
the following relationship for yield strength was obtained:
σ0.2 = FA180 + FM120 + 240(FADA−0.5 + FMDM−0.5) + 0.73Gb(FAρA0.5 + FMρM0.5)
where FA and FM are volume fractions of austenite and martensite, respectively, G is the shear modulus,
b is Burgers vector, the indexes of A and M indicate austenite and martensite, respectively. The obtained
results suggested that the strength increment from dislocation density remarkably exceeds that from
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grain size at small to moderate strains, whereas this difference gradually decreases during subsequent
deformation to large total strains.
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Abstract: Austenitic stainless steels X4CrNi18-12 and X8CrMnNi19-6-3 were processed by
accumulative roll bonding (ARB). Both materials show an extremely high yield strength of 1.25 GPa
accompanied by a satisfactory elongation to failure of up to 14% and a positive strain rate sensitivity
after two ARB cycles. The strain-hardening rate of the austenitic steels reveals a stabilization of the
stress-strain behavior during tensile testing. Especially for X8CrMnNi19-6-3, which has an elevated
manganese content of 6.7 wt.%, necking is prevented up to comparatively high plastic strains.
Microstructural investigations showed that the microstructure is separated into ultrafine-grained
channel like areas and relatively larger grains where pronounced nano-twinning and martensite
formation is observed.
Keywords: accumulative roll bonding (ARB); austenitic steel; ultrafine-grained microstructure;
strength; nano-twinning; strain rate sensitivity
1. Introduction
Accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [1] as a process of severe plastic deformation is one of the most
effective methods for the production of bulk ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials with a median grain
size smaller than 1 μm. The microstructural evolution during ARB is well described in literature, see for
example [2–4] for details. The mechanical properties of those materials are frequently claimed to be
favorable compared to their conventionally grained (CG) counterparts, as a good combination of high
strength and satisfactory ductility can be achieved [5–7]. The enhanced ductility is often brought into
connection with the enhanced strain rate sensitivity [3,6,8,9] of those materials. Moreover, strain rate
sensitivity is strongly related to an increased fraction of high angle boundaries [4], as they can
act as sources and sinks for dislocations [3]. Although there are numerous publications on ARB
available, only a couple of them are dealing with ARB-processing of steel-sheets. Among those,
the majority concerns interstitial free bcc steels (IF-steels) with a rather low content of alloying elements,
see for example [1,10–12]. However, there is very little literature available about ARB of austenitic
steels, which will be focused on in the following. Kitahara et al. [13] investigated the martensite
transformation of an ultrafine-grained Fe-28.5at.-%Ni-alloy with single phase metastable austenite
at room temperature. They performed the accumulative roll bonding process with sheets that were
pre-heated at 500 ◦C for 600 s up to 5 cycles. However, each cycle was divided into two passes with a
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thickness reduction <50%. They achieved an ultrafine-grained microstructure with a mean grain size
of 230 nm and a yield strength that was increased by a factor of 4.9 compared to the initial material.
Moreover, they showed that the martensite transformation starting temperature decreases with the
number of ARB cycles. Another study about ARB of austenitic steel was published by Jafarian et al. [14].
They investigated the microstructure and texture development in a Fe-24Ni-0.3C (wt.%) austenitic steel
up to 6 ARB-cycles and subsequent annealing. The processing was performed at 600 ◦C. The texture
was found to change from a copper orientation after 1 cycle towards a strong brass component after
6 cycles of ARB. Shen et al. [15] performed an accumulative cold rolling process with a thickness
reduction of 17% each pass, using sheets of a commercial austenitic stainless steel 304SS, which was
pre-heated up to 400 ◦C prior to each pass. Due to various subsequent heat-treatments, they could
achieve materials with different grain sizes. The tensile samples reached a yield strength of up to
1.8 GPa, yet rather small elongation to failure of about 6%. Furthermore twinning and slip of partial
dislocations were found to dominate plastic deformation in the ultrafine-grained state. Li et al. [16]
processed sheets of an austenitic 36%Ni (mass-%) steel up to 6 cycles, with a pre-ARB heat-treatment
at 500 ◦C. They found a rather small grain size of 150 nm and a high misorientation concerning the
high angle boundaries.
As no information is available in literature, this work is focused on the strain rate sensitivity of
ARB-processed ultrafine-grained austenitic stainless steels. Moreover, the effect of ultrafine grains and
pronounced nano-twinning on the mechanical properties of commercially available and technically
relevant alloys was addressed.
2. Experimental Section
Austenitic steels X4CrNi18-12 (1.4303) and X8CrMnNi19-6-3 (1.4376) were used as initial sheet
materials for accumulative roll bonding. Due to the high Ni-content, the austenitic phase of
X4CrNi18-12 is stabilized, which leads to a higher cold forming capability. This is desirable, as the
material is severely strained during ARB-processing. The austenitic steel X8CrMnNi19-6-3 is a
metastable one, which contains 6.7 wt.% of manganese. This induces twinning by plastic deformation,
which might lead to satisfactory ductility. The material was delivered by Thyssen Krupp Nirosta
GmbH and the chemical composition can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of the processed austenitic steels X4CrNi18-12 and X8CrMnNi19-6-3.
Alloy Composition in wt.%
C Si Mn Cr Ti P S Mo Ni
X4CrNi18-12 0–0.06 - 0–2.0 17.0–19.0 - - - - 11.0–13.0
X8CrMnNi19-6-3 0.025 0.46 6.76 17.43 0.001 0.029 0.0008 0.23 4.03
The sheets of X4CrNi18-12 and X8CrMnNi19-6-3 had an initial geometry of 25 × 150 × 1 mm
(width × length × thickness) and were processed up to three and two cycles of ARB, respectively.
Henceforth, the number of performed ARB cycles is denoted by N0-N3. Hereby one cycle of ARB
equals a v. Mises equivalent strain of 0.8. During each cycle, the sheets were degreased in acetone
and wire brushed with a rotating steel brush. Afterwards, the sheets were pre-heated in an electrical
furnace for 5 min at 300 ◦C and finally roll bonded with a thickness reduction of 50%. After each
cycle, edge cracking was cut off and the sheets were prepared accordingly to the scheme described
above before the next cycle. In order to determine the mechanical properties of the processed sheets,
both Vickers hardness measurements and tensile testing were performed. Therefore, a hardness
measurement unit Leco V-100A and an Instron 4505 universal testing machine (Hegewald & Peschke
MPT GmbH, Nossen, Germany) for uniaxial tensile testing were utilized. The hardness measurements
were conducted at the sheet plane, the rolling plane and the transversal plane. Tensile testing was
conducted in rolling direction at room temperature and at strain rates of 10−3s−1, 10−4s−1 and 10−5s−1
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in order to determine the strain rate sensitivity. Moreover, microstructural characterization was
done using a Zeiss Cross Beam 1540 EsB (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) scanning electron
microscope in backscattered electron contrast at an acceleration voltage of 11 kV and a working
distance of 7–8 mm, as well as a Philips CM 200 transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV
(FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA).
3. Results and Discussion
In Figure 1, the results of the hardness measurements in sheet plane, rolling plane and transversal
plane are shown for X4CrNi18-12 and for X8CrMnNi19-6-3. Generally an increase of the hardness
with the number of ARB cycles can be observed. The largest increase is found for the sheet plane,
which is due to the high friction between the sheets and the rolls. This leads to a large shear strain at
the surface regions of the sheet [17] and, therefore, to a 15% higher hardness compared to the other
planes. Moreover, the hardness of both alloys increases severely during the first cycle of ARB, but only
slightly during subsequent cycles. While the hardness of X4CrNi18-12 increases rather constantly




Figure 1. Vickers hardness measurements at the sheet, rolling and transversal planes of the samples
after different cycles of ARB for (a) X4CrNi18-12 and (b) X8CrMnNi19-6-3.
The mechanical performance of both austenitic steels during tensile testing is shown in Figure 2.
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and the yield strength (YS) increase significantly during the first
ARB cycle and the general trend is similar to the hardness measurements. That is to say, both steels
reach a YS of around 1.25 GPa after N2 and N3, respectively. The highest increase in strength is found
after the first cycle. Therefore, X4CrNi18-12 shows an increase of the UTS by a factor of 1.9 and an
increase of the YS by a factor of 3.8. During subsequent ARB-cycles, the strength is further increased,
although the relative increase is smaller. The total increase in yield strength compared to the initial
material equals a factor of 4.7. The uniform elongation is reduced from 50.4% to 1.2%, while the
elongation to failure is reduced from 58% to 7.7%. Similar behavior is found for X8CrMnNi19-6-3,
which also shows a strong increase in strength and a strong decrease in ductility after the first ARB cycle.
Thereby, the YS increases by a factor of 2.4. The reduction in ductility can be attributed to a decreased
hardening rate after severe plastic deformation. Nevertheless, both materials show an excellent
combination of strength and ductility. The ARB-processed X8CrMnNi19-6-3 especially performs very
well and reaches an UTS between 1.3 and 1.5 GPa, while it maintains an elongation to failure between
10 and 14%. Generally, the shape of the stress-strain curves changes after the first ARB cycle. While
the N0 samples deform mainly uniformly during the tensile testing, the ARB-processed ones start
necking at pretty low strains but show long post-necking deformation. This transition of tensile
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deformation behaviors in ultrafine-grained materials was discussed in detail for aluminum by Yu et
al. [18]. Referring to this publication, tensile stress-strain curves can be categorized into four different
characteristic types, in dependence of the grain size and the testing temperature. The N0-curves
obtained in the present study a can be assigned to Type IV, which means that the curve shows
continuous strain-hardening. This is typically observed in coarse-grained materials with a grain size
larger than 4 μm. The stress-strain curves of the ARB processed X4CrNi18-12 can be assigned to Type
II, which means that the curves exhibit a distinct yielding peak followed by strain-softening. Type II
behavior is observed for grain sizes between 0.4 μm and 1 μm. According to Yu et al. [18], the yielding
peak is brought into connection with a lack of mobile dislocations, due to the large dislocation sink
area provided by grain boundaries. This so-called yield-drop was also found for ultrafine-grained
aluminum AA1100 and IF-steel [19], UFG Cu [20], UFG Ti [21] and also for cold-rolled high-manganese
austenitic steel [22], which shows twinning induced plasticity. Concerning X8CrMnNi19-6-3, also a
distinct yield point followed by strain softening can be observed. In Figure 2d, the true strain hardening
rate is determined between the uniform elongation and the elongation to failure and plotted over
the true plastic strain for both austenitic steels after N2. The curves were obtained by calculating
the true stress strain curves (Figure 2c) from the engineering data and by determining the derivative
of those curves. It has to be considered, that the actual cross-section of the tensile samples during
tensile testing was not measured. However, the strain hardening curves can be compared qualitatively.
It can be observed, that both materials initially show the same behavior up to 5% of plastic strain.
That is to say, the strain hardening rate is reduced between the yield point and 3% of true plastic strain.
Up to 5% the hardening rate for both alloys is increasing again. Afterwards, the strain-hardening rate
of X4CrNi18-12 drastically decreases, while for X8CrMnNi19-6-3 the strain hardening rate increases
until it suddenly drops as soon as the sample breaks. This is most likely due to failure because of
ARB-related bonding defects. On the one hand, the stabilization of the stress-strain curves could be
influenced by an enhanced strain rate sensitivity, which is typically observed for ultrafine-grained fcc
metals. Thereby, thermally activated annihilation of dislocations is assumed to play a decisive roll
and might lead to increased post-necking strains. On the other hand, both steels show a three-stage
work hardening behavior, which is typical for materials with pronounced twinning activity and which
is also found for high manganese TWIP (twinning induced plasticity) steels. It appears that the
second stage is more distinct for X8CrMnNi19-6-3 compared to X4CrNi18-12. This might be due to the
elevated manganese content, which leads to a higher twinning activity during tensile deformation
that could stabilize the deformation behavior. The decreasing hardening rate after 5% of plastic strain,
which is observed for X4CrNi18-12, might be attributed to a saturation in the amount of twinned grains.
This saturation is not reached for X8CrMnNi19-6-3 during plastic straining. However, also martensitic
transformation might contribute to the stabilization of the stress-strain curves. To gain more insight,
the strain rate sensitivity and the twinning behavior of the materials were investigated.
The strain rate sensitivity (SRS) of the austenitic steels was determined from tensile testing
experiments at strain rates of 10−3s−1, 10−4s−1 and 10−5s−1. SRS has to be determined under
constant microstructural conditions. Thus, the determination of the SRS from tensile tests is rather
crucial, as a microstructural stable condition is hardly achieved. In order to minimize this problem,
all stress-strain curves were analyzed at maximum stress, which appears to be a good compromise
between the evolution of the microstructure and the limitations of the onset of necking. Therefore, true
stress–true strain diagrams were plotted and the maximum stress was evaluated from the different
curves. Afterwards, the determined values where plotted over the corresponding strain rate according
to [23,24]. Figure 3 reveals that in the initial N0 condition X4CrNi18-12 shows a small positive SRS of
around 0.007 at room temperature, while the SRS of X8CrMnNi19-6-3 is around zero. After the first and
the second ARB cycle, the SRS of X4CrNi18-12 is slightly decreased to around zero. However, it increases
distinctly during the third ARB cycle to 0.017. A similar trend can be found for X8CrMnNi19-6-3, where
the SRS remains around zero after the first cycle, but increases after the second cycle to 0.021. The SRS
after two cycles in the case of X8CrMnNi19-6-3 and after three cycles in the case of X4CrNi18-12 are in
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the range of SRS found for other ultrafine-grained fcc materials in literature [6,9,25]. Pronounced strain
rate sensitivity is frequently brought into connection with an increased fraction of high angle boundaries,
which is typically found in ultrafine-grained fcc metals, see for example [4]. Those high angle grain
boundaries can act as sources and sinks for dislocations [3], which are able to stabilize the stress-strain
behavior and eventually lead to a higher elongation to failure [6,25]. Consequently, Figure 2 reveals a
higher elongation to failure for X8CrMnNi19-6-3 compared to X4CrNi18-12, as the strain rate sensitivity
was determined to be higher. However, the SRS usually increases with the number of ARB cycles.
Nevertheless, the SRS of X4CrNi18-12 is decreased after the first ARB cycle, which is a rather untypical
behavior. In order to clarify more about this point, the microstructures of both alloys were investigated
in detail by means of SEM and TEM.
 
(a)  (b) 
 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2. Engineering stress-strain curves at RT and a strain rate of 10−3s−1 for (a) X4CrNi18-12
and (b) X8CrMnNi19-6-3. (c) Comparative plot of true stress-strain curves of X4CrNi18-12 and
X8CrMnNi19-6-3 at strain rates of 10−3s−1 and 10−4s−1. Stress-strain curves for 10−5s−1 are omitted
for reasons of clarity. (d) True strain hardening rate for X4CrNi18-12 and X8CrMnNi19-6-3 during
tensile testing at a strain rate of 10−3s−1 after N2 cycles of ARB between the uniform elongation and
the elongation to failure.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3. True maximum stress in MPa vs. strain rate for (a) X4CrNi18-12 and (b) X8CrMnNi19-6-3.
The slope of the curves equals the strain rate sensitivity mNx.
Concerning the stabilized austenitic steel X4CrNi18-12 in the initial N0 condition, which can be
seen in Figure 4a, the grain size of the equiaxial austenite grains is found to be in the range between
15–30 μm. Moreover, various annealing twins can be observed. The coarse grain structure leads to
a high strain hardening capability and therefore to a high uniform elongation. Figure 4b reveals
that after one ARB-cycle (ε = 0.8) the grains appear highly deformed and pronounced mechanical
twinning and martensite formation are clearly visible. Generally, the microstructure shows various
types of microstructural features. On the one hand, large grains with a grain size clearly above 1 μm.
These grains are filled up by nano-twins and martensite needles. On the other hand, shear band like
regions were found, indicating highly localized plastic deformation with very small grain sizes in
the UFG regime. With increasing number of ARB cycles, the fraction of the UFG area is extended
and the grain size is further reduced far below 1 μm, see Figure 4c. Moreover, the heterogeneity
of the microstructure related to the above described features decreases. Nevertheless, some of the
ultrafine grains still contain nano-sized twins in the range of 5–20 nm, which could be observed in
the TEM, see Figure 4d. According to Mangonon et al. [26], martensitic transformations in Fe-Cr-Ni
alloys proceed in the sequence γ (fcc)→ε (hcp)→α’ (tetragonal-bcc). Thereby, α’ is preferably built at
intersections of two ε bands and near regions where ε bands are adjacent to twins or grain boundaries.
Furthermore, α’ first appears to be needle-shaped and becomes more lath-shaped during subsequent
growth. Hereby, the growth of α’ leads to a reduction of the ε phase. Shen et al. [27] found that both ε
and twins act as an intermediate phase during the transformation form γ-austenite to α’-martensite.
Above a certain strain level, they observed that the twin density is decreasing, while the martensite
density is further increasing. Huang et al. [28] performed detailed TEM-investigations on the nucleation
mechanism of deformation-induced martensite in an austenitic steel under ECAP-deformation.
They observed similar behavior as described above; however they could also find α’ nucleating
at the intersection of two deformation twins and micro shear-bands. Accordingly, the diffraction
patterns of those zones become rather complex (compare inset of Figure 5d).
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Figure 4. SEM micrographs of ARB-processed austenitic steel X4CrNi18-12 after (a) N0, (b) N1 and
(c) N2. The arrows indicate areas where twins but also martensite were found. In (d) TEM captions of a
highly twinned region with the corresponding diffraction pattern is shown after N2 cycles of ARB.
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of ARB-processed austenitic steel X8CrMnNi19-6-3 after (a) N0, (b) N1
and (c) N2 cycles. The arrows indicate areas where twins but also martensite was found. (d) TEM
bright-field caption after N2 ARB-cycles and the corresponding diffraction pattern of this area.
Generally, the microstructural evolution of the austenitic steel X8CrMnNi19-6-3 is quite similar
to that of X4CrNi18-12. That is to say, X8CrMnNi19-6-3 also shows equiaxed coarse grains in the
initial N0 condition. The grain size is about 10 μm, which is slightly smaller than that of X4CrNi18-12
and there is also a smaller amount of annealing twins, see Figure 5a. After the first ARB cycle,
the microstructure already appears highly deformed, and both twinning and martensite are found
in the whole microstructure, which can be seen in Figure 5b. Furthermore, some larger grains in
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the range between 0.5 and 1.5 μm are found, which are rather randomly surrounded by very small
grains. After the second ARB cycle, oval-shaped areas with a diameter of 2–5 μm are forming,
see Figure 5c. Those areas are divided by zones of localized plastic deformation and very small grain
sizes, which appear to be shear bands orientated 45◦ to rolling direction. Moreover, the fraction of
ultrafine-grained areas is clearly increased compared to the N1 condition. In TEM investigations
γ-austenite, martensitic areas as well as twinning were found. Accordingly, in [28], the observed
diffraction patterns were quite complex. In Figure 5d the diffraction pattern of such an area is
representatively shown. Although indications for twinning and martensite could be found, the heavily
deformed structures did not allow clear identification and separation of the different phases.
After the first ARB cycle, the microstructure of both alloys is dominated by larger grains
containing mechanical twins and martensitic needles. As the fraction of ultrafine grains is rather
small, twinning and martensitic transformation can be regarded as the dominating deformation
mechanisms. Thus, the highly deformed microstructure contributes to the pronounced increase in
strength. Twinning is also assumed to significantly contribute to plastic deformation during tensile
testing, which stabilizes the stress-strain behavior. As a consequence of that, elongation to failure
becomes relatively high, see Figure 2. Because of pronounced twinning after one ARB cycle and
reduced interaction of dislocations with grain boundaries the strain rate sensitivity of both austenitic
steels is approaching zero after the first ARB cycle, as shown in Figure 3. This appears to be in
contrast to observations by Lu et al. [29], who report a positive effect of twins on the SRS in UFG
Cu. Nevertheless, both the grain size and the twin thickness are in a much smaller regime in that
study. Moreover. martensite formation found in this work might affect the SRS. As the fraction of
ultrafine-grained regions is increasing again during subsequent ARB cycles and the twinned areas are
reducing, the dislocation grain boundary interaction is enhanced and the strain rate sensitivity is also
increasing again. This leads to a positive strain rate sensitivity, which is usually observed in many fcc
metals. Mechanisms based on the thermally activated interaction of dislocations with grain boundaries,
which might provide a good explanation for the observed increase in SRS, are given by Blum et al. [3]
in terms of thermally activated annihilation of dislocations at grain boundaries or by Kato et al. [30] in
terms of thermally activated dislocation depinning at grain boundaries. Moreover, grain boundary
sliding cannot be completely neglected and might also contribute to the enhanced SRS to a certain
extent. However, when ductility is regarded, the situation becomes more complex: On the one hand,
with increasing number of ARB cycles, decreasing elongation to failure is observed as the twinning
capability is further decreased and the fraction of martensitic areas becomes more pronounced. On the
other hand, the SRS, which is known to positively affect ductility, see Figure 2c, is increased for both
alloys. Consequently, the elongation to failure is still rather satisfactory. Therefore, it is assumed that
the increased strain rate sensitivity, martensitic transformation as well as twinning appear to contribute
to the good ductility during tensile testing.
4. Conclusions
In the present study, commercially available austenitic steels X4CrNi18-12 and X8CrMnNi19-6-3
were processed by accumulative roll bonding at elevated temperatures. For both alloys, pronounced
twinning and needles like martensite were found after the first ARB cycle. An increase in yield strength
by a factor of 3.9 and 2.4, respectively, was found. During subsequent ARB cycles, the fraction of
ultrafine-grained microstructure was clearly increased and a very high yield strength of 1.25 GPa
was achieved. For X8CrMnNi19-6-3, the high strength was combined with a satisfactory ductility of
more than 10%. The ultrafine-grained regions appeared in channels, dividing coarser areas where
pronounced twinning with twin size of 5–20 nm was found. Typical for ultrafine-grained fcc metals,
positive strain rate sensitivity between 0.017 and 0.021 was revealed for both alloys, as soon as the
fraction of ultrafine-grained regimes was increased. Strain rate sensitivity, twinning and martensitic
transformation appear to contribute to the satisfactory ductility.
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Abstract: The increased attention ultrafine grained (UFG) materials have received over the last
decade has been inspired by their high strength in combination with a remarkable ductility, which is
a promising combination for good fatigue properties. In this paper, we focus on the effect of different
carbide morphologies in the initial microstructure on the fatigue behavior after high pressure torsion
(HPT) treatment of SAE 1045 steels. The two initial carbide morphologies are spheroidized as well
as tempered states. The HPT processing increased the hardness of the spheroidized and tempered
states from 169 HV and 388 HV to a maximum of 511 HV and 758 HV, respectively. The endurance
limit increased linearly with hardness up to about 500 HV independent of the carbide morphology.
The fracture surfaces revealed mostly flat fatigue fracture surfaces with crack initiation at the surface
or, more often, at non-metallic inclusions. Morphology and crack initiation mechanisms were changed
by the severe plastic deformation. The residual fracture surface of specimens with spheroidal initial
microstructures showed well-defined dimple structures also after HPT at high fatigue limits and high
hardness values. In contrast, the specimens with a tempered initial microstructure showed rather
brittle and rough residual fracture surfaces after HPT.
Keywords: severe plastic deformation; high pressure torsion; fatigue; carbide morphology;
shear bands; high strength steels; microstructure; fracture surface
1. Introduction
Despite the progress achieved over the last fifty years in the development of new steel grades and
thermal- and thermomechanical treatments, the quest for novel processing routes allowing further
enhancement of mechanical properties remains of great current interest. Furthermore, the field of
nanostructuring has not been extensively explored in mainstream steel research. It was proposed that
grain size refinement could be the most promising way to improve the fatigue life of steel because
it allows obtaining high strength in combination with good ductility values [1,2]. Severe plastic
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deformation (SPD) of metals and alloys is a well-established method to obtain ultrafine-grained
structures, or phase compositions that are impossible to obtain by conventional thermal treatment.
Essential for SPD is the combination of a high hydrostatic pressure, to avoid crack initiation, and an
enormous shear strain. At present, the most developed SPD techniques are Equal Channel Angular
Pressing (ECAP) [3], High Pressure Torsion (HPT) [4] and accumulated Roll Bonding (ARB) [5].
The possibility of producing bulk nanostructured metals with grain sizes in the nanometre to
submicrometre ranges has been demonstrated using these methods [6]. In the case of multiphase
alloys and intermetallic compounds, SPD not only leads to grain refinement but can also lead to the
formation of non-equilibrium solid solutions [2,7], disordering [8], or amorphization [9].
Recent investigations of the mechanical behaviour of ultrafine-grained materials (nano- and
submicrocrystalline) processed by severe plastic deformation have demonstrated a significant
improvement of their strength compared to their coarse-grained counterparts [6,10,11].
Furthermore, high cycle fatigue properties were substantially improved in several face centered
cubic (fcc) metals with grain reduction down to UFG and nanoscopic scales [12,13]. Similar results
were also obtained for ferritic and low carbon steels [14–16]. In particular, in low carbon steel C15
processed by ECAP, the increase of the endurance limit by a factor of two has been reported [17].
Nevertheless, the fatigue properties characteristic for martensitic or bainitic steels have not been
achieved yet. One of the major problems associated with UFG structures produced by SPD is
their inherent thermal, structural, and mechanical instability, caused by the high dislocation density,
local internal stresses created during cold working, and limited hardenability. For example, a large
amount of low angle boundaries introduced by ECAP processing led to cyclic instability in low carbon
steel C10 [18].
In this paper, we present fatigue properties of ultrafine-grained medium carbon steels with
two different carbide morphologies. In order to obtain microstructures with a high fraction of high
angles grain boundaries and low levels of internal stress, we applied HPT processing at elevated
temperatures–warm HPT [19]. First, the paper offers an intensive characterization of the resulting
microstructure after HPT treatment. Automated crystal orientation mapping in a transmission electron
microscope (ACOM-TEM) was used in addition to standard scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
In the fatigue tests, use was made of electro-dynamic test equipment for micro-bending. We can show a
correlation of the hardness, which is affected by the grain refinement during HPT, with the endurance
limits, which were determined in the fatigue tests. Fractographic investigations helped to interpret
and analyze the results.
2. Experimental Section
The investigations were conducted with commercial medium carbon steel SAE 1045 (Fe-balance,
0.46 C, 0.64 Mn, 0.17 Si, 0.011 P, 0.009 S, all in wt. %) delivered as rods with a normalized ferritic-pearlitic
microstructure. The rods were heat treated to obtain two different carbide morphologies: In order
to obtain spheroidized carbides, part of the rods was annealed at 680 ◦C for 40 h (initial state S).
The remaining rods were annealed at 850 ◦C, quenched to room temperature and tempered for 1 h
at 450 ◦C (initial state T). Subsequently, the thermally treated rods were cut into 0.8 mm thin discs
and processed by high pressure torsion under a pressure of 6 GPa for six and ten rotations at a






with r, n, and t as the distance from the axis of rotation, the number of HPT revolutions, and the
thickness of the disc, respectively. The shear strain is 141 after six and 236 after ten rotations at a
distance of 3 mm from the center of the disk. This 3 mm distance is also the location of the specimen
extraction for structural characterization and hardness measurements.
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Four rectangular fatigue samples with dimensions of 4 mm × 1 mm (w) × 0.6 mm (h) were cut
with their center at a distance of 3 mm from the center of every 10 mm × 0.6 mm cylindrical HPT
disk as illustrated in Figure 1a. The fatigue samples were ground into the final shape and polished
to 1 μm grid size. Hardness measurements were carried out with an ASMEC UNAT 2 Nanoindenter
(ASMEC GmbH, Radeberg, Germany) and a proof force of 200 mN on a surface polished with colloidal
SiO2.
Cyclic four-point-bending tests were performed on a BOSE ELECTROFORCE 3230 electrodynamic
testing machine at a frequency of 40 Hz under stress control. They were conducted with a load ratio of
R = 0.1 at room temperature. The mountings are shown in Figure 1b with a lower mounting distance of
3.2 mm and an upper one of 1.6 mm. To determine the endurance limits, the staircase method [20] was
used with different step sizes, depending on the fatigue limit to be expected by a linear correlation with
the hardness. Stress calculations were carried out for the controlled force F considering the specimen





In this case, d = 0.8 mm is the distance between the upper and lower mounting rollers.
The parameter σedge specifies the edge stress as real stress in longitudinal direction in the lowest
tension fiber when linear-elastic material behavior is assumed.
Figure 1. (a) HPT disc with indicated specimen extraction areas. (b) cyclic four-point-bending
test fixture.
A PHILIPS XL40 scanning electron microscope (SEM, Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was
used for fractographic investigations and low magnification microstructure investigations at a voltage
of 20 kV. For SEM investigations with higher magnification, a ZEISS Supra 40VP (Carl Zeiss Microscopy
GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) was used at a voltage of 5 kV. The microstructure of the HPT processed
samples was further investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM lamellas were
cut from the HPT deformed discs at the position where the SEM investigations had been carried out.
These areas are located approximately 3 mm from the center (Figure 1). The lamellae were prepared by
FIB lift-out using a FEI Strata 400S (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) with the final polishing performed with a
5kV Ga+-ion beam. The TEM lamellas of samples after fatigue fractures were taken from the location
of the fracture initiation site.
Automated crystal orientation mapping (ACOM-TEM) was conducted using a Tecnai F20 ST
(FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an ASTAR DigiStar (Nanomegas, Brussels, Belgium) system
and operated at 200 kV in μp-STEM mode with spot size 7, camera length 150 mm, condenser aperture
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20 μm, gun lens 6 and extraction voltage 4.5 kV [21]. Orientation maps have been obtained with an
acquisition speed of 100 frames per second. Data processing for area weighted grain size determination
consisted of the following steps:
Crystallite/grain recognition in the orientation maps with an extended version of Mtex 3.4.2 [22].
The chosen disorientation between neighbors for the recognition was 5◦.
Pixel filtering of the orientation maps was performed with a median filter of the combined Euler
angles, weighted by the phase [23].
Crystallites that exhibit a 180◦ orientation ambiguity to their neighbors were corrected [24].
• Small grains and grains with a bad reliability and index were removed.
• No re-filling of any of the removed pixels was undertaken.
BF/DF-TEM analysis was carried out with the help of an image corrected FEI Titan 80-300
(FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA), equipped with a Gatan US1000 (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA) slow scan
CCD camera operated at 300 kV.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Materials and Microstructure
The microstructure of C45 steel after spheroidizing annealing (S state) is shown in Figures 2a and 3a,b.
Figure 2. Etched surface microstructures prior to the fatigue tests (a) initial state after soft annealing
containing spheroidal carbides (b) after 6 HPT rotations (c) after 10 HPT rotations (d) initial state with
tempered microstructure (e) after 6 rotations (f) after 10 rotations.
The soft annealed state contains spheroidal carbides distributed in a uniform coarse grained
microstructure with well-defined grain boundaries (Figures 2a and 3b). The grains are micrometer
sized (~15 μm) and initial hardness is 169 HV. This state will be referred to as s-ini. Typical images of
the S state after warm HPT for six and ten rotations (these states will be referred to as s-HPT-6 and
s-HPT-10) are shown in Figure 2b,c and Figure 3c–f. After six rotations, the microstructure is refined
and new grain boundaries appear (Figures 2b and 3c). The grain size shrinks to approximately 0.8 μm
and the grains show a slight elongation along the HPT shear direction (Figure 3c) with a hardness
of 289 HV. After ten rotations, the ferrite grain size decreases further to approximately 0.2 μm and
the elongation is more pronounced (Figure 3e,f). Hardness rises to 511 HV. The continuous grain
refinement is best visible in Figure 3a,c,e.
The spheroidal carbides are still clearly visible in s-HPT-10, but the larger ones in Figure 3e are
partially fragmented and appear blurred. In addition, an increasing number of small carbides are
distributed between the ferrite grains.
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Figure 3. Orientation (a,c,e) and phase (b,d,f) maps (ACOM-TEM) overlaid with the reliability of the
spheroidized microstructures (a,b), after 6 (c,d) and 10 HPT rotations (e,f) all prior to the fatigue tests.
The color code of the orientation maps is given in (a). The projection direction is normal to the paper
plane. The Fe phase is given in red and green represents the carbide phase. The reliability is given in
black for both types of maps.
Needle-shaped microstructures are visible in Figures 2d and 4a,b for C45 steel after tempering
(T state). Carbides are finely dispersed between the needles (Figure 4b). The samples have an initial
hardness of 388 HV before HPT. This state will be referred to as t-ini. After six HPT rotations (t-HPT-6),
the needles become slightly refined (Figures 2e and 4c), their long axis is oriented along the shear
direction and the formation of new low and high angle grain boundaries is visible. The hardness
increases to 457 HV in t-HPT-6. After ten rotations (t-HPT-10), the microstructure shows strong
refinement by SEM (Figure 2f) with no visible needles anymore. ACOM-TEM reveals an ultrafine
grained structure with elongated grains and the cementite is finely dispersed in the ferrite matrix.
The final hardness at the fatigue samples extraction point is 758 HV. However, the microstructure and
hardness show variations along the radius of the HPT disk due to the shear strain variation (compare
Equation (1)). The cementite distribution is most homogeneous after 10 rotations.
After HPT, shear bands are visible by optical microscopy on the surface, fracture surface, and cross
section of all specimens. Such shear bands have been reported earlier for HPT processed nanocrystalline
metals such as palladium [25]. Interesting to notice is that, in the present case of the C45 steel,
non-metallic inclusion were sometimes sheared by the shear bands as seen in the FIB cross-section in
Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Orientation (a,c,e) and phase (b,d,f) maps (ACOM-TEM) overlaid with the reliability of the
tempered microstructures (a,b), after 6 (c,d) and 10 HPT rotations (e,f) all prior to the fatigue tests.
The color code of the orientation maps is given in (e). The projection direction is normal to the paper
plane. The Fe phase is given in red and green represents the carbide phase. The reliability is given in
black for both types of maps.
Figure 5. SEM images of a sheared non-metallic inclusion on the (non-etched) surface of t-HPT-10:
(a) top view; (b) FIB cut through the inclusion.
3.2. S-N-Curves
Four-point-bending fatigue tests were carried out with both carbide morphologies in the initial
coarse grained (CG) and the HPT deformed states (Figure 6). The edge stress amplitude was plotted
against the number of cycles to fracture for both initial carbide morphologies. The arrows in the
squares indicate runouts after 107 cycles. The small numbers beside the arrows show the number of
overlapping runout-points. The crack initiation site type is indicated on top of the diagrams. A few
specimens could not be investigated (n.I.) after fatigue, e.g., because they did not break completely.
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Figure 6. S-N curves of (a) CG and UFG spheroidized SAE 1045 revealing endurance limits of 316 MPa,
493 MPa and 837 MPa and of (b) UFG and CG tempered SAE 1045 showing endurance limits of 640
MPa, 769 MPa and 850 MPa.
Figure 6a shows the values for the spheroidizing annealed state in the CG (s-ini) and the UFG
(s-HPT-6 and s-HPT-10) condition. For the s-ini state, a fatigue limit of 316 MPa was determined by
the staircase method. Fractured specimens were observed after more than 10,000,000 cycles at stress
amplitude of 325 MPa, while at stress amplitude of 300 MPa only one specimen fractured. In contrast,
s-HPT-6 with a hardness of 289 HV showed fatigue fracture at lifetimes below about 400,000 cycles.
The endurance limit (494 MPa) was significantly higher compared to s-ini. Crack initiation was mainly
at the surface as indicated in the diagram. After 10 HPT rotations, resulting in a hardness of 511 HV,
the fatigue limit further increased to 837 MPa. One specimen failed at 800,000 cycles, all other either
failed within the first 80,000 cycles or ran out. Below 800 MPa, no fatigue failure was observed for
s-HPT-10. The crack initiation site changed with an increasing number of HPT-rotations from the
surface without non-metallic inclusions for s-HPT-6 to crack initiation at non-metallic inclusions at the
surface in s-HPT-10 (see also Figure 7).
Figure 6b shows the S-N-curves for t-ini, t-HPT-6 and t-HPT-10. A fatigue limit of 640 MPa
was determined for t-ini, corresponding to a hardness of 388 HV. In this case, crack initiation mostly
occurred at non-metallic inclusions at the surface. With an increased hardness of 457 HV, the fatigue
limit of t-HPT-6 rose to 769 MPa. For higher fatigue loads, a specific crack initiation location could not
be identified. The exceptions are cyclic edge stresses between 780 MPa and 900 MPa, where all cracks
initiated at non-metallic inclusions. For the t-HPT-10 specimens, offering the highest shear strain and
hardness, the S-N curves and the crack behavior seem to be completely different. In contrast to the
initial state and t-HPT-6, where specimens either failed before 200,000 cycles or ran out, many t-HPT-10
samples failed at a higher number of cycles. In addition, this state also revealed a number of very early
cracks, which reduced the fatigue limit to a value of 850 MPa, lower than expected for a hardness of
758 HV, when considering a linear correlation between hardness and fatigue limit. Cracks were mostly
initiated at the surface of the t-HPT-10 specimens.
3.3. Fractographic Investigations
All fracture surfaces of the broken specimens were investigated by SEM after the bending fatigue
tests. In bending specimens, a stress gradient over the thickness leads to tension on one side, a neutral
plane, and compression on the other side. The tension side, where fatigue cracks always start in this
kind of material, is always shown at the bottom for the SEM images in this paper.
In the following fractographic investigations, only the HPT-10 states are included because of their
large scatter in lifetime compared to all other states.
Figure 7a shows the fracture surface of one of the s-HPT-10 specimens after a fatigue load of
850 MPa. A large fatigue fracture surface (Figure 7b) is visible, which is larger than typically found
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in conventional high strength materials. The fatigue fracture surface shown in Figure 7b is very
homogeneous and appears smooth. The crack initiation occurred at a non-metallic inclusion. In the
transition area between fatigue and residual fracture surface, some short cave-like shear bands are
visible. Such shear bands are observed in fracture surfaces of HPT processed materials, for example in
nanocrystalline palladium after HPT [25]. In this specimen, shear bands seem not to have influenced
the crack initiation or early fatigue crack growth because they are observed only in the late fatigue
crack growth areas well as in the residual fracture area.
Figure 7. Fracture surface of s-HPT-10 (a) whole fracture surface (b) fatigue fracture surface; some
shear bands resulting from HPT are shown with arrows.
Figure 8 illustrates the fracture surface of a t-HPT-10 sample loaded at a stress of 900 MPa.
SEM investigations reveal shear bands in the fracture surface. The cave-like characteristics appear over
the whole residual fracture surface. With a length of up to 200 μm, they seem to be larger than those
in the spheroidizing annealed state, which are only up to 40 μm long. The fatigue fracture surface in
Figure 8b is smaller than in the s-HPT-10 state although the sample was loaded at nearly the same
stress level. We also observe crack initiation at a non-metallic inclusion. The fracture appearance is
rather homogenous with a flat fatigue fracture surface. In addition, some shear bands are visible in the
fatigue fracture surface but similar to the spheroidizing annealed state, they do not influence the crack
initiation or propagation.
Figure 8. Fracture surface of t-HPT-10 (a) whole fracture surface (b) crack initiation area at the surface
without nonmetallic inclusion and fatigue fracture surface.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the residual fracture surfaces of the two states with tempered
and spheroidizing annealed microstructure after HPT. There are significant differences in the
morphology. In Figure 9a, s-HPT-10 shows well-defined dimples, which indicate a homogeneous
ductile fracture behavior.
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Figure 9. Residual fracture surface of (a) s-HPT-10 and (b) t-HPT-10.
In contrast, Figure 9b reveals a rather rough residual fracture surface with sharp edges, which are
common for this material state and indicate a brittle material behavior. Most likely, these sharp edges
are shear steps from shear banding. Figure 10a,b show an FIB cross-section of the t-HPT-residual
fracture surface at a characteristic cave, which was formed by a shear band. This indicates a correlation
between shear bands observed at the fracture surface and the microstructure underneath. The shear
band at the fracture surface is connected to a line-shaped inhomogeneity inside the microstructure.
A similar line pattern is also visible in a polished and Nital-etched cross section of the HPT specimen
in Figure 10c prior to fatigue loading. These lines are extended along the shear direction during HPT
and become visible after etching in SEM in this case in the t-HPT-10 state. However, similar shear
bands can also be seen in the micrographs of the s-HPT-10 states.
Figure 10. SEM images of shear bands in t-HPT-10 samples (a,b) inside the residual fracture surface
and (c) on the polished and etched cross section.
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Figure 11. Fracture surface of t-HPT-10 state which shows shear bands (a,b) loaded at 900 MPa and
(c,d) loaded at 850 MPa (red open arrows at the top indicate the direction of shear bands in correlation
to the specimens surface indicated by the yellow open arrows. The crack initiation site is always at the
bottom of the pictures).
The fracture surface of a tempered specimen after HPT, which failed very early at 900 MPa,
is shown in Figure 11a,b. The picture shows a cliff-like fracture surface with a high topology in the
residual and also in the fatigue fracture surface. The fatigue crack seems to change direction and jump
between different levels. Usually, fatigue cracks grow mostly perpendicular to the tensile stress in one
defined direction, as visible in Figures 7 and 8. The fact that this is not the case here is an indication of
some inhomogeneities inside the material prior to fatigue loading which affected the crack initiation
site and the crack path. The whole fracture surface offers different characteristics of the shear bands
compared to the fatigue samples with higher endurance limits. The shear bands seem to influence the
crack growth and the lifetime of the fatigue sample because there is a link between the shear bands
inside the residual fracture surface and the different levels and layers in the fatigue fracture surface.
A similar behavior is presented in Figure 11c,d, showing the fracture surface of a t-HPT-10 state
sample, which cracked after 6,000,000 cycles. It is obvious that shear bands are present in the area of
fatigue crack growth, especially at the crack initiation site, where an extension of a shear bands are
points of multiple crack initiation. These shear bands have been produced during HPT and seem to
have promoted the crack initiation during fatigue load. Further crack growth in the fatigue fracture
surface is similar to that shown in Figure 11a,b, exhibiting a high topology. The fatigue crack growth is
dominated by the shear bands (marked with red arrows in all pictures). The two arrows in each part
of Figure 11 indicate that there is an angle of misorientation between the expected shear plane at HPT
(yellow arrows) and the shear band plane in the respective specimen (red arrows). This is the case for
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both specimens, which both exhibited early failure during fatigue testing, and it establishes a significant
difference in contrast to samples in the spheroidization annealed or tempered state, which offer a
homogeneous fracture behavior in the S-N curve without early cracks (t-HPT-6). For both specimens
shown in Figure 11, a complex structure of different fracture planes is visible in the fatigue fracture
surface. The surface of each single plane itself seems to be very flat, as expected for fatigue failure in
ultrafine grained materials, resulting in a strong topology with clustering in different spatial directions.
Figure 12 shows the crack initiation site marked in Figure 11c,d in higher magnification after
rotating the specimen by 20◦ out of plane. Some penetration lines are visible at the specimen surface
where shear bands from HPT deformation seem to have been re-activated during fatigue loading.
The assumed path of the shear bands inside the specimen is indicated by parallel lines, which fits the
direction estimated from the overall fracture surface in Figure 11.
Figure 12. Shear bands visible at the sample’s surface in the area of the crack initiation site.
Figure 13 shows cross sections of typical crack initiation sites for the HPT states after ten HPT
rotations. BF-TEM and ACOM-TEM images were obtained to correlate the crack path, which is in both
cases horizontal in the upper part of the images, with the microstructure underneath. In Figure 13a,
a non-metallic inclusion, located on the left side of the shown area, was responsible for crack initiation
in the s-HPT-10 state. Grain size and morphology close to the crack do not differ significantly from the
pre-fatigue s-HPT-10 state.
Figure 13. Cross section of the crack initiation (a) non-metallic inclusion for s-HPT-10 and (b) crack
path near crack initiation from the surface for t-HPT-10. The overlays are orientation maps in projection
direction normal to the paper plane with the reliability in black. The color code of the orientation maps
is given in (Figure 3a).
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Similarly, no significant grain coarsening or grain refinement has been observed for the t-HPT-10
state in Figure 12b. Nevertheless, in both cases, the crack path is influenced by the microstructure as it
(partly) deviates from a straight crack front when crossing grain boundaries.
3.4. Discussion
The present investigation of CG and UFG medium carbon steels shows a correlation between
hardness and endurance limit in bending fatigue tests. Four material states with ultrafine grained
microstructure (s-HPT-6, s-HPT-10, t-HPT-6, and t-HPT-10), produced from two different initial carbide
morphologies (s-ini + t-ini), were investigated. The refinement of the microstructure during HPT
was in accordance with hardness measurements. Both s-ini and t-ini samples revealed a finer grain
size and higher hardness with increasing shear strain due to torsional deformation. However, for the
samples prepared by six rotations of HPT, the increase in hardness or grain refinement is not as high as
expected from the applied shear strain. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that the anvils might have
been partially sliding over the specimen during HPT deformation, which would explain the limited
hardness increase between the initial states and the HPT-6 states.
Figure 14 indicates the relationship between hardness and endurance limit in our investigations.
It was created on the basis of the endurance limits presented in Figure 6. A linear correlation can
be seen for the hardness range up to about 500 HV. The fatigue limit primarily correlates with
the hardness which itself is strongly affected by the microstructure such as the carbide and grain
morphologies. The initial and HPT-6 states fit this correlation very well. Following the investigation by
Murakami [26], there must be a decrease of the fatigue limit with increasing hardness values over about
500 HV. McGreevy analyzed this behavior in [27] considering the competing roles of microstructure
and flaw size.
Figure 14. Relationship between hardness and endurance limit revealing a linear correspondence.
Responsible for a deviation from the linear relationship are inherent material flaws such as
non-metallic inclusions, which become more and more dominant at higher hardness. The subsequent
decrease of the endurance limit, as suggested in Figure 14, depends on the material state and processing
route. In high strength steels, the so-called process flaws resulting from the respective treatment are
responsible for such behavior. For conventional steels, it is mostly the heat treatment which leads to
process flaws. In our case, the HPT treatment replaces heat treatment for reaching a high strength. Thus,
instead of the traditional process, flaws known from the literature, such as micro-cracks or weakened
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former austenite grain boundaries in carburized steels [28], here we are confronted with shear bands
or cracks created during HPT, which act as process flaws. Other possible process flaws could not be
clearly identified in the metallographic sections after the fatigue testing. Nevertheless, one result of
the present investigation is that, in contrast to a material that only exhibits inherent or intrinsic flaws,
here the process flaws in the material state with the highest hardness (t-HPT-10) lower the fatigue
limit. The S-N curves already provide evidence for this, as contrary to our expectation, no non-metallic
inclusions were responsible for crack initiation in the t-HPT-10 state, but the cracks mostly initiated
from the surface. This is untypical for high strength steels and indicates that there must be something
inside the microstructure that is more inhomogeneous or detrimental than the non-metallic inclusions.
A more detailed investigation of the fracture surfaces confirms that the s-HPT-state exhibits a very
homogenous and typical fracture appearance for high strength steels with flat fatigue fracture surfaces.
The dimples that are present on the residual fracture surface indicate a ductile fracture behavior. This is
known from ultrafine-grained materials and has been linked to good fatigue properties [29].
Comparing Figures 8 and 11, the fracture surfaces of t-HPT-10 do not appear as uniform as those
of s-HPT-10. The main difference is that while the fatigue fracture surface in Figure 8 is not affected
by inhomogeneities, Figure 11 reveals a strong topology with fracture planes of different directions
covering the whole surface, including the fatigue fracture surface. In both cases shown in Figure 11,
the residual fracture surface has shear steps and no dimples indicating a brittle fracture behavior.
In this context, Figure 10 provides an opportunity to understand the morphology of the shear bands
prior to fatigue testing. Figure 10a shows an FIB cross-section of one of these cavities, which exhibits
the typical fracture appearance of the shear bands [25]. There is a narrow plane-shaped inhomogeneity
beneath the surface inside the microstructure. This could be a link to shear bands generated during
HPT as similar stripes are present throughout the microstructure before fatigue loading, as visible in
the optical micrograph in Figure 10c. This observation can be made not only in the brittle tempered
state but similarly also in the ductile spheroidizing annealed microstructure with excellent fatigue
properties. It follows that s-HPT-10 and t-HPT-10 do contain shear bands prior to fatigue testing but
only in the tempered state they affect the fatigue properties. Therefore, the brittle behavior is the main
reason for fatigue limits which are lower than expected in consideration of the hardness, because the
brittle material has a more limited ability to reduce stress around process flaws owing to plastic flow.
In this context, the s-HPT-10 state is an ideal material in respect of fatigue because it exhibits a high
hardness and also a high ductility resulting in excellent fatigue performance with higher tolerance
against crack initiation at inhomogeneities.
However, an open question is: why do early cracks or cracks at low stress amplitudes occur in
some specimens of t-HPT-10? This can be explained comparing Figures 8 and 11, which both show
shear bands in the fracture surface. Shear bands represent inhomogeneities, which, in combination
with a brittle material, are detrimental to the fatigue performance, as shown in Figure 14.
However, when comparing fracture surfaces of late and early failure, it is visible that the specimens
with the worst fatigue properties exhibit a rotation of the shear bands, which is not parallel to the
nominal HPT-shear planes. Unusually turbulent flows, manifesting themselves in the appearance of
whirls observed at the macroscopic [30] and microscopic [31] scale in severely deformed materials, are
most likely the reason for this rotation. This effect seems to increase the influence of the shear bands
on fatigue failure.
The rotation of the shear bands increases the possibility for cracks to grow along the shear bands.
Investigations from Miller [32,33] support this argumentation. He proposed that cracks are always
present with every kind of inhomogeneity and the only determining factor for the fatigue resistance is
the question whether they reach a critical length that gives them the possibility of further growing.
In the case of ultrafine grained high strength steels, grain boundaries, which are the traditional
microstructural barrier against crack growth, are not efficient anymore because of the size of the
inherent flaws such as non-metallic inclusions. In contrast to the grain size the inclusions do not
decrease in size with increasing hardness. The inclusions can be regarded as cracks that are larger
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than the grain size and cannot be stopped easily by a single grain boundary. Process flaws, such as the
identified shear bands, are, depending on their appearance, more detrimental than the non-metallic
inclusions. However, important for reaching a critical length is not only the absolute length of a
shear band. Crucial is also their direction in relation to the maximum applied stress direction [26,27].
With this argument it becomes clear that the rotated shear bands are more critical than those in the
HPT planes. The flat fatigue crack path along the shear planes also indicates a higher fatigue crack
growth rate, which lowers the lifetime of the samples, as shown in the S-N diagrams in Figure 6.
This observation is known from the literature as well as the fact that the threshold for long crack
propagation is lower for favorably oriented shear bands [34]. Evidence for this explanation and for
the crack initiation being affected by the shear bands and their orientation is presented in Figure 12,
where the shear bands are visible on the fracture surface and also at the lower side of the specimen with
the highest fatigue stresses. This characteristic appearance has already been reported in literature [35]
and seems to be beneficial for crack initiation.
4. Conclusions
The present investigation offers an analysis of the fatigue behavior of medium carbon steel SAE
1045 with different initial carbide morphologies (spheriodized and tempered state) processed by
HPT. High hardness values of up to 758 HV and a homogenous ultrafine grained microstructure
were observed. Microstructure investigations and the results of bending fatigue tests led to the
following conclusions:
• The microstructure was refined during HPT. The ferrite grain refinement during HPT is more
pronounced for the state with fine dispersed carbides obtained by tempering as compared to the
state with spheroidal carbides. Six and ten rotations were used for HPT processing for each of the
heat treatment conditions. Only after ten rotations the microstructure was fine enough to reach
highest strength and hardness.
• Up until circa 500 HV or approximately 830 MPa the endurance limits correlate linearly with
the hardness. The carbide morphology does not affect the linear behavior of the fatigue limit
directly in this hardness region. In addition, no process flaws or other inherent flaws significantly
influenced the fatigue behavior except for the hardness. The reason is the high ductility of
the spheroidizing annealed microstructure, which is tolerant towards stress concentration at
shear bands.
• Above approximately 500 HV, the fatigue limit no longer correlates linearly with the hardness.
Process flaws are the main reason for this behavior. The process flaws observed in the present
investigation are shear bands caused by the HPT treatment. Evidence was found that shear bands
were responsible for crack initiation at low fatigue loads and high crack propagation rates. This is
particularly noticeable when the shear bands are rotated out of the plane of the fatigue specimen.
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Abstract: Ambient and cryogenic surface mechanical attrition treatments (SMAT) are applied to bcc
iron plate. Both processes result in significant surface grain refinement down to the ultrafine-grained
regime; the cryogenic treatment results in a 45% greater grain size reduction. However, the refined
region is shallower in the cryogenic SMAT process. The tensile ductility of the grain size gradient
remains low (<10%), in line with the expected behavior of the refined surface grains. Good tensile
ductility in a grain size gradient requires the continuation of the gradient into an undeformed region.
Keywords: grain size gradient; surface mechanical attrition treatment; cryogenic; ultrafine-grained
1. Introduction
Numerous reports now exist indicating an order of magnitude increase in strength is possible
in metals and alloys that exhibit grain sizes approaching the lower limit of nanocrystallinity.
While achieving high strength has never been a problem, the ability to achieve any amount of uniform
elongation (the prerequisite for appreciable ductility) has been a challenge. However, several methods
have recently been developed to mitigate this strength-ductility tradeoff through the engineering of
multi-length scale structures including bimodal grain size distributions [1,2], nanoscale twins [3,4],
and grain size gradients [5]. Specifically, gradient microstructures generated through surface
mechanical attrition treatments or SMAT have additional benefits over other hierarchical
microstructures from a surface science/tribological standpoint by concentrating the nanocrystalline
properties in the surface region. For instance, nanostructured surface layers have shown improved
corrosion resistance [6–9], wear [10,11] and fatigue [12–14], and irradiation resistance [15].
Current SMAT techniques have shown to be very efficient methods for producing grain size
gradients, inducing substantial surface grain refinement and varying depths and grades of grain
refinement. It has been shown that differences in processing methods can greatly affect both the overall
structures (e.g., depth of refined region and “slope” of the grain size gradient) and the individual
microstructures (e.g., surface grain size [16], deformation artifacts within grain size regions [16,17]).
It was noted by Tao et al. [17] in their work introducing SMAT that finer grains would be expected
with plastic deformation at lower temperatures. Indeed, Darling et al. provided the first evidence in a
brief report for this effect through a cryogenic SMAT process on copper [16]. The percent reduction
in grain size (60%) due to cryogenic processing is in good agreement with the empirical correlation
between the resulting grain size and the Zener-Holloman parameter (combined metric of strain rate
and deformation temperature) [18]. In a magnesium alloy, a different surface treatment method resulted
in a 63% decrease in grain size for cryogenic burnishing versus ambient [19].
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As compared to copper, bcc iron would be expected to have a lesser reduction in grain size
based on this empirical parameter in addition to the differences in plastic deformation behavior;
nanocrystalline/ultrafine-grained iron exhibits essentially no strain hardening [20,21] and an inverse
relationship with strain rate sensitivity as compared to fcc materials [21]—especially important as the
strain rates involved in the SMAT process are relatively high (~102). The cryogenic SMAT process will
also take the iron well below its ductile to brittle transition temperature. In this work, we look at the
effects of cryogenic and ambient SMAT processing on the microstructure and mechanical properties
of iron.
2. Experimental Section
The SMAT process was applied to 0.6 cm thick discs 6.35 cm in diameter cut from a rod of ARMCO
iron (Goodfellow, Huntington, UK; purity > 99.85%Fe). Details of both the cryogenic and ambient
SMAT processes can be found in [16]. Briefly, the material to be treated is fitted onto one end of the
vial in a mechanical alloying mill (SPEX, Company, Metuchen, NJ, USA); the milling media within the
vial, in this case 50 g of stainless steel shot, continually impacts the surface at high rate and variable
direction during the SMAT process. For the cryogenic SMAT process, the milling vial is enclosed
by a Teflon sleeve through which liquid nitrogen is continuously flowing throughout the treatment.
The iron plates were polished to a mirror finish before treatment. The SMAT process was performed
for one hour for both the ambient and cryogenic treatments.
Following the SMAT processes, the plates were sectioned and polished by a series of steps down
to 1 μm alumina. The microstructural analysis was performed using an FEI Nova 600i dual beam
(FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) Focused Ion Beam (FIB) system. Focused ion beam channeling contrast
images (FIBCCI) are obtained using backscattered electrons produced by the ion beam as it rasters
across the sample surface. The FIBCCI contrast mechanism is due to changes in the grain orientations
that cause variations in ion channeling efficiency, i.e., crystals which are able to channel more effectively
due to their orientation produce fewer detectable electrons, so orientations closer to incident ions show
up darker, i.e., crystal orientation specific contrast.
Hardness measurements were obtained with a Wilson Hardness Tukon 1202 (Buehler, Lake Bluff,
IL, USA) using a load of 50 g load with 10 s dwell time with three measurements at each depth.
Tensile test dogbones were cut from the SMAT plates with a MicroProtoSystems DSLS 3000 micromill
(MicroProtoSystems, Chandler, AZ, USA) with the approximate gauge dimensions: 5 mm length,
1 mm width, and thickness of ~350 μm. The tensile tests were performed on a custom miniature tensile
test apparatus which utilizes digital image correlation to track the sample extension. Three tensile tests
for each sample were performed at a load rate of 2 μm/s with a 125 lb load cell.
 
Figure 1. (a) Initial microstructure of the ARMCO Iron plate; (b) Surface microstructure following
the cryogenic surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT), showing considerable grain refinement
and plastic deformation; (c) Surface microstructure following ambient SMAT treatment. The grain
refinement continues a considerable distance into the material.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure
The FIBCCI contrast micrograph (Figure 1A) reveals the initial grain size of the iron plate to
be 50–100 μm. After the SMAT treatment at ambient temperature (Figure 1C), the plate exhibited
submicron grains up to ~200 μm deep into the sample, with plastic deformation artifacts continuing up
to about 700 μm. The average surface grain size (measured within the top 5 μm of the plate) was 650
nm. In contrast, the average surface grain size for the cryogenic SMAT treatment of the same duration
was 350 nm (Figure 1C). As in the case of cryogenic SMAT copper, which showed a 60% reduction
in grain size with respect to the ambient [16], the cryogenic SMAT iron followed the same trend of
higher grain refinement than the ambient SMAT treatment, but to a lesser extent. The reduction
of grain size by only ~45% in the iron follows literature trends for microstructural refinement as
described by the strain/temperature pairing through the Zener-Holloman parameter [18,22]. Iron has
higher activation energy for deformation than copper, generally taken in pure metals as similar to
the activation energy for self-diffusion; therefore, the grain refinement is less receptive to changes in
temperature. In addition to the differences in surface grain size, the grain size gradient in the cryogenic
SMAT iron is significantly sharper, exhibiting only a ~50 μm region of submicron grains and ~300 μm
region of plastic deformation. The surface of the cryogenic SMAT iron also shows some surface cracks,
as can be seen in the far upper right of Figure 1B.
3.2. Mechanical Properties
The microhardness as a function of depth into the plate is shown in Figure 2. The cryogenic
SMAT sample had a higher surface hardness of 2.6 GPa compared to the ambient SMAT plate of
2.4 GPa, in line with predictions from the Hall-Petch relationship for iron [23]. The hardness of the
cryogenic SMAT plate reduces more rapidly than in the ambient SMAT plate—dropping from 2.6 GPa
to 2 GPa within the first 50 μm and then to ~1.7 GPa within the first 100 μm, mirroring the steepness
of the gradient compared to the ambient cross sections. However, after the first ~100 μm, there is no
significant difference in the hardness—as the grain size increases out of the ultrafinegrained regime,
the variance in hardness with changes in grain size is minimal. Additionally, while the grain size
grows rapidly in the cryogenic SMAT plate, the larger grains still contain a significant amount of
deformation artifacts such as dislocation walls and tangles [17,24,25], as can be seen in the changing
contrast in the channeling images. These microstructural features, internal to the grain boundaries,
can also contribute to the observed hardness of the material.
Figure 2. Microhardness of iron plates treated by the SMAT process as a function of depth into the
sample. The values for the cryogenic SMAT iron are indicated by blue squares; ambient SMAT by
purple circles. Dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
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Figure 3. Tensile behavior for cryogenic SMAT (blue curve), ambient SMAT (purple curve) iron,
and untreated iron plate (gray curve). The cryogenic SMAT exhibits lower strength and ductility than
the ambient SMAT. Both SMAT treated plates show improvement in strength and decrease in ductility
as compared to the untreated iron.
The yield strengths of the cryogenic and ambient SMAT iron samples were 345 and 385 MPa
respectively, significantly higher than that of the untreated iron plate (~150 MPa), as seen in Figure 3.
While the higher surface grain refinement in the cryogenic SMAT gradient led to a higher surface
hardness commensurate with Hall-Petch behavior (Figure 2), the opposite relationship is observed in
the tensile tests, with the ambient SMAT iron exhibiting a higher yield strength. The gradient structure
in the cryogenic SMAT plate only exhibited significant grain refinement to a depth of about 50 μm,
comprising about 14% of the tensile dogbone thickness. The ambient SMAT gradient penetrated much
deeper into the plate, encompassing closer to 60% of the thickness of the tensile specimen. A greater
volume fraction of the tensile specimen is then comprised of ultrafine grains in the ambient SMAT
iron, resulting in a higher overall yield strength. A similar result was observed in tensile specimens
composed of a gradient twin layers, wherein the depth of the gradient into the dogbone sample was
found to correspond to the strength according to a rule of mixtures [26]. An additional contribution
to the poor mechanical behavior in the cryogenic SMAT iron may be due to the difference in surface
condition between the two processes. As can be seen in Figure 1B, the surface of the cryogenic SMAT
plate can exhibit small cracks than are attributed to the expected brittle (versus ductile) behavior at the
greatly reduced processing temperature.
Both the cryogenic and ambient SMAT iron displayed very little uniform elongation before
exhibiting significant strain softening in contrast to the strain hardening behavior of the initial iron
plate (Figure 3). Nanocrystalline bcc iron usually exhibits brittle fracture in tension, while strain
softening is observed in ultrafinegrained iron [20,27,28] in grain sizes as large as 4 μm [29]. A stress
drop (e.g., the amount of softening) of ~400 MPa from yield to failure has been observed in
homogenous ultrafinegrained iron samples of similar grain size to that of the surface grains in this
work [20,28–30]. The total elongation is also in line with homogenous ultrafinegrained iron produced
through ECAP [20,28,30] while the overall strength is lower due to the increasing grain size of the
gradient out of the ultrafinegrained regime.
In contrast to this observed strain softening behavior, it was reported in [25] that a grain size
gradient structure in steel exhibited extraordinary strain hardening; additionally, a grain size gradient
in copper displayed significant strain hardening and tensile elongation as well [5]. To examine these
differences, we first look at the two literature reports of significant strain hardening in grain size
gradients. In contrast to iron, nanocrystalline and ultrafine-grain copper can display some strain
hardening behavior [31]. Additionally, in the case of the grain size gradient in [5], the significant plastic
deformation is found to be dominated by mechanically driven grain growth throughout the grain size
gradient during loading.
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The strain hardening behavior in the steel grain size gradient was not found to be a result of
mechanical grain growth [25]; the varying regions of the gradient structure were tested separately
and together to reveal a synergistic effect between the gradient region and the undeformed core
material. When the gradient structure was isolated (e.g., the top 120 μm of the sample was tested
separately), it did not exhibit strain hardening behavior, rather strain softening, with a yield drop
of almost 100 MPa and elongation of <10%. Significant strain hardening was observed only when
the tensile sample thickness included both the gradient layer and a considerable fraction of the
undeformed steel; the gradient layer represented about 12% of the tensile sample thickness [25].
Additionally, the hardening behavior was measured as a function of depth through hardness
measurements that were performed after the tensile test. Hardening was only exhibited towards
the back end of the gradient structure (as the gradient transition to the undeformed core), where the
grain size was much greater than 1 μm.
In this work on grain size gradient iron, the thickness of the tensile test samples was ~350 μm
which encompasses only the refined grain size gradient and heavily deformed regions, and none
of the pristine non-deformed coarse-grained core. The low tensile ductility is therefore a result of
this truncation of the gradient before reaching the undeformed core, the tensile behavior of both the
cryogenic and ambient SMAT processed iron is in line with that of the stand-alone steel gradient layer
in [25] which exhibited low elongation and a lack of strain hardening. Standalone tests of the gradient
surface layer in copper were also consistent with this mechanical behavior [5,32].
While still exhibiting good ductility, the grain size gradient in Cu-Zn [33] does not improve upon
the strength-ductility tradeoff in homogenous grain size materials as significantly as the copper [5] and
steel [25] gradients. The grain refinement in the Cu-Zn study is not quantified, but most of the grain
sizes in the gradient appear to be much larger than 1 μm; additionally, the hardness measurements
indicate that the entire thickness of the tensile samples (600 μm) has been plastically deformed,
preventing the unusual elongation and hardening behavior accessed by the studies including the
undeformed core [5,25].
The standard strength-ductility tradeoff associated with grain refinement is shown in Figure 4—a
typical boundary region is shown with the dashed curve drawn through data points for homogeneous
grain structures of the same material as the gradient structures: pure iron [34] (gray circles),
pure copper [31,35–40] (gray diamonds), steel [25] (gray triangles), and Cu-Zn alloys [33] (gray squares).
These points are data from bulk samples of various homogeneous grain sizes and processing methods
for comparison with the gradient grain structures of the sample material. The strength and elongation
of the existing data for grain size gradient structures – this work in iron (magenta circles), Cu-Zn
alloys (red squares), steel (black triangle), and copper (orange diamond) are plotted with respect to the
bulk literature data. Only the gradient structures that include a significant fraction of non-deformed
grains in the tensile specimen (copper [5] and steel [25]) are significantly off the tradeoff curve for
their pure homogenous counterparts. This further supports the work of [25], which describes the
unusual synergistic effect of the deformed gradient layer and the coarse-grained core. The typical strain
softening behavior in bcc iron and the lack of an undeformed core section in the tensile specimens in
this work explain the relatively poor position on the frontier of the strength-ductility tradeoff for the
cryogenic and ambient SMAT iron, as compared to the other three gradient systems.
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Figure 4. Tensile data existing for gradient grain structures are depicted for the iron SMAT in this
work (magenta circles), Cu-Zn alloys [33] (red squares), copper [5] (orange diamond); steel [25]
(black triangle). Literature values for bulk structures in the same materials are shown in gray
(iron: gray circles [34], steel: grey triangles [25] and references therein, Cu-Zn alloys: grey squares [33]
and references therein, copper: gray diamonds [31,35–40]). The strength ductility tradeoff is illustrated
by the dotted line. The surface strength for each gradient structure is depicted with an open symbol of
the same color and at the same elongation point, connected by a gradient arrow.
The surface strength of the grain size gradient structures is also plotted in Figure 4, at the sample
elongation as the gradient material and marked with an open symbol of the same color. The surface
yield strength shown is calculated from surface hardness measurements (yield ~H/3) for the iron in
this work, the Cu-Zn example, and the steel example; the surface yield strength for the pure copper
example was from a tensile test of a free standing foil cut from the surface. In the work on steel [25],
strength measurements reported from tensile tests performed with a foil cut from the surface layer and
the hardness tests were congruent. While the overall strength and ductility of the gradient structure
may not be a significant improvement on a bulk sample of a similar grain size, the surface strength is
consistently a marked improvement over a homogenous grain size structure at the same elongation.
This difference highlights an engineering advantage of grain size gradient materials, in that the surface
of a grain size gradient structure can be as much as eight times harder than a homogenous grain size
part of similar ductility.
4. Conclusions
The application of surface mechanical attrition treatment at both ambient and cryogenic
temperatures to bcc iron plate resulted in significant surface grain refinement and resulted in a
grain size gradient. The cryogenic SMAT produced a 45% greater grain size reduction as compared to
the ambient SMAT, but a shallower depth of grain refinement. Consequently, the surface hardness
was higher for the cryogenic SMAT, but the tensile strength and ductility was lower, due to the lower
volume fraction of ultrafine-grains. Strain softening is observed, in line with iron with homogenous
grain sizes in the ultrafine-grain regime. The tensile elongation of both grain size gradients remains
low (<10%), in contrast to the extraordinary strain hardening observed in grain size gradient work
in steel [25], due to the lack of undeformed core region in the tensile samples. Moving forward, the
relationship between the volume fraction of gradient grains/deformed region and ductility should be
explored in order to successfully exploit the benefits of nanocrystalline surface layers while maintaining
ductility in the larger part.
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Abstract: This paper studies the effect of equal channel angular pressing-Conform (ECAP-C) and
further artificial aging (AA) on microstructure, mechanical, and electrical properties of Al 6101 alloy.
As is shown, ECAP-C at 130 ◦C with six cycles resulted in the formation of an ultrafine-grained
(UFG) structure with a grain size of 400–600 nm containing nanoscale spherical metastable β′ and
stable β second-phase precipitates. As a result, processed wire rods demonstrated the ultimate tensile
strength (UTS) of 308 MPa and electrical conductivity of 53.1% IACS. Electrical conductivity can be
increased without any notable degradation in mechanical strength of the UFG alloy by further AA at
170 ◦C and considerably enhanced by additional decomposition of solid solution accompanied by the
formation of rod-shaped metastable β′ precipitates mainly in the ultrafine grain interior and by the
decrease of the alloying element content in the Al matrix. It is demonstrated that ECAP-C can be
used to process Al-Mg-Si wire rods with the specified UFG microstructure. The mechanical strength
and electrical conductivity in this case are shown to be much higher than those in the industrial
semi-finished products made of similar material processed by the conventional T6 or T81 treatment.
Keywords: Al alloy; severe plastic deformation; equal channel angular pressing-Conform;
ultrafine grained structure; aging; strength; electrical conductivity
1. Introduction
Mechanical strength and electrical conductivity are the most important properties of conducting
materials. Al-Mg-Si alloys, such as 6101, 6201, etc., demonstrate an enhanced combination of these
properties, and are currently widely used to produce electrical and power conductors of self-supporting
insulated lines and overhead power transmission lines [1–5]. The materials are also considered for
application as electrical wiring in the car industry [6].
Due to high corrosion resistance, specific strength, and good machinability, as well as lower
cost as compared to copper and copper-based alloy conductors, the Al-Mg-Si alloys have become
increasingly popular. Thus, the effort to enhance the performance properties of the materials is of
particular interest to the scientific and engineering communities in terms of the use of such materials
for advanced applications.
As is known, the current-conducting elements made of commercial Al-Mg-Si alloys in the form
of a wire of various diameters have yield strength of 275–330 MPa and electrical conductivity of
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57.5%–52.0% IACS (International Annealed Copper Standard), correspondingly [2,5]. These properties
are achieved through conventional thermo-mechanical processing T81, including quenching,
cold drawing, and artificial aging in a sequential order [2,7,8]. The processed microstructure has mainly
non-recrystallized grains elongated in the direction of drawing. These grains contain an increased
dislocation density and Mg2Si nanoscale metastable β′ ′ and/or β′ second-phase strengthening
precipitates formed along three equivalent directions <001> in the Al matrix of several nm in diameter
and up to 100 nm in length [9–14]. The specified level of the material strength can be achieved through
dislocation strengthening and precipitation hardening, with enhanced electrical conductivity attained
via the decrease in the content of solute Mg and Si atoms in the Al matrix.
As a rule, metallurgical techniques [8,15–17] or modifications of conventional thermo-mechanical
processing, for example T6 or T81 [7,18], are currently used to improve the properties of commercial
Al-Mg-Si alloys. In [8], it is recommended to modify the cast Al 6201 alloy with boron microadditives to
enhance electrical conductivity by decreasing the content of such impurities as Ti, Cr, V, and Mn in an Al
solid solution. In [15], the possibility to increase the operating temperature of Al-Mg-Si conductors via
additional alloying with Zr and the formation of Al3Zr dispersed particles is demonstrated. In [16,17],
it was shown that the increase in Si excess content could enhance the effect of precipitation hardening
due to the formation of nanoscale Si precipitates along with basic strengthening Mg2Si phases during
artificial ageing. However, these techniques cannot enhance both electrical conductivity and strength
of conductor materials simultaneously.
Recently, we have proposed a new approach to enhance the properties of commercial Al alloys
of the Al-Mg-Si system allowing us to increase both strength and electrical conductivity of the
materials. It can be achieved through combination of the UFG structure formation and solid solution
decomposition accompanied by the formation of strengthening Mg2Si phase precipitates of both
metastable and stable modifications using severe plastic deformation (SPD) [19–23]. The strengthening
up to 365 MPa can be achieved via grain refinement during SPD, as well as through precipitation
hardening induced by following dynamic aging. The research [19–24] has also proved that in parallel
with the formation of UFG structure, SPD also considerably accelerates the decomposition of a
supersaturated solid solution and contributes to a greater reduction of the content of alloying element
atoms in the Al matrix of Al-Mg-Si alloys as compared to conventional processing techniques. In good
agreement with the Matthiessen’s rule for dilute alloys [25], this leads to the increase in electrical
conductivity of UFG alloys up to more than 58% IACS [19–21]. The approach was used to process
Al-Mg-Si alloys via such SPD processing techniques as high pressure torsion (HPT) and equal channel
angular pressing with parallel channels (ECAP-PC). Due to certain limitations (small size of samples
processed, low material utilization ratio, etc.) these techniques of processing are regarded as laboratory
ones and cannot be applied to commercially produce UFG materials. Apart from that, the ECAP-C
technique is capable of producing long-length UFG billets that could be used as ingots for industrial
processes [26]. As an example, the given SPD technique allowed producing UFG structures in
long-length Ti and Al alloy rods [27–30], as well as in steel ones [31], resulting in a considerable
enhancement of both mechanical and service characteristics as compared to similar semi-finished
billets processed via conventional techniques.
The main objective of this work is to demonstrate the potential of continuous ECAP-C technique
for fabrication of high strength UFG Al 6101 alloy showing a better combination of mechanical strength
and electrical conductivity compared to the commercial Al-Mg-Si alloy processed via conventional
thermo-mechanical treatments, which are currently used in the electrical engineering.
2. Experimental Section
Commercial Al 6101 alloy in T1 state was used as a material for study (cooled from an elevated
temperature shaping process and naturally aged) with a typical chemical content, namely: 0.58 Mg;
0.54 Si; 0.23 Fe; 0.003 Cu; 0.01 Zn; 0.012 (ΣTi + V + Cr + Mn); res. Al (wt. %). The initial material had a
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form of continuous cast re-draw rolled rods with a diameter of 12.5 mm. The material for investigation
was supplied by UC RUSAL (Moscow, Russia).
Initial rods of 1.5 m in length were successively annealed at 550 ◦C, water quenched and subjected
to SPD. To form the UFG structure, quenched billets were SPD-processed by ECAP-C technique.
A schematic drawing of the ECAP-C machine is shown in Figure 1a. Initially, a wire rod of 12.5 mm in
diameter (1) heated to the specified temperature was placed into a pressing channel comprised of a
running wheel die (2), pressure arrangement working surfaces (3), and a gauge (4). Friction resistance
forces a wire rod going from a running wheel die (2) into a channel formed by a pressure arrangement
(3) and a gauge (4), coupling at a certain angle (ψ) with a wheel die. Shear straining occurs at an
intersection of these channels (deformation zone).
ECAP-C machine was used to process wire rods under isothermal conditions at 130 ◦C.
Intersection angle of channels (ψ) (Figure 1a) constituted 120◦ with six processing cycles corresponding
to an equivalent strain of about 4 [32]. A wire rod was rotated around the axis by +90◦ after each
ECAP-C cycle (route Bc). According to the previous studies [33,34], it is the most efficient mode to form
a homogeneous UFG structure in Al alloys. ECAP-C treatment resulted in the production of rods up to
1.5 m in length with a square cross section of 11 × 11 mm (Figure 1b). No noticeable macro-defects
resulting from a deformation processing were observed on the surface (Figure 1b). Some part of the
processed wire rods was artificially aged (AA) at the temperatures of 170 ◦C for 1–6 h and at 190 ◦C for
1–12 h.
Figure 1. (a) A schematic illustration of ECAP-C machine: 1—ingot; 2—running wheel die; 3—pressure
arrangement working surface; 4—a gauge; ψ—angle of intersection with a wheel die; L—arc of a rod
grip; and (b) the surface of wire rods of Al 6101 alloy after six cycles of ECAP-C at 130 ◦C.
The microstructure of wire rods was studied by transmission and scanning electron microscopy
(TEM and SEM). A longitudinal section of wire rods in both the initial state and processed by ECAP-C
and AA was analyzed.
TEM investigations were implemented using JEM-2100 electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan)
at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. To study the microstructure, thin foils were used, produced by
jet polishing on a Tenupol-5 machine (Struers, Ballerupcity, Denmark) with the chemical solution
consisting of 20% nitric acid and 80% methanol at a temperature of −25 ◦C and a voltage of 15 V.
A mean size of structural elements was determined based on the measurements of at least 200 mean
diameters. At least three foils of each state were studied to obtain statistically significant results.
The microstructure homogeneity as well as the distribution of particles of crystallized secondary
phases were estimated by SEM using JSM-6490LV (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at an accelerating voltage
of 20 kV. The chemical composition of secondary phases was analyzed by EDX technique using an
extension to INCA electron microscope X-Act by the Oxford Instruments Company, Oxford, UK.
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A longitudinal section of the rod in the initial state, as well as processed by SPD and further AA
was analyzed.
X-ray studies were performed using Ultima IV diffractometer (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) by CuKα
irradiation (30 kV and 20 mA). The size of coherent domains (D), values of mean-square microdistortion
of crystalline lattice (<ε2>1/2) and crystalline lattice parameter (a) were calculated using Rietveld
analysis with the help of MAUD software (copyright by L. Lutterotti, Trento, Italy) [35]. To estimate







/(D × b) (1)
where b = a
√
2/2 is the Burgers vector for fcc-metals, D is the coherent domain size.
Mechanical testing was performed at room temperature using Instron 5982 tensile testing
machine (Instron Engineering Corporation, Buckinghamshire, UK) with a strain rate of 10−3 s−1.
Strength (yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS)) and ductility characteristics
(elongation to failure (El.)) of rods were estimated based on tensile testing of the samples with a
cylindrical gauge section having 3 mm in diameter and a length of 15 mm and wire samples—with a
working part length of 250 mm. To obtain consistent results, at least three samples were tested per
each data point.
Electrical resistivity of the material under study was measured in accordance with IEC 60468:1974
standard (CEN, Bruxelles, Belgium) [37]. Straightened samples of at least 1 m long in a measured part
were taken.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructural Features of the Alloy Processed via ECAP-C
TEM studies revealed an inhomogeneous microstructure with average grain size of 10 μm for
Al 6101 alloy in the T1 state processed via a conventional technique (continuous casting and redraw
rolling). Grains are elongated along the rolling direction (Figure 2a,b). The metal structure also
contains intermetallic crystalline inclusions varying from 0.5 to 5 μm in size oriented along the rolling
direction (marked by an arrow) (Figure 2a). This distribution of intermetallic particles is typical for Al
semi-finished products processed via pressing or rolling [38]. EDX analysis of particles showed the
presence of Fe, Si, and Al with a stoichiometric ratio of 2:2:9. This composition is typical for Al alloys
of the Al-Mg-Si system containing no Mn and/or Cr [39].
Figure 2. Backscattered electron micrographs of the microstructure of the A1 6101 alloy wire rod:
(a, b) initial state (T1); and (c, d) after ECAP-C (an arrow indicated the strain direction).
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A homogeneous UFG microstructure with a grain size varying from 400 to 600 nm was formed in
the wire rods after six ECAP-C cycles at 130 ◦C (Figure 2c,d and Figure 3a,b). Grains were somewhat
elongated along the shear plane. Distribution of spots along the rings on selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns shows the formation of grain-type structure with grain boundaries
exhibiting mostly high-angle misorientation (Figure 3a) according to [33,34]. In the earlier work [40],
the electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis was applied to study the evolution of grain
structure during ECAP processing of an Al-Mg-Si alloy with the similar chemical composition. It was
shown that ultra-fine substructure is formed after 1–2 ECAP passes and it is transformed into UFG
microstructure with predominant high-angle grain boundaries after four ECAP passes and saturates
with further processing.
Figure 3. (a) Microstructure and (b) SAED patterns of the Al 6101 alloy after ECAP-C; and (c) view of
strengthening second-phase precipitates formed in the matrix of the Al alloy after ECAP-C processing.
TEM studies revealed spherical disperse particles varying from 3 nm to 20 nm in size formed as a
result of ECAP-C processing (Figure 3c). Their morphology same as in the previous research [19,22,41,42]
on the Al-Mg-Si alloys subjected to SPD under similar temperature conditions indicates that the particles
found in the Al 6101 alloy can be regarded as metastable β◦-phase precipitates with hexagonal lattice
with a Mg/Si ratio of 1.8 [13]. Analysis of SAED patterns (Figure 3b) shows that a part of the spots
corresponding to the Al matrix, there are also spots related to the β′-precipitates, as well as β-precipitates
with a Mg/Si ratio of 2. Figure 3c represents nanoscale precipitates distributed uniformly within the
grain. The size of the precipitates increases considerably near GBs (Figure 3c). The same pattern of
spherical β′-precipitates distribution can be observed in the UFG Al-Mg-Si alloys processed via ECAP-PC
or conventional ECAP at 100 ◦C [22,41,42], whereas β-precipitates were observed in the Al-Mg-Si alloy
processed by HPT at 130 ◦C [23]. These precipitates point to the fact that the UFG structure formation
during ECAP-C was accompanied by solid solution decomposition due to the dynamic aging (DA). It has
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also been previously observed in various Al-Mg-Si alloys during SPD both at elevated [19–24,41–45] and
room temperature [23,24,46].
The structure processed via ECAP-C features a high dislocation density (ρ) of about ~8 × 1013 m−2
according to the X-ray analysis data (Table 1). This accounts for a small size of coherent scattering
regions (D), as well as for a high mean-square microdistortion of the alloy crystalline lattice (<ε2>1/2)
(Table 1). A considerable reduction in the Al matrix lattice parameter (a) after ECAP-C is also observed
as compared to rolled wire in state T1 processed via the conventional technique (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of the X-Ray diffraction analysis of the Al 6101 alloy in the initial state (T1),
after ECAP-C and ECAP-C + AA.
State D (nm) <ε2>1/2 (%) a (Å) ρ (m−2)
Initial state—T1 (this work) - - 4.0531 ± 0.0008 -
6 cycles ECAP-C at 170 ◦C 165 ± 20 0.110 ± 0.024 4.0520 ± 0.0002 8.0 × 1013
ECAP-C + AA at 170 ◦C 188 ± 13 0.067 ± 0.031 4.0508 ± 0.0004 4.3 × 1013
These results are consistent with the phase composition changes observed in the wire rods after
ECAP-C by TEM (Figure 3c). This points to a notable decrease in the concentration of Mg and Si in the
Al matrix [19,22,42].
ECAP-C processing of a wire rod led to not only the formation of UFG structure and strengthening
phase, but also to the distortion of a linear orientation of crystallized intermetallic particles (Figure 2c).
A more uniform nature of their distribution was observed, which could reduce to a certain degree the
anisotropy of the material mechanical properties [38]. Such a redistribution of intermetallic particles in
the Al matrix is possibly the result of SPD [26].
3.2. Mechanical Properties and Electrical Conductivity of the Alloy Processed via ECAP-C
Figure 4 and Table 2 demonstrate the mechanical properties of UFG rolled wire processed
via ECAP-C, as well as its properties in T1 state. The Table 2 also contains the values of specific
electrical resistivity found experimentally and calculated electrical conductivity values (% IACS).
Physical and mechanical properties of Al 6101 alloy in the form of rods and wire produced by different
manufacturers are given in Table 2 for comparison. The results gained show that the formation of UFG
microstructure in the wire rod enhances the yield strength and the yield stress by ~2.3 and 1.5 times,
correspondingly, as compared to the counterparts processed via the conventional technique in state T1
and T4. The formation of UFG structure leads to not only the enhancement of mechanical strength
but also to the considerable increase in electrical conductivity. Additionally, UFG wire rods are much
stronger than those of the Al 6101 alloy in T6 state (Table 2).
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Table 2. Mechanical properties and electrical conductivity of the Al 6101 alloy.
State YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Eltotal (%) Resistivity 3 (Ω·mm2/m) IACS (%)
Initial state—T1 (this work) 120 ± 1 195 ± 2 22.0 ± 0.4 0.03423 50.4
UFG wire rods produced by ECAP-C + AA
6 passes ECAP-C at 130 ◦C 282 ± 8 308 ± 9 15.1 ± 0.6 0.03242 53.1
ECAP-C + AA at 170 ◦C 291 ± 10 304 ± 3 15.0 ± 0.3 0.03020 57.1
ECAP-C + AA at 190 ◦C 261 ± 6 288 ± 4 16.8 ± 0.9 0.03001 57.4
Wire 3.2 mm in diameter produced from UFG rods
ECAP-C + AA at 170 ◦C +
drawing (diam. 3.2 mm) - 364 ± 9 3.5 ± 0.2 0.03055 56.4
Conventionally produced continuous cast redraw rolled rods
T1 2 - ≥190 ≥17 ≤0.03500 49.3
T4 1 - 180–205 15 0.03316 52.0
Wire produced by conventional thermal/thermomechanical treatment
T6 1 - 205–250 - 0.03135 55.0
T81 1 - 305–315 6 0.03253 53.0
AL2 (diam. 3.0–5.0 mm) [5] - 315 3.0 0.03284 52.5
AL7 (diam. 3.0–3.5 mm) [5] - 275 3.0 0.03050 56.5
T1—Cooled from an elevated temperature shaping process and naturally aged; T4—Solution heat treated and
naturally aged; T6—Solution heat treated and artifically aged; T81—Solution heat treated, cold-worked and
artificially aged; 1 aluminum continuous cast re-draw rod and wire produced by Southwire (Carrollton, GA, USA)
[47]; 2 aluminum continuous cast re-draw rod produced by NPA Skawina (Poland) [48]; 3 electrical resistivity at
20 ◦C.
Figure 4. Typical engineering stress—engineering strain curves from tensile testing of the Al 6101 alloy
(1) in the T1 condition; (2) after ECAP-C processing; (3) after ECAP-C processing and AA at 170 ◦C for
12 h; and (4) after ECAP-C processing and AA at 190 ◦C for 6 h.
3.3. Properties and Microstructure of the UFG Alloy Processed via Artificial Aging
In [22,23] it was found that a notable enhancement of electrical conductivity in UFG Al-Mg-Si
alloys after SPD treatment could be achieved by further artificial aging (AA). There has also been
noted that AA can lead to both strength and ductility increases in UFG alloys [22,42,44,49], or only
to mechanical strength enhancement with an admissible ductility decrease [41]. Following these
findings a part of the ECAP-C processed wire rod was subjected to AA at 170 ◦C and 190 ◦C—the
temperatures that are typically used in traditional heat treatment procedures of the commercial
rods/wire of 6101 alloy [2,6–8,50].
Figure 5 demonstrates the electrical conductivity dependence on the temperature and the time
of AA for UFG wire rods. It can be seen that AA results in a considerable enhancement of electrical
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conductivity up to over 57% IACS (Figure 5, Table 2). It is obvious that the increase in AA temperature
notably reduces the time necessary to achieve high electrical conductivity. The measurements
taken revealed that the best possible combination of strength (UTS over 304 MPa), ductility (15.1%),
and electrical conductivity (57.1% IACS) are demonstrated by the UFG wire rods processed by AA at
170 ◦C for 12 h. The given level of properties is considerably higher than that of the alloy processed via
the conventional techniques (Table 2).
Figure 5. Change in electrical conductivity of test samples of the Al 6101 rod wire after ECAP-C and
AA over time.
TEM microstructural studies of the wire rods after ECAP-C and further AA revealed the same
grain size as for the SPD-processed material. Metastable β′-second-phase precipitates formed in the
grain interior following aging are of a spherical form with a diameter of up to 5 nm and with a length
varying from 10 to 50 nm oriented along <001> direction of the Al matrix (Figure 6). A corresponding
typical SAED pattern is presented in Figure 6b. Symmetrical streaks between the diffraction spots
of [001] Al are related to HCP β′-precipitates [51,52]. Their morphology and location are typical
of coarse-grained alloys of the Al-Mg-Si system processed by quenching and further AA [9–13].
Precipitates of the same morphology were observed after AA in UFG Al-Mg-Si alloys processed
via ECAP-PC [19,22,42] and HPT [23]. In the research [19,22,42], it was revealed that the grain
interior contained not only β′-precipitates, but also needle-shaped metastable β′ ′-phase. The absence
of this phase in UFG 6101 alloy in the current study may result from the application of higher
temperature range of AA. The change in the UFG alloy phase composition is accompanied by a
considerable (almost by two times) decrease in <ε2>1/2 and ρ values (Table 1). Such variations with no
notable change in a grain size suggest that recovery processes take place in the UFG structure [26,34].
Additionally, a considerable decrease in the crystalline lattice parameter (a) of the Al matrix is noted
(Table 1). The parameter comes close to the value for pure A1 (4.0495 A). The found variation of a
points to the further decomposition of solid solution accompanied by the growth of precipitations
already formed during ECAP-C and the formation of the new ones. The observed decrease in <ε2>1/2,
ρ, and, particularly, in a, is the reason for high electrical conductivity of UFG wire rods (Table 2).
Such an interrelation between a parameter and electrical conductivity has already been established in
the studies [19,21–23].
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Figure 6. Strengthening second-phase precipitates present in the Al matrix of the ECAP-C processed
alloy artificially aged at 170 ◦C for 12 h: (a) bright field TEM image; and (b) bright field TEM image
and corresponding SAED patterns (the crystal is close to the [001] zone axis orientation).
At present, SPD techniques aimed at processing of commercially applicable UFG metals and alloys
with enhanced mechanical and functional characteristics are actively developed [26,53]. The given
research demonstrates the possibility to process the specified UFG structure having a unique
combination of mechanical strength and electrical conductivity in rods made of Al 6101 alloy using the
ECAP-C technique with further artificial aging.
The first processing stage included six cycles (equivalent strain of ~4) of ECAP-C at 130 ◦C by Bc
route after quenching. The selection of the SPD regime is determined by several reasons.
Firstly, the previous studies showed that SPD processing of Al-Mg-Si alloys under similar
conditions led to the formation of a homogeneous UFG structure with enhanced mechanical
properties [21,22].
Secondly, it was found that elevated temperature of SPD in Al alloys resulted in a considerable
decomposition of solid solution during dynamic aging (DA) accompanied by the formation of
nanoscale second-phase precipitates. This led to additional enhancement of both strength and electrical
conductivity [21,23].
Thirdly, the selected regimes of SPD provided the capacity for further aging to enhance the
properties of UFG alloys. It was shown in the following studies [22,23].
Fourthly, the selected conditions of SPD assure the fabrication of long-length rods with no
noticeable macro and/or micro defects.
ECAP-C of wire rods of up to 1.5 m in length resulted in the formation of a homogeneous UFG
structure from 400 to 600 nm in size. Additionally, nanoscale spherical metastable β′-second-phase
precipitates were formed in the Al matrix during ECAP-C. Their morphological features are typical for
Al alloys, since the formation of ultrafine grains in these alloys is accompanied by the decomposition
of solid solution and the formation of strengthening Mg2Si phases [19–24,41–46]. Their spherical shape
is different from the shape of β′-phase (in the form of spheres) formed as a result of a conventional
thermal (of T6 type) and/or thermomechanical treatment (of T81 type) of CG counterparts [9–14].
The observed differences are determined by a considerable dislocation activity and the increase in
vacancy concentration during SPD (ECAP-C in our case). This leads to a notable increase in the
effective diffusion factor in Al alloys [10,54]. The diffusion stepping up accelerates the precipitation
kinetics and contributes to the formation of metastable β′-phase after ECAP-C at 130 ◦C already.
Judging by the character of metastable phase distribution shown in Figure 3b it can be assumed
that grain-boundary diffusion plays an important role in the formation and growth of β′-phase
metastable precipitates found mainly along GBs. It is well known that the grain-boundary diffusion
coefficient is several orders greater than the volume diffusion coefficient [55]. Consequently, the kinetics
of the αAl-GB-β′ ′-β′ phase transformation and further enlargement of β′-phase particles formed along
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GBs is suggested to be controlled by grain-boundary diffusion and is much more enhanced than
similar processes inside grains controlled by volume diffusion. Similar character of metastable phase
precipitates distribution in UFG Al alloys of the Al-Mg-Si system after SPD treatment was reported
in [19,22,23,42].
At the second processing stage of UFG wire rods (after ECAP-C), further AA resulted in the
formation of β′-phase precipitates mainly inside grains (Figure 6). This is due to the fact that solute
atoms are mostly concentrated inside grains as compared to the regions adjacent to GBs. A similar
distribution of metastable phase precipitates was observed in a number of UFG Al-Mg-Si alloys after
AA [19,21–23,42]. It is necessary to note that both the current study and the previous research point
to the fact that the morphology of metastable phase precipitates in UFG alloys is similar to that of
CG counterparts processed by conventional techniques [9–14]. The absence of metastable β′ ′-phase
precipitates in the UFG alloy after AA found earlier in Al-Mg-Si alloys after SPD treatment [19,21,22,42]
can be explained by the higher aging temperature used to process billets.
The study of the mechanical properties of the UFG alloy shows that the results obtained (Table 2)
are in good agreement with microstructural changes taking place after both ECAP-C and further
AA. The formation of homogeneous UFG structure (Figures 3 and 6) with mainly large-angle grain
boundary misorientations in Al 6101 alloy wire rods after six cycles of ECAP-C at 130 ◦C resulted
in an expected strength enhancement as defined by the Hall-Petch relationship [56,57]. It has been
repeatedly confirmed for Al alloys in the UFG state [26,34]. The formation of spherical metastable
β′-phase precipitates of ultrafine grains (Figure 4) during AA at 170 and 190 ◦C does not have any
effect on the mechanical properties and even degrades them a little (Table 2). With no noticeable grain
enlargement following the aging, this modification of properties in the UFG materials is connected
with two competing processes. These are (i) the recovery caused by a considerable decrease in
dislocation density (by almost two times) and (ii) the precipitation hardening, due to the formation
of metastable β′-phase precipitates inside grains in the course of AA. It was also noted than no
strengthening or even certain strength degradation took place in UFG Al-Mg-Si alloys as a result of
AA [42]. Spherical β′-phase precipitates formed along GBs of the UFG structure as a result of dynamic
aging (DA) play no part in total strengthening of the material [58].
It is well known that electrical conductivity depends on microstructural features of metallic
materials determined by electron scattering as a consequence of crystalline structure distortions,
including atom thermal vibrations, particles, crystalline lattice defects, etc. Thus, it seems very
complicated to enhance strength of conductor materials without a significant deterioration of their
electrical conductivity using conventional techniques [25]. For example, alloying of pure metals,
their strain or precipitation hardening results in a considerable decrease of electrical conductivity due
to a notable expansion of electron scattering on grain/sub-grain boundaries, increased amount of
solute atoms in the matrix, GP zones, secondary precipitates, and dislocations. It is known that solute
atoms in the matrix and GP zones are more efficient in scattering of electrons than other structural
elements [25,56]. SPD-processing leads to grain refinement followed by solid solution decomposition
and subsequent precipitation and can be used as a new approach to enhance mechanical strength
of pure metals with retention of electrical conductivity. It was applied to pure Cu [59,60], and
recently has been used to process Cu [61,62] and Al-based alloys [19–23,63]. In our case, DA, in the
course of ECAP-C, results in solid solution decomposition, which contributes to certain electrical
conductivity enhancement (Table 2). The same effect of DA during SPD was observed in our previous
studies [19–23,61]. The dependence of electrical conductivity of UFG Al-Mg-Si alloys on stable Mg2Si
phase precipitates and precipitates of its metastable modifications [19–23] was analyzed. The obtained
results suggest that secondary β′ precipitates formed both inside grains and along GBs following
ECAP-C have insignificant negative effect on the electrical conductivity of the material under study,
while providing significant strengthening effect. Higher amount of Mg atoms are required for formation
of β′ precipitates (Mg/Si ratio of 1.8) [13] in comparison with β′ ′ precipitates (Mg/Si ratio of 1.1) [64].
Therefore, β′ precipitates effectively purify the Al matrix from Mg solute atoms, which most negatively
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affect the electrical conductivity of the material [65]. The formation of new secondary precipitates in
the course of AA leads to a further matrix depletion with alloying elements and a more considerable
enhancement of UFG 6101 alloy electrical conductivity (Figure 6, Table 2).
Thus, the UFG Al-Mg-Si processed via six ECAP-C cycles at 130 ◦C and AA at 170 or 190 ◦C has
electrical conductivity essentially higher than that of counterparts subjected to conventional treatment
techniques (Table 2).
It is necessary to note that the unique combination of high mechanical strength and electrical
conductivity was achieved in long-length rods through application of ECAP-C. This method appears
to be particular promising, especially taking into account first pilot wire samples (Table 2) with an
enhanced combination of properties produced from UFG rods by cold drawing modes typically used
commercially. Pilot UFG wire samples have UTS of over 360 MPa, elongation to failure of over 3%
and electrical conductivity of 56.4% IACS. These studies demonstrate the practical feasibility of a fast
transition from pilot rods and wire to their commercial production [66].
4. Conclusions
1. It is demonstrated for the first time that continuous ECAP-C processing can be efficiently used to
form the UFG microstructure in Al alloys of the Al-Mg-Si system. ECAP-C with six cycles at 130
◦C of Al 6101 alloy resulted in the formation of a homogeneous UFG microstructure with a grain
size varying from 400 nm to 600 nm in long-length rods.
2. Grain refinement down to ultrafine scale during ECAP-C is accompanied by a dynamic aging
leading to the formation of spherical metastable β′-second-phase precipitates and stable β-phase
from 3 nm to 20 nm in size.
3. Long-length wire rods made of UFG Al 6101 alloy have much higher mechanical strength as
compared to their counterparts processed via conventional treatment techniques. Further artificial
aging at 170 ◦C of UFG billets processed via ECAP-C has no effect on their mechanical strength
(at 170 ◦C) but leads to some strength degradation at 190 ◦C.
4. Electrical conductivity of the Al 6101 alloy depends on its microstructural features due to
SPD processing. Decomposition of supersaturated solid solution leading to the formation of
metastable β′-phase and stable β-phase in the course of ECAP-C as a result of dynamic aging
and additional β′-phase during artificial aging is an efficient approach to enhance the electrical
conductivity of the alloy. UFG long-length rods were used to produce the wire samples by cold
drawing with superior properties considerably exceeding the existing counterparts processed via
conventional techniques.
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Abstract: The paper presents the evaluation of the mechanical and fatigue properties of an
ultrafine-grained (UFG) Al 6061 alloy processed by high-pressure torsion (HPT) at room temperature
(RT). A comparison is made between the UFG state and the coarse-grained (CG) one subjected to the
conventional aging treatment T6. It is shown that HPT processing leads to the formation of the UFG
microstructure with an average grain size of 170 nm. It is found that yield strength (σ0.2), ultimate
tensile strength (σUTS) and the endurance limit (σf) in the UFG Al 6061 alloy are higher by a factor of
2.2, 1.8 and 2.0 compared to the CG counterpart subjected to the conventional aging treatment T6.
Fatigue fracture surfaces are analyzed, and the fatigue behavior of the material in the high cycle and
low cycle regimes is discussed.
Keywords: Al alloy; severe plastic deformation; high pressure torsion; ultrafine-grained
microstructure; mechanical strength; fatigue properties
1. Introduction
The enhancement in the level of physical and mechanical properties in Al alloys as a result of
ultrafine-grained (UFG) structure formation induced by severe plastic deformation (SPD) is currently
of great interest [1–5]. As a rule, SPD processing leads to the formation of the microstructure with a
grain/subgrain size in the range of 50 nm–1 μm in bulk Al billets [1–5]. Earlier, it was demonstrated
that UFG Al alloys have a mechanical strength 1.2–2.0-times as much as their coarse-grained (CG)
counterparts processed by a standard aging treatment [1–4,6]. Numerous studies have also shown that
other properties, including ductility [1,7,8], fracture resistance [9] and electrical conductivity [1,10,11],
can be enhanced. The fatigue behavior of the UFG Al alloys has been widely studied over the last
decade, and a detailed overview of those studies can be found in [12–17]. The outcomes of these
studies can be roughly generalized as follows. The high-cycle fatigue (HCF) properties are usually
not enhanced as significantly as mechanical strength. An insignificant improvement in fatigue life
observed in the UFG Al alloys in the HCF regime was related to a low increase in resistance against
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crack nucleation, as the fatigue life in the HCF is determined by the resistance of material to the
crack nucleation [13]. The low cycle fatigue (LCF) behavior of the UFG Al alloys is very complex,
since ultrafine grains have a low ability to sustain cyclic loads in the LCF regime. This was related
to the limited ductility on monotonic and cycling deformation promoting early crack initiation, as
well as a higher fraction of grain boundaries favorable for crack propagation [13]. Unlike CG Al
alloys, their UFG counterparts often show an insignificant increase of the stress amplitude (low cyclic
hardening) or even its decrease (cyclic softening) when they are cyclically deformed under a constant
strain amplitude [18–20]. Nevertheless, intelligent microstructural design in the UFG Al alloys can
significantly improve their HCF and LCF behavior [21,22].
It should be noted that the fatigue behavior of the UFG Al alloys has been studied mainly on
specimens processed by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [12–14] or by cryorolling [18,23]. It is
well known that the ECAP technique or other ECAP-based methods result in the formation of a UFG
microstructure with a grain/subgrain size of 300–500 nm [12–14], whereas a microstructure consisting
mainly of cells/subgrains having a similar size is formed during cryorolling [18,23]. However, in the
literature, there are no reports on the fatigue properties of the UFG Al alloys with a grain size of
<200 nm, which can demonstrate record mechanical strength up to 1,000 MPa and are usually processed
by HPT [24,25]. The main limitation for fatigue studies on the HPT-processed metallic materials was
the small size of the processed disks. Recent progress in up-scaling of the HPT technique along with
miniaturization of the specimens for fatigue testing allows one to investigate the fatigue properties
of the HPT processed disks [26]. Therefore, the main objective of the present work is to study the
fatigue properties and fatigue behavior of an HPT-processed Al-Mg-Si alloy with a grain size of 170 nm.
The Al-Mg-Si alloy was selected due to the wide application of the material in construction, auto- and
aero-space engineering [21] and as a conductor in electrical engineering [27].
2. Experimental Section
Commercial-grade Al 6061 alloy having a chemical composition (in wt%) 1.00 Mg, 0.61 Si, 0.12 Cu,
0.38 Cr, 0.60 Fe, 0.02 Ti and balance Al was selected for this investigation. Disks having a diameter
of 20 mm and a thickness of 1.4 mm were machined from the as-received hot-pressed rod. The disks
were solution-treated at 530 ◦C for 2 h and water quenched. Some disks after water quenching were
subjected to the conventional treatment T6, namely artificial ageing at 160 ◦C for 12 h.
The disks were HPT processed for 10 rotations at RT under a load of 188 tons (e.g., a pressure of
6 GPa). The as-processed disks had a thickness of 0.9 mm. The microstructure and properties of the
HPT-processed alloy were studied in the areas located at a distance of ~5 mm (half of radius) from the
center of the disks.
Microstructure studies were performed using the transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan) JEM 2100 at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Observations were made in both the
bright and the dark field imaging modes, and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were
recorded from areas of interest using an aperture of a 1-μm nominal diameter. The lineal intercept
method was used to estimate the grain size. At least 200 grains were analyzed to estimate the average
grain size.
Specimens for tensile testing and fatigue testing were machined from the solution-treated material
and HPT-processed disks. The central axis of the tensile and fatigue specimens was located at a
distance of 5.2 mm from the disk center, as shown in Figure 1, where a drawing of the samples is
also presented. Two specimens were machined from each disk. All machined tensile and fatigue
specimens were mechanically polished to a mirror-like surface using silica colloidal solution at the
final stage. Tensile tests were carried out using an Instron 8862 universal testing machine (JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan). Tensile specimens were deformed to failure at room temperature with a constant cross-head
speed corresponding to an initial strain rate of 10−3 s−1. Three tensile specimens were tested for each
material condition, and the results thus obtained were found to be reproducible.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of specimens machined from disks.
Fatigue testing was carried out using an Instron Electropuls E 3000 testing module with a
frequency of 30 Hz under repeated tension conditions with a constant minimum cycle stress of
σmin = 100 MPa.
The fatigue fracture surfaces were studied using the scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan) JSM-6490LV operating at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The SEM is equipped with the
INCA X-sight attachment for energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effect of HPT Processing on Microstructure of the Al 6061 Alloy
Figure 2 illustrates the microstructure of the Al 6061 alloy before and after HPT processing.
Conventional treatment T6 of the as-received alloy resulted in the formation of a CG microstructure
with an average grain size of 70 μm (Figure 2a). Particles of primary excess phase forming bands
oriented along the pressing direction are observed in the microstructure (Figure 2a). They have
a complex chemical composition of Al68Fe21Si6.5Cr2.5 (wt%) and are typically formed during the
crystallization of slabs. These particles have a spherical shape; their average size is about 1.8 μm,
and the volume fraction is about 2.4%. Such a distribution of these particles is usually observed in
the hot-pressed Al-Mg-Si alloys. Second phase precipitates having a needle shape are also present
in the microstructure (Figure 2b). As is well known, these are the metastable β''-Mg2Si precipitates,
which are typically formed during T6 treatment of the Al-Mg-Si alloys [28,29].
HPT processing of the solution-treated Al 6061 alloy resulted in the formation of a very
homogeneous UFG microstructure consisting mainly of equiaxed grains having an average size
of 170 nm (Figure 2c,d). This is also confirmed by SAED patterns (Figure 2d). No precipitates,
like Guinier–Preston zones and/or second phases, were observed in the processed disks. Such a
microstructure is typically formed during HPT processing of the Al-Mg-Si alloys [11,30,31]. It should be
also noted that earlier studies using the atom probe tomography (APT) technique revealed segregations
of Mg, Cu and Si atoms along grain boundaries in the Al 6061 alloy [30] and in the Al 6060 alloy [32]
processed by HPT under similar conditions. HPT processing did not have any effect on the size
and volume fraction of the primary excess phases. However, particles changed their orientation and
formed a banded structure along the shear plane during HPT processing (Figure 3). It should be noted
that in order to avoid the effect of the orientation of the particle bands on the properties of the alloy,
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specimens for tensile and fatigue testing were cut out, so that particle bands in the gauge sections were
oriented along the specimen axis.
3.2. Effect of HPT Processing on Tensile and Fatigue Behavior of the Al 6061 Alloy
The results of mechanical tensile testing of the Al 6061 alloy after conventional T6 treatment
and HPT processing are presented in Table 1. It is seen that HPT processing resulted in dramatic
improvement of the mechanical strength of the material. The yield strength increased from 276 MPa to
605 MPa, whereas the ultimate tensile strength increased from 365 MPa to 675 MPa. No other SPD
processing technique, such as ECAP [33,34], or ECAP combined with cold rolling (CR), or artificial
aging (AA) [33], led to such a high mechanical strength in this alloy. Such a significant increase in
mechanical strength of the HPT-processed Al 6061 alloy can be related primarily to the formation
of a homogeneous UFG structure with a very small grain size, promoting the grain size hardening
according to the Hall–Petch relationship [2]. At the same time, segregations of solute atoms in the Al
solid solution, which were found earlier in the structure of the HPT-processed Al 6061 alloy in [30],
can also provide some additional strengthening.
Figure 2. Microstructure of the Al 6061 alloy after conventional T6 treatment (a,b) and high-pressure
torsion (HPT) processing at RT (c,d). The arrow indicates the pressing direction and the orientation of
the bands formed by primary phase particles.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the primary excess phases in the Al 6061 alloy processed by HPT at RT
(the arrow indicates the shear plane and the orientation of the bands formed by primary phase particles).
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the Al 6061 alloy in the present work in comparison with the
mechanical properties reported in earlier studies. ECAP, equal-channel angular pressing; AA,
artificial aging; CR, cold rolling; UFG, ultrafine grained; CG, coarse grained.
Processing State σ0.2 (MPa) σUTS (MPa) δ (%) σf (MPa) σf/σUTS Reference
T6 CG 276 365 14 100 0.27 present
workHPT for 10 turns at RT UFG 605 675 5.5 200 0.30
T6 CG 275 310 12 97 0.31 [34]
ECAP at 125 ◦C for 1 pass UFG 310 375 20 80 0.21 [21]
ECAP at 100 ◦C, 4 passes UFG 386 434 11 - -
[33]ECAP + AA (130 ◦C for 24 h) UFG 434 470 10 - -
ECAP + CR (15%) UFG 470 500 8 - -
Figure 4 shows the results of fatigue testing of CG T6 treated and HPT-processed material. It is
seen that HPT processing has doubled the endurance limit (σf) of the material at 107 cycles: it increased
from 100 MPa in the T6-treated CG alloy to 200 MPa after HPT processing (Figure 4). It should be
noted that the σf-values obtained after cyclic testing of sub-size specimens with the CG microstructure
subjected to the conventional T6 treatment are in very good agreement with the results of the testing
of standard reference specimens machined from a similar material [12–14,35]. For example, according
to the results of fatigue testing of standard samples, the σf-value of the Al 6061 alloy in the T6 state is
97 MPa [13].
Figure 4. Fatigue curves for the studied Al 6061 alloy.
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It should be also noted that the level of σf-value achieved in the HPT-processed Al 6061 alloy with
an average grain size of 170 nm is also twice the cyclic strength of the UFG material with an average
grain size of ~500 nm processed by ECAP in [34].
In Figure 5, the endurance limit is plotted vs. the ultimate tensile strength of the CG Al 6061
alloy processed by conventional thermal treatments (O, T4, T6) and by thermo-mechanical treatment
(T91) [13,35]. The analysis of the data shows that the ratio of the fatigue limit to the ultimate tensile
strength (σf/σUTS) for the given material decreases from ~0.50 to 0.25 with increasing σUTS (Figure 5).
It should be noted that a lower σf/σUTS ratio of 0.20 was reported for the UFG Al 6061 alloy processed
by ECAP in [21]. Such low σf/σUTS ratios were found also in other UFG Al-Mg-Si alloys [12–14].
In our work, grain refinement down to 170 nm in the Al 6061 alloy via HPT processing resulted in an
increase of the σf/σUTS ratio from 0.27 to 0.30 and in a record value of σf = 200 MPa. As is well known,
fatigue life in the HCF regime is determined by the resistance of the material to crack initiation [13].
Unlike UFG Al 6061 alloy produced by ECAP in [34], our UFG alloy shows a very homogeneous grain
structure and, therefore, should have also a homogeneous resistance to crack nucleation all over the
gauge section without any ‘weakest link’. Thus, it can be concluded that further grain refinement
down to the nanoscale and the generation of a very homogeneous grain structure can be proposed as a
recipe for the improvement of HCF properties in the Al alloys.
Figure 5. Ultimate tensile strength vs. endurance limit for the Al 6061 alloy subjected to various
processing treatments.
In the LCF regime, the endurance limit of the HPT-processed Al alloy was somewhat lower
than in its CG counterpart (Figure 4). This observation can be rationalized based on the low strain
hardening ability of the UFG material, compared to that of the CG T6 one (Table 1), promoting early
crack initiation, as well as a much higher volume fraction of grain boundaries favorable for crack
propagation [13].
3.3. Analysis of Fatigue Fracture Surfaces
Figures 6 and 7 present SEM images of the fatigue fracture surface of CG T6-treated and
HPT-processed Al 6061 alloy, respectively. The area of fatigue crack initiation in the CG T6 material is
located on the surface of specimens and is extended into the specimen by ~150 μm (Figure 6a). This
is known as Stage I or the short crack growth propagation stage. The increase of the stress intensity
factor K as a consequence of crack growth results in the development of slips in different planes
close to the crack tip, initiating Stage II, e.g., the stage of stable fatigue crack growth (Figure 6b). An
important characteristic of Stage II is the presence of surface ripples, known as “striations”. The ductile
striations are clearly observed on the fatigue fracture surface (Figure 6c). Their width is in the range
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of 1–2 μm. The average width of striations is about 3 μm. The most accepted mechanism for the
formation of striations is the successive blunting and re-sharpening of the crack tip during cyclic
loading [35,36]. Striations are grouped in areas of homogenous propagation separated by tear ridges
in which the material fails by shearing, resulting in the apparent continuity of the fatigue advancing
front. Finally, Stage III is related to unstable crack growth as K approaches KIC (Figure 6e). At this
stage, crack growth is controlled by static modes of failure and is very sensitive to the microstructure,
load ratio and stress state. The ductile fracture surface consisting of spherical dimples is observed
(Figure 6g). The size of the dimples is in the range of 2–20 μm. Figure 6g shows a fracture pattern
within the transition area from a fatigue fracture to the final breakdown.
Figure 6. SEM images of the fatigue fracture surface of the CG T6 Al 6061 alloy tested under
a stress amplitude of 150 MPa to 2.2 × 105 cycles) (the arrows indicate the direction of fatigue
crack propagation).
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Figure 7. SEM images of the fatigue fracture surface of the UFG Al 6061 alloy: (a,b,e,f) tested under a
stress amplitude of 225 MPa to 4.4 × 105 cycles; (c,d) tested under a stress amplitude of 200 MPa to
4.35 × 104 cycles (the arrows indicate the direction of fatigue crack propagation).
Similar stages of fatigue crack initiation and propagation can be also easily defined on the fatigue
fracture surface of the HPT-processed alloy (Figure 7). The area of fatigue crack initiation is also
located on the surface of specimens, though its size is smaller: ~50 μm (Figure 7a). The fracture
surface relief in the areas of stable and unstable crack growth is less developed as compared to that
on in the fatigue-tested CG T6 specimens. Brittle striations are observed in the area of stable crack
propagation in the UFG material (Figure 7b) [36]. Unlike in the fatigue-tested CG T6 specimens,
stable and unstable crack propagation is accompanied by the formation and growth of micro-cracks
in the direction parallel to the applied load (Figure 7c). The length of these micro-cracks is 50–100
μm. These micro-cracks should result in energy dissipation, thus delaying the growth of the main
fatigue crack [35]. The dimpled ductile fracture surface is observed in the area of unstable crack
growth and the final fracture of the specimen (Figure 7d–g). However, the size of these dimples is
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in the range of 1–2 μm, which is much lower compared to that in the CG T6 material. A significant
difference in the morphology of fatigue fracture surfaces of the CG T6-treated and UFG Al 6061
alloy can be related to the grain structure of these material conditions. As is well known, during
the loading phase, the crack is opened by normal stress, which activates plastic slips at the tip. At
the crack tip of the CG T6 material with a grain size of 70 μm, dislocations are generated in the
grain interior and do not necessarily reach the grain boundaries, when the material is cyclically
deformed in Stage II. Conventional transgranular fatigue crack growth followed by specimen failure is
observed. In the UFG material with a grain size of 170 nm, dislocation pile-ups are definitely formed
at grain boundaries near the crack tip, and intragranular slip coupled with grain boundary sliding can
occur [37]. Unaccommodated grain boundary sliding might result in local microcracking or nanovoid
formation at grain boundaries. Triple junction nanovoids can also appear due to unaccommodated
grain boundary sliding. Both transgranular and intragranular fatigue crack growth can take place in
Stage II in this case, though this cannot be clearly resolved in SEM due to the very small grain size.
In Stage III, nanovoids can grow and partially relieve the constraints on a grain. Individual single
crystal ligaments deform extensively and finally experience chisel-point failure. These grain boundary
and triple junction voids also act as sites for nucleation of the dimples in the UFG alloy, which are
significantly larger than the individual grains, and the rim of these dimples on the fracture surface
(1–2 μm) is typically a magnitude larger than the grain size (170 nm) [37].
4. Conclusions
The following conclusions are outlined.
1. High-pressure torsion (HPT) of the Al 6061 alloy at room temperature leads to the formation
of a very homogeneous ultrafine-grained (UFG) microstructure with an average grain size of
170 nm. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of the HPT processed alloy are increased
as compared to the CG counterpart subjected to the conventional T6 heat treatment from 276 MPa
to 605 MPa and from 365 MPa to 675 MPa, correspondingly.
2. HPT processing of the Al 6061 alloy improves its endurance limit by a factor of two (from 100 MPa
after T6 treatment to 200 MPa after HPT). This is related to the formation of a very homogeneous
UFG microstructure with homogeneous resistance to fatigue crack initiation in the HCF regime.
In the LCF regime, the UFG alloy shows somewhat lower fatigue resistance due to its lower strain
hardening ability.
3. Classical stages of fatigue crack initiation and propagation are clearly observed on the fatigue
fracture surfaces of the CG T6-treated alloy and UFG alloy. Ductile striations are observed in
the stage of stable crack propagation in the CG T6-treated alloy, whereas brittle striations seem
to dominate on the fatigue fracture surface of the UFG alloy. The dimpled fracture surface is
observed at the final stage of crack propagation in both material conditions, with dimples having
a smaller size in the UFG alloy.
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Abstract: The fatigue crack growth behavior of unreinforced and particulate reinforced Al 2017
alloy, manufactured by powder metallurgy and additional equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP),
is investigated. The reinforcement was done with 5 vol % Al2O3 particles with a size fraction
of 0.2–2 μm. Our study presents the characterization of these materials by electron microscopy,
tensile testing, and fatigue crack growth measurements. Whereas particulate reinforcement leads
to a drastic decrease of the grain size, the influence of ECAP processing on the grain size is minor.
Both reinforced conditions, with and without additional ECAP processing, exhibit reduced fatigue
crack growth thresholds as compared to the matrix material. These results can be ascribed to the
well-known effect of the grain size on the crack growth, since crack deflection and closure are directly
affected. Despite their small grain size, the thresholds of both reinforced conditions depend strongly
on the load ratio: tests at high load ratios reduce the fatigue threshold significantly. It is suggested
that the strength of the particle-matrix-interface becomes the critical factor here and that the particle
fracture at the interfaces dominates the failure behavior.
Keywords: Al 2017 alloy; Al2O3 particulate reinforcement; fatigue crack growth; equal-channel
angular pressing (ECAP)
1. Introduction
Aluminum matrix composites (AMCs) are designed to meet the requirements of advanced
engineering applications. Reinforcement with ceramic particles provides high strength and stiffness,
and enhances wear resistance, thermal stability, and creep resistance [1,2]. It has been shown that
methods of severe plastic deformation (SPD) can help to homogenize the particle distribution [3],
which improves the mechanical properties. Equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) has emerged
as one of the most frequently used SPD methods for processing particulate reinforced AMCs [4–7].
For unreinforced materials, ECAP processing leads to strain-hardening of the material and decreases
the grain size by the rearrangement of dislocations to subgrain boundaries and cell walls [8–10].
Focusing on potential future applications for AMCs produced by ECAP, fatigue crack growth is
an important field of interest. To the best of our knowledge, previous studies only focused on crack
propagation either in ultrafine-grained materials produced by ECAP or in AMCs. These investigations
show the well-known effect of the grain or particle size on the fatigue crack growth. The grain refinement
through ECAP leads to a minimized amount of crack deflection and roughness-induced crack closure,
which results in higher crack propagation rates and, therefore, in minor thresholds [11–18]. In reinforced
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materials, particle sizes larger than 2–5 μm have a contrary effect on crack propagation: by increasing
crack deflection and roughness-induced crack closure, crack propagation rates are lowered [19–24].
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the influence of particulate reinforcement with
a particle size less than 2 μm and additional ECAP on the near-threshold fatigue crack growth of an
aluminum alloy. This small particle size was chosen in order to minimize local stress concentrations in
the matrix material [25]. It is well-known that small particles cause significantly higher strain hardening
and that they are less susceptible to cracking as compared to coarser particles [26,27]. As matrix
material, the Al 2017 alloy has been chosen here and in preliminary studies [28], because it combines
attractive properties, such as good fracture toughness in the underaged condition, high resistance
against crack propagation, and excellent high-temperature strength, which enables future applications
for lightweight structures, e.g., for the aerospace and aeronautical industries.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Material
A commercially available, gas-atomized, spherical Al 2017 powder alloy was used as matrix
material. The particle size fraction of the powder, with a chemical composition such as that presented
in Table 1, was below 100 μm. Al2O3 powder with a particle size fraction of 0.2–2 μm was used as
reinforcing component. The composite powder, consisting of 95 vol % matrix material and 5 vol %
Al2O3 particles, was processed in a high-energy ball mill and hot-degassed at 450 ◦C and 0.06 bar for
4 h. Afterwards, compaction was performed by hot isostatic pressing at 450 ◦C and 1100 bar for 3 h.
The manufacturing process is described in more detail in [28].
Table 1. Chemical composition of the Al 2017 powder alloy.
Element Al Cu Mn Mg Fe Si Zn
wt % >94.1 4.1 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.1 traces
The non-ECAP-processed conditions, unreinforced, and reinforced, were solid-solution treated
at 505 ◦C for 60 min, water-quenched, and subsequently naturally aged at room temperature for one
month in order to adjust an underaged condition. For the ECAP-processed conditions, as described
in [28], a pre-ECAP aging at 140 ◦C was carried out for 10 min to increase the workability. Immediately
after the pre-ECAP aging, the material was ECAP-processed at 140 ◦C for one pass. The ECAP
processing was performed in a device with an internal angle of 120 and a cross-section of 15 × 15 mm2,
equipped with movable walls and a bottom slider. This processing resulted in an equivalent strain of
0.67 in each passage [29]. After ECAP, the material was peak-aged at 140 ◦C for 360 min to optimize
the ductility. With this combined treatment of ECAP and aging, both elevated strength and moderate
ductility can be achieved [30,31].
2.2. Methods of Mechanical Testing and Electron Microscopy
Quasi-static tensile tests were performed in a Zwick-Roell servohydraulic testing machine
(Zwick, Ulm, Germany) at a strain rate of 10−3·s−1 at room temperature. Cylindrical specimens
were used with a cross section of 3.5 mm and a gauge length of 10.5 mm.
Fatigue crack propagation measurements were performed ΔK-controlled in a Rumul testronic
resonant testing machine (Russenberger Prüfmaschinen AG, Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland) at
room temperature and at three constant load ratios: R = 0.1, 0.4 and 0.7. Single-edge-notched bend
(SEB) specimens with a geometry according to ASTM E399-12e3 [32] and a thickness of 5 mm were
used. Figure 1 shows the position in the ECAP billet out of which the SEB specimens were extracted.
In the choice of the extraction direction, it was considered that the crack is most likely sidetracked in
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the direction of the last ECAP shear plane [12]. The crack length was measured continuously according
to the principle of the indirect electric potential method with crack measurement foils.
Figure 1. Position of two single-edge-notched bend specimens within the ECAP billet. The ideal
direction of crack growth is parallel to the ECAP shear plane. The plane from which samples for
microstructural analyses were taken is marked in red.
After precracking at ΔK = 2–7 MPam1/2 (depending on material condition and load ratio), ΔK was
lowered in small steps until the fatigue threshold ΔKth was reached. Then, 0.5 mm crack growth were
realized at this cyclic stress intensity to avoid any load history effect from the threshold region. In the
following, ΔK was raised again in small steps up to a cyclic stress intensity of about 11 MPam1/2 and a
crack length of 5 mm.
Samples for microstructural analyses were extracted parallel to the extrusion direction, as shown
in Figure 1, and electro-polished followed by a final ion milling polishing step. These samples were
analyzed by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and quadrant back scatter diffraction
(QBSD) at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV, as well as by electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD, EDAX
TSL OIM 5.2, AMETEK GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany) at 15 kV using a Zeiss Neon 40 field emission
microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Germany).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Tensile Tests
The tensile properties of the investigated material conditions are shown in Table 2.
The unreinforced aluminum matrix (in an underaged heat treatment condition) exhibits the lowest
yield strength with 252 MPa just as the highest ductility, which shows in a uniform elongation of 20%.
ECAP processing (with subsequent aging as described in the experimental section) leads to a significant
increase in yield strength (487 MPa, which is an increase of 93%) in combination with a moderate
ductility (11% uniform elongation). The strategy of combining ECAP and aging, which is used here
and which is referred to as “optimizing heat treatment” in [33], enables this favorable combination of
strength and ductility: ECAP processing results in a severely strain hardened material with a high
dislocation density. In the following process of thermal aging, numerous finely-dispersed precipitates
form and strengthen the matrix. Simultaneously, thermal recovery takes place and increases the
material’s ductility.
Table 2. Tensile properties of the unreinforced and reinforced conditions.
Material Yield Strength in MPa Ultimate Tensile Strength in MPa Uniform Elongation in % Elongation to Fracture in %
Al 2017 unreinforced 252 435 20 29
Al 2017 unreinforced
after 1 ECAP pass 487 566 11 17
Al 2017 with 5 vol %
Al2O3
328 511 11 13
Al 2017 with 5 vol %
Al2O3 after 1 ECAP pass
509 580 5 8
The dispersion strengthening, which is caused by the reinforcement with 5 vol % particles, leads to
an improvement in strength, which is less compared to the strengthening, which is achieved by ECAP
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of the unreinforced material. ECAP processing of the particulate reinforced material increases the
yield strength from 328 MPa to 509 MPa (which is an increase of 55%). This shows, that the effect of
strain hardening during ECAP is less pronounced than in the unreinforced material. Both reinforced
conditions exhibit minor ductility, which is ascribed to the particles which act as interior notches [28].
3.2. Microstructure
One ECAP pass of the unreinforced matrix material leads to a bimodal grain structure with
inhomogeneously distributed refined grains. The initial grain size is significantly reduced in the shear
bands, which is shown in Figure 2. In the outside parts, almost no grain refinement has taken place.
The reinforced material exhibits elongated areas with a width of 100–200 μm and a height of
about 7 μm without reinforcement components. These areas are preferentially orientated parallel to the
direction of extrusion. In Figure 3, micrographs of the reinforced areas are shown. The Al2O3 particles
are finely dispersed and exhibit an intact interface to the aluminum matrix. In these micrographs, the
presence of the coarse intermetallic phase Al2Cu can also be seen. Additional ECAP does not lead to





Figure 2. Electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) color-coded orientation maps of the unreinforced
matrix material conditions: (a) non-ECAP-processed and (b) after one ECAP pass. In the shear bands,
the grain size is considerably reduced after one ECAP pass. By contrast, the initial grain size outside
the shear bands is almost maintained.
  
Figure 3. Quadrant backscatter diffraction (QBSD, left) and scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM, right) micrographs of Al 2017 with 5 vol % Al2O3 particles with a size of 0.2–2 μm.
Al2O3 particles are marked with broken lines and the Al2Cu precipitates with arrows. The particles are
finely dispersed and matrix and particles exhibit an intact interface.
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Figure 4. EBSD color-coded orientation maps of the reinforced conditions: (a) non-ECAP-processed
and (b) after additional ECAP. For the reinforced material, ECAP does not lead to a significant
grain refinement.
3.3. Fatigue Crack Surface Analysis
For the unreinforced conditions the fatigue crack surfaces are shown in Figure 5.
The non-ECAP-processed condition exhibits a strongly faceted surface with pronounced band-typed
steps. This fissured crack surface can be explained by the large grain size of this condition and thus
by a high amount of crack deflection. For the material after one ECAP pass, plateaus are present on
the crack surface. Additionally, striations are clearly visible. Such signs of “micro-damage” have also
been observed for other ECAP-processed aluminum alloys [16]. They were interpreted as the severely
strain-hardened material is not being able to compensate the stresses at the crack tip by deforming
plastically. Compared to the unprocessed material, the crack path after ECAP is less tortuous and more
straight-forward. Presumably, the crack propagates preferably along or within the shear bands.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Fatigue crack surfaces of the unreinforced conditions: (a) non-ECAP-processed and (b) after
one ECAP pass near the fatigue threshold. The crack propagation direction is marked with an arrow.
The surface of the non-ECAP-processed condition exhibits a band-type faceted appearance, whereas
ECAP leads to plateaus and clearly visible striations.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Fatigue crack surfaces of the reinforced conditions: (a) non-ECAP-processed and (b) after
one ECAP pass near the fatigue threshold. The crack propagation direction is marked with an
arrow. The surface is less rough and barely fissured as compared to the unreinforced conditions.
Through additional ECAP, the particle failure is more likely to fracture than to break out.
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In Figure 6, the fatigue crack surfaces of the reinforced conditions are shown. In contrast to
the unreinforced conditions, the crack surfaces are characterized by a minor roughness. Hardly any
faceting is noticeable. Due to the small grain and particle sizes of these conditions, crack deflection
is reduced to a minimum. This outcome is in good agreement with the findings in [19,34]. It is
noticeable that, in the ECAP-processed condition, particle fracture is more pronounced, whereas the
initial reinforced condition exhibits a higher rate of particle break outs. It cannot be concluded with
certainty if the particle fracture proceeded due to fatigue loading or whether it was caused by ECAP.
3.4. Fatigue Crack Propagation
Fatigue crack growth curves near the threshold for the tested load ratios are shown in Figure 7.
The matrix material exhibits the highest thresholds and the lowest fatigue crack growth rates for all
tested conditions. Due to the major grain size of the matrix material, the amount of crack deflection and
roughness-induced crack closure and, therefore, the strongly branched crack path lead to decreased
fatigue crack growth rates, which results in major thresholds. One ECAP pass results in higher crack
growth rates and lower thresholds. Presumably, due to the preferred crack propagation along the shear
bands and the finer grains in this area, less crack deflection and closure occurs. Supposedly, also the
high dislocation density induced by ECAP inhibits stress relief and, therefore, early damaging at the





Figure 7. Fatigue crack growth curves of Al 2017 in unreinforced and reinforced conditions with
additional ECAP at load ratios of: (a) R = 0.1, (b) R = 0.4, and (c) R = 0.7. The thresholds for the
reinforced conditions are lower than for the matrix material conditions. With the increase of the load
ratio, this effect becomes more pronounced. The crack growth rates for the reinforced ECAP-processed
conditions are generally the highest.
For the reinforced conditions, at low cyclic stress intensities, the crack propagation rates are higher
as compared to the matrix material conditions. As the near threshold regime is highly sensitive to the
microstructure, the main factor for this behavior is presumably the significantly smaller grain size
and the resulting minimized effects of crack deflection and roughness-induced crack closure. For the
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ECAP-processed conditions, fatigue crack growth thresholds are further reduced as compared to their
corresponding not-processed conditions. This is probably due to the high dislocation density in these
materials, which leads to a diminished deformation ability at the crack tip.
Figure 8 presents the fatigue threshold depending on the load ratio for all tested conditions.
The matrix material and both reinforced conditions exhibit a strong dependency on the load ratio.
Although the curve progression is nearly parallel for these three conditions, the underlying mechanisms
are different. The matrix material shows the highest thresholds and also a strong load ratio dependency.
This can be explained by the well-known effect of the grain size on the crack growth at different load
ratios [11–13,15,35]. The amount of crack deflection is constant for all load ratios, whereas the effect of
roughness induced crack closure is minimized by increasing the load ratio. The fatigue thresholds of
the ECAP-processed matrix material show a minor dependency on the load ratio. Supposedly, the small
grain size in the shear bands and therefore the generally low amount of crack deflection and closure
lead here to minimized load ratio effects.
However, despite their small grain size, both reinforced conditions exhibit a strong dependency
on the load ratio. In this case, assumedly, the thresholds depend critically on the interaction between
the softer aluminum matrix where crack propagation takes place and the interface where decohesion
or brittle particle facture can occur [36]. At higher load ratios, the susceptibility to cracking of the
particle-matrix-interface is strongly increased. On that account, fatigue thresholds further decrease for
higher load ratios. This, in turn, results in a higher load-ratio-dependency. For the reinforced condition,
additional ECAP does not influence the load ratio dependency.
 
Figure 8. Fatigue thresholds of Al 2017 in unreinforced and reinforced conditions with additional
ECAP at different load ratios. The ECAP-processed matrix material exhibits the least dependency on
the load ratio. In contrast, the matrix material and the reinforced conditions depend strongly on the
load ratio and display almost the same amount for the three conditions.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, the effect of particulate reinforcement and equal-channel angular pressing on the
fatigue crack growth in an aluminum alloy produced by powder metallurgy is investigated. For the
Al 2017 powder alloy, reinforced with 5 vol % Al2O3 with a size fraction of 0.2–2 μm, the fatigue
properties are compared to the unreinforced material. Two different conditions for both materials are
chosen: non-processed and after one pass of ECAP.
(1) One ECAP pass of the unreinforced material results in an inhomogeneous microstructure with
shear bands. These shear bands are characterized by a considerably reduced grain size. In the
surrounding areas, the grains are strongly elongated, but not refined. The grain size of the
reinforced material is significantly lower, as compared to the unreinforced. Additional ECAP
does not lead to a significant grain refinement, here.
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(2) The yield strength of both materials, unreinforced and reinforced, is increased by one
pass of ECAP. However, the strain hardening effect of ECAP is more pronounced in the
unreinforced material.
(3) Due to the major grain size of the unreinforced matrix material, the high amount of crack
deflection and roughness-induced crack closure lead to a tortuous crack path and therefore to
minor crack propagation rates. The grain refinement through one ECAP pass reduces these effects.
Supposedly because crack propagation occurred in the finer-grained shear bands, the fatigue
thresholds and their dependency on the load ratio are diminished for the unreinforced material
after ECAP.
(4) For the reinforced material, the fatigue thresholds are drastically reduced due to the
significantly smaller grain size of these conditions. Despite their small grain size, the reinforced
materials exhibit a strong dependency on the load ratio. Here, the interaction between the
aluminum matrix and the interface is perceived as crucial: the susceptibility to cracking
of the particle-matrix-interface is strongly increased at higher load ratios. This leads to a
“particle-failure-induced” load ratio dependency.
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Abstract: The corrosion susceptibility of an age-hardened aluminum alloy in different processing
conditions, especially after a single pass of equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP), is examined.
The main question addressed is how corrosive attack is changed by strain localization. For that
purpose, an AlMgSi0.5 alloy with a strain localized microstructure containing alternating shear
bands was subjected to potentiodynamic polarization on a macro-scale and micro-scale using the
micro-capillary technique. Pitting potentials and the corrosion appearance (pit depth, corroded
area fractions and volumes) are discussed with respect to microstructural evolution due to casting,
extrusion and ECAP. Size, shape and orientation of grains, constituent particle fragmentation,
cell size and microstrain were analyzed. Stable pitting of shear bands results in less positive
potentials compared to adjacent microstructure. More pits emerge in the shear bands, but the
pit depth is reduced significantly. This is attributed to higher microstrains influencing the stability
of the passivation layer and the reduced size of grains and constituent particles. The size of the
crystallographic pits is associated with the deformation-induced cell size of the aluminum alloy.
Keywords: AlMgSi0.5 alloy; ECAP; pitting corrosion; micro-capillary cell; deformation localization
1. Introduction
Aluminum alloys are used in a wide range of technical applications, especially when considering
the lightweight aspect. Mechanical properties are influenced by microstructural heterogeneities
formed by adding alloying elements mostly combined with thermal or thermo-mechanical treatments.
Solution heat treatment and aging lead to the formation of solid solutions and intermetallic compounds
(ICs) stimulating mechanisms of solid solution and precipitation strengthening. Mechanical-based
treatments cause strain hardening by multiplication of dislocations or grain refinement in the deformed
metal. An effective deformation technique is equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP), also known as
equal-channel angular extrusion, originally invented by Segal in 1972, first described in his Sc.D. thesis
in 1974 and patented in 1977 (Patent of the USSR, No. 575892) [1,2]. A massive metallic billet is pressed
through two intersecting channels whereby the material is severely deformed by exceptional, intensive
and oriented simple shear, which is localized inside thin, so-called shear bands [1]. Accordingly, after
one ECAP pass, one family of shear bands is activated. Repetitive pressing induces new shear bands
depending on the rotation between the successive passes. Grain refinement down to ultrafine grains
(UFG), re-distribution and fragmentation of second phases or impurities if existing in the material and
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texture evolution differ according to the applied processing route. In addition, the bulk material is
characterized by high densities of dislocations and grain boundaries, internal elastic strains as well as
residual stress thus delivering improved mechanical properties [3,4].
The effect of any microstructural heterogeneity results in an electrochemical heterogeneous
behavior influencing the susceptibility to corrosion. In recent years, significant progress has been
achieved in the understanding of both the microstructure of high strength alloys and its influence on
corrosion [5]. Dominant features like the surface fraction of grain boundaries and dislocations as well
as the distribution of second phases including constituent and impurity particles, dispersoids and
precipitates are studied with respect to their corrosion susceptibility. The improved physico-chemical
characterization of the composition and spatial distribution of second phases together with advanced
electrochemical techniques expanded the understanding of the influence of intermetallic particles on
the corrosion of conventionally grained (CG) alloys. A comprehensive review is given by Hughes
et al. [5]. Recently, electrochemical properties of UFG aluminum and its alloys in different ECAP
conditions were studied in a variety of publications (Table 1). Pitting corrosion starts with the local
destruction of the natural oxide layer by critical anions (e.g., chloride ions) and is a dominant corrosion
type of passivating materials. In electrochemical studies used to investigate the susceptibility to
pitting, the pitting potential marks the breakthrough of the passive layer. In high-purity aluminum and
single-phase aluminum model alloys, the pitting potential is lowered [6,7] or unaffected [8] compared
to the CG material and is ascribed to the effect of grain refinement. Ralston et al. [9] correlate the
corrosion rate in terms of oxide formation and film ion conduction with reactive surfaces provided
by enhanced grain boundary density. Brunner et al. [7] found a lowered pitting potential due to the
transition from CG to UFG material but no significant influence with the number of ECAP passes.
The pit morphology after polarization occurred less crystallographically, deeper and more localized in
the UFG material compared to the CG material in which laterally spreading crystallographic filiform
corrosion dominated. The dislocation density and the deformation state were supposed to be the
dominating factors for the different propagation mode of pitting corrosion: propagation in depth for
UFG and laterally spreading for CG material [7]. The variation in passive film stability and the existence
of local galvanic cells stimulate the anodic dissolution of the surrounding matrix material. Coherent
solute enriched clusters can act as local cathodes in precipitation hardening alloys. Ralston et al. [10]
found a critical particle size (of some nm) below which they do not act as distinct galvanic cells, but
promote susceptibility to pitting if they increase.
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Table 1. Review of pitting corrosion results published for Al and its alloys.
Material and processing
Effect of pass number
on Epit
Dominant pit initiation Pit morphology withincreasing pass number Analytical techniques Reference
high purity Al 2, 6, 10
ECAP passes (route Bc) lowered
dislocations, grain
boundaries PP [6]
Al-2.5 wt% Cu-1.5 wt%
Mg alloy aging, no ECAP unaffected/lowered
critical size of GP zones
(solute enriched regions) PP, CT [10]
Al-Mg model alloys
(varying Mg content) 4, 8,
12 ECAP passes (route Bc)
lowered/unaffected deformation state moredominant than grain size







high purity Al 1, 4, 8









after PT: decreased pit size,
less severe attack PP, PT, EIS [11]
AA 1100 8 ECAP passes
(route Bc); AA5052 4






after PT: decreased pit size,
crystallographic pits PP, EIS [12]
Al-5.4 wt% Ni and Al-5







after PP: fewer pits in the
shear bands PP [6]
EN AW-6082 1, 2, 8 ECAP
passes (route E), 1 ECAP






pit depth PP, EIS, CV [13,14]









after PT: decreased pit size
uniform distribution PP, PT, IT, EIS [15]
low purity Al (99.1 wt%)
with α-AlFeSi phases 2,








crystallographic pitting IT, PP, EIS [16]
low purity Al (99.1 wt%)
with Al8Fe2Si phase 1, 2, 3,













3D optical profilometry [17]
Note: PP, potentiodynamic polarization test; PT, potentiostatic polarization test; EIS, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy; CV, cyclovoltammetry; CT, current transient experiments; IT, immersion test; Epit, pitting potential.
Constituent particles in multi-phase materials mostly act as cathodic inhomogeneity performing
a key role in pit initiation and propagation. With an increasing number of ECAP passes, the pitting
potential of a variety of multi-phase aluminum alloys, which were reported to increase [11,12,15],
decrease [16] or stay unaffected [17]. Correspondingly, for AA 5052, after four ECAP passes, the
pitting potential was distinctly shifted to more positive potentials [12]. The crystallographic pits
were smaller and more uniformly distributed in the UFG material than in the as-cast condition.
The authors suggested a higher oxide formation rate based on the enhanced grain boundary fraction
and dislocation density in the UFG materials. Similarly, Song et al. [15] stated that strain-induced
crystalline defects provide more nucleation sites for the formation of a denser and thicker oxide film.
Akiyama et al. [6] found an increasing pitting potential of Ni and Cu containing aluminum alloys
due to ECAP processing. Fewer pits in the shear band areas were attributed to the microstructural
homogenization and refinement of primary particles [6]. The amount, fragmentation and redistribution
of constituent particles, containing mostly Si and Fe along with Al, were considered as the main factors
for the modified pitting susceptibility and morphology of multiphase alloys [6,11,12,16].
Korchef et al. [16] found decreasing pitting potentials explained by the increasing fragmentation
of α-AlFeSi particles acting as cathodes and driving anodic dissolution of the surrounding matrix.
Jilani et al. [17] found no influence on the pitting potential with an increasing number of ECAP passes,
but an increasing pitting density and decreasing pit depth. The change in the pitting morphology was
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assumed because of the fragmentation of Al8Fe2Si particles and/or the related increase of the volume
fraction of grain boundaries acting as potential sites for pitting. Finally, the corrosion resistance of
UFG materials processed by accumulative roll bonding shows similarly contrasting results [18,19].
Table 1 presents the reviewed literature together with own results [13,14] demonstrating little
consensus in the influence of ECAP processing on the corrosion behavior of aluminum alloys even
within the same alloy. Certainly, the main challenge of corrosion studies in this regard is the lack of a
standardized material condition suitable as benchmark for evaluating the effect of ECAP processing
on the corrosion behavior.
In order to overcome this obstacle, the present work adapts the testing and evaluating area to
the strain localizations generated by a single ECAP pass processing. The selected ECAP condition
presents concurrently ECAP-affected (shear bands) and non-affected (matrix) areas, which can be
locally tested using a micro-capillary cell technique [20] and independently evaluated because only
one family of shear bands is activated. Additional impacts by further processing are excluded.
A commercial alloy AlMgSi0.5 with a well-known microstructure [21–23] was selected. The results of
the micro-scale electrochemical studies are compared to standard macro-scale experiments including
the material conditions of the foregoing processing steps casting and extrusion. Finally, the induced
pitting damage is separately quantified for shear bands and matrix zones. The results are correlated
with the microstructure of the material.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Sample Preparation
A commercial AlMgSi0.5 alloy (EN AW-6060, chemical composition given in Table 2) was used
in different material conditions. Samples were taken from a cast billet (referred to as cast) and from
bars after appropriate processing steps. Homogenization and solution annealing at 560 ◦C for 10 h
was followed by water quenching. The ingot was extruded at room temperature (RT) reducing the
initial diameter of 110 mm to a cross-section of 50 × 50 mm2 (samples referred to as RT-extruded).
Severe plastic deformation was achieved using the combination of RT-extrusion with a subsequent
large-scale ECAP single pass at RT [22,23] (samples referred to as ECAP). The internal angle of the die
was 90◦, the pressing speed 20 mm min−1 and the backpressure 200 MPa. The resulting effective strain
was approximately 1.1 [24].
Table 2. Chemical composition of the investigated EN AW-6060 (wt%).
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Al
EN AW-6060 0.45 0.16 0.003 0.026 0.49 0.003 bal.
Samples with longitudinal planes were cut of each billet. After mechanical grinding with SiC,
the final polishing step of the metallographic preparation was dependent on the intended investigation
method. For optical microscopy (OM), polishing in a silicon oxide suspension (OP-S, Struers GmbH,
Willich, Germany) and grain boundary etching for microstructural contrasting (2% NaOH) was applied.
For electrochemical measurements, polishing with 1 μm diamond suspension was used to achieve
a fairly chemically unaffected surface. After corrosion experiments, the surface was carefully rinsed
with de-ionized water and ethanol and subjected to vibrational polishing using OP-S to provide a
clean and deformation-free surface for backscattered electron (BSE, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) imaging and
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, AMETEK GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germanyin the scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Zeiss, Jena, Germany [25].
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2.2. Electrochemical Measurements
Deformation localizations (shear bands) were detected by OM on the etched ECAP sample surface
and marked by indentations. The electrochemical experiments were accomplished in an aerated
and unbuffered 0.1 M NaCl solution (pH 7) at (22.0 ± 0.5) ◦C. The samples were exposed to the
solution for 15 min to stabilize the open circuit potential (OCP). Polarization curves were measured
using a high-resolution potentiostat IMP83 PCT-BC (Jaissle Elektronik, Waiblingen, Germany).
After determining the starting potential, potentiodynamic polarization experiments were done
covering the potential range from 200 mV below the corrosion potential (between −1300 mV and −1100
mV depending on the material condition) to 1000 mV with a scan rate of 1 mVs−1. For experiments
with an exposed area of 10 mm in diameter (referred to as macro-scale), a three-electrode corrosion
cell with a platinum plate as counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode was
used according to the standard specification DIN 50918. Macro-scale measurements were repeated
three times.
For local micro-electrochemical measurements (referred to as micro-scale), a glass capillary with a
ground tip of 200 μm in diameter was used. A layer of silicone rubber worked as a seal to prevent
leakage. The capillary size was selected in order to cover either the shear band or the matrix of the
material in ECAP condition. The three-electrode set-up consisting of the glass capillary, a 0.5 mm
platinum wire counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode was mounted in
an objective nosepiece. With the samples fixed on the stage of the OM, exact positioning on the
microstructural localization (shear band or matrix) was obtained. The set-up of the micro-cell system is
described in detail in [20,26]. Micro-scale measurements were repeated nine up to 13 times depending
on the material condition.
2.3. Microstructural Characterization
Characterization of the microstructure and the pit morphology were performed in a field-emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, NEON40EsB, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Germany)
equipped with an EBSD system (EDAX TSL OIM 5.2, AMETEK GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany. EBSD
patterns were acquired at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV with a 60 μm aperture in high-current mode
under a sample tilt angle of 70◦. After data acquisition, a slight cleanup procedure for the nearest
neighbor pixels was conducted comprising neighbor confidence index (CI) correlation and grain CI
standardization with a minimum CI of 0.1.
Material removal by corrosion was quantitatively evaluated by using a 3D optical profilometer
(Mikro-CAD compact, GFMesstechnik GmbH, Teltow, Germany). Corroded surface areas were
determined by means of the software a4i analysis (GFMesstechnik GmbH, Teltow, Germanycity).
Depth and volume of the resulting corrosion pits were measured using replicas of the tested regions.
Pits with a depth larger than 5 μm were considered.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (sin2ψ method) was applied for the determination of local
residual stresses and microstrains. The diffractometer D8 Discover (Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany)
was equipped with a Cu anode, a Ni filter for monochromatization, polycap optics and a 2D detector
(Vantec-500, Karlsruhe, Germany. The {311} lattice planes of Al were considered for the residual
stress measurements using several measurement directions (0◦, 45◦, 90◦–rotation around the sample
normal) each with tilt angles between −50◦ and 50◦ (in 10◦ steps) and a measurement time of 900 s
for each angle. A small aperture (100 μm) in the primary beam, adequate to the dimensions of the
strain localizations, and a point detector (SOL-XE) with a 0.6 mm detector slit were used for the
determination of microstrains and coherence lengths in a line scan. The step size of the line scan
was 100 μm. The program LEPTOS was used for stress evaluation. The line widths of the strong
textured {220} lattice planes were evaluated by means of the program TOPAS under consideration of
the device-related line-broadening effects to estimate the coherence length.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evolution of Microstructure
The cast material (Figure 1a) is characterized by equiaxed grains with a mean diameter of
100 μm and numerous constituent particles decorating the grain boundaries. The IC particles in the
cast condition are a few micrometers in size; homogenization and solution annealing resulted in a
slight enlargement. The extrusion process transformed the alloy microstructure to elongated grains
with an aspect ratio around 0.5 associated with the redistribution of the IC particles located at the
grain boundaries. The single-pass ECAP process introduced a series of deformation localizations
(shear bands) intercalated in fairly unchanged matrix regions. The grains in the shear bands become
more elongated to an aspect ratio below 0.3. The IC particles are re-aligned with the aluminium grains
and slightly fragmented (Figure 1b). Additionally, the deformation processing introduced a sub-grain
structure with a size around 1 μm (Figure 2c,d). This is in agreement with transmission electron
microscopic results achieved at the same alloy [23].
 
  
Figure 1. Microstructure of the AlMgSi0.5 alloy in (a) cast condition showing constituent particles
in the grain boundaries; (b) ECAP (equal-channel angular pressing) condition showing shear bands
(a part of it is marked by a white bar) introduced into the matrix (below); (c) elongated grains in the
shear band and (d) fairly unchanged grains in the matrix, which is similar to the extruded condition.
According to Birbilis et al. [27], the IC particles of particular interest with regard to localized
corrosion are those with the greatest quantity in size or frequency—these are AlFeSi phases in the
AlMgSi0.5 alloy. As shown for the extruded condition of the alloy [28], the iron and silicon containing
constituent particles include compositions with different stoichiometry. Apart from the AlFeSi phases,
the solid solution matrix of the as-cast billet contains dissolved Mg and Si, which precipitate to fine β
and β´ particles during quenching [29,30]. Certain observations show that the hardening precipitates
in the studied AlMgSi0.5 alloy undergo fragmentation and change in coherency by ECAP [31,32].
Apart from grain sizes and aspect ratios, orientation maps (Figure 2a–c) were derived from EBSD
measurements which illustrate the microstructural evolution of the material with respect to grain
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orientation or texture. The random orientation of the cast material (Figure 2a) is transformed by
RT extrusion to a fiber texture with the main component <110> in extrusion direction (Figure 2b).
The grain orientation map of the ECAP condition (Figure 2c) shows a shear band in the center with a
texture fairly similar to the matrix. Deformation localizations are clearly reflected by dark regions in
EBSD pattern quality maps as shown later in Figure 9.
 
Figure 2. Orientation distribution maps of the material in the (a) cast; (b) the RT-extruded and (c) the
ECAP condition showing the grain shape transformation to elongated grains of reduced size and
texture evolution by extrusion and ECAP; the shear band in (c) is marked by a white bar.
The measurement of residual stresses and microstrains was focused on the deformation
localizations of the material in ECAP condition. Almost no differences could be detected for the
principal stress components σ1 and σ2 inside shear bands and matrix regions. The measured
components of the residual stress are σ1 ≈ 60 MPa and σ2 ≈ −20 MPa.
Microstrains have been specified referring to the full width at half maximum of the Gaussian part
of the line profile. Measurements of several points on the material in the RT-extruded condition were
taken for comparison and reveal a fairly constant microstrain of 0.21. The microstrain in the ECAP
condition varies between 0 and 0.34. A line scan was measured with an increment of 100 μm across
three shear bands intercalated in the matrix. Figure 3 shows the local distribution of microstrain in
correlation to the shear bands revealed by grain boundary etching. The shear band-matrix transitions
are marked by white lines. It can be seen that the widths of deformation localizations comprise a wide
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range. For reasons of representation, the values of the microstrain are grouped in bins. Color-coded
according to the legend, the microstrain scan is inserted in the optical micrograph at the position of the
measurement. As expected, higher values of microstrain are found in the shear bands and lower values
in the matrix (Figure 3). The broad matrix band on the right shows an additional subdivision—possibly
because of the actual three-dimensional distribution of shear bands, which is not observable in the
plain cross-section. Apparently, the microstrains are a result of the deformation localization introduced
by the severe deformation during the ECAP pass.
 
Figure 3. Local distribution of the microstrain in a line scan across three shear bands of the material
in the ECAP condition; the region of interest is shown with respect to the deformation localizations
shown by grain boundary etching (for color-coding, see legend).
Crystallite size was determined by the Lorentzian part of the line profile. The measured
characteristic is the distance that scatters the incident X-ray beam coherently. Apart from grains and
sub-grains defined by high- and low-angle boundaries, coherent regions are bounded by accumulated
dislocations and are commonly assigned as cells. Cell sizes are averaged out at 180 nm in the
extruded condition and typically range from 80 nm–170 nm for both matrix and shear bands of
the ECAP condition, which is consistent with the published cell size data determined by STEM [32].
Interestingly, the mean cell size in the matrix region is smaller (≈100 nm) compared to the shear band
with the largest cells in the region with the highest microstrain.
3.2. Pitting Corrosion Potential Derived from Macro- and Micro-Electrochemical Tests
Pitting corrosion is the most common corrosion type for aluminum alloys. The local destruction of
the passivation film is caused by anions, e.g., chloride ions. Potentiodynamic polarization curves were
measured to evaluate pitting susceptibility. The most negative potential above which pits nucleate
and grow (pitting potential) was determined as the decisive corrosion characteristic. Figure 4 gives
an example for the curves measured on the material in ECAP condition. A grouping of the pitting
potentials depending on the position of the micro-capillary either on the shear bands or on the matrix
is observed.
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Figure 4. Potentiodynamic polarization curves measured on the shear bands and the matrix.
Pitting potentials and the corresponding corrosion appearance are shown in relation to the
material condition and to the exposed area of 10 mm (macro-scale) and 200 μm (micro-scale) in
diameter in Figure 5. The pitting potentials determined by macro-scale electrochemical measurements
are very similar regardless of the material condition (Figure 5). Averaged out −430 mV referring to
Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl), a variation of ±30 mV for the cast condition, of ±90 mV for the RT-extruded
condition and of ±40 mV for the ECAP condition is ascertained. This is in agreement with the results
of [8] and [17], which stated that the pitting potential of low purity aluminum does not vary with
grain size or with the size of the Al8Fe2Si phase. The macro-scale pitting potentials are shifted to at
least 700 mV lower values compared to micro-scale pitting potentials. This potential shift was already
evidenced for a 2024 alloy in T3 temper state [33] and for Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys [34]. Evidently, this is
because of the number of pit initiating constituent particles present in the testing area. More constituent
particles exist in the area exposed in macro-scale experiments compared to the lower number in the
area exposed in micro-scale experiments. For the same reason, the pitting potentials of the micro-scale
measurements are spread over a wider potential range, also mentioned in [27].
Micro-scale experiments result in pitting potentials from −80 mV to +340 mV for the cast condition,
more negative potentials from −160 mV to +300 mV for the RT extrusion condition and similarly from
−180 mV to +270 mV for the ECAP condition. The scatter of the pitting potentials observed for all
material conditions is suspected to be mainly the effect of various surface fractions of second phases
in the exposed area according to Birbilis et al. [27]. Furthermore, the micro-scale experiments show a
clear grouping of the higher pitting potentials related to the matrix (between +100 mV and +270 mV)
and lower pitting potentials related to the shear bands (between −180 mV and +50 mV), whereas no
influence of material conditions can be seen in the macro-scale experiments. Thus, micro-scale
experiments allow for the differentiation of the pitting potentials in ECAP induced deformation
localizations. The selected shear bands exceed a width of 600 μm thus providing a test region surely
larger than the used opening of the micro-capillary (200 μm in diameter). Compared to the matrix,
the significantly lower pitting potential in the shear band indicates more weak points with respect to
corrosion in this region.
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Figure 5. Documentation of the corrosion appearance after macro-scale potentiodynamic polarization
of the ECAP condition, the extruded condition (extrusion direction marked by arrow) and the
cast condition showing the modification from uniform to oriented (left from top to bottom) with
corresponding pitting potentials in 0.1 M NaCl determined by macro-scale tests (middle) and
micro-scale tests (right) at 1 mA cm−2.
3.3. Pit Morphology
In Figure 6a–c, the secondary electron images (top) and the corresponding orientation maps
derived from EBSD (below) show typical examples of the corrosion appearance as a consequence
of different processing history. Pitting seems to start as well as to be terminated at the precipitation
decorated grain boundaries thus evolving different corrosion appearance with respect to the
grain shape.
The dominant feature of the alloy microstructure along with the modification of grain size
and grain shape is the distribution and fragmentation of second-phase intermetallic particles
(constituent particles) with respect to electrochemical characteristics. The constituent particles
in an AlMgSi alloy are electrochemically nobler compared to the surrounding aluminum solid
solution [16,17,27]. Due to the galvanic coupling between the AlSiFe phases and the surrounding
Al matrix in the Cl−-containing test environment, the naturally occurring passivation layer will be
reduced and the surrounding aluminum dissolved. Starting at the precipitations mostly localized at the
grain boundaries, the corrosion paths regularly start at the grain boundaries, spread into the grain and
are terminated at the opposite grain boundary when the constituent particles are undermined and lose
electrical contact. The large equiaxed grains of the cast condition are mirrored by a similar corrosion
appearance. Similarly, the aligned and elongated grains of the material in the RT extrusion and ECAP
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condition are associated with an aligned and elongated corrosion appearance. The fragmentation of
constituent particles by ECAP processing provides numerous starting sites for corrosion, but also faster
removal of the smaller particles by undermining the surrounding aluminum. Thus, the propagation of
the corrosion attack in vertical direction is decreased.
 
Figure 6. Corrosion appearance after micro-scale potentiodynamic polarization of the (a) cast condition;
(b) extruded condition (extrusion direction is horizontal) and (c) in a shear band of the ECAP condition.
The pitting appearance produced during macro-scale testing shows a striking correlation to
the microstructure developed by the processing history (Figure 5). The uniform corrosion in the
cast condition is transformed to a non-uniform appearance corresponding to the directed and
elongated grains after extrusion and ECAP. This behavior is accompanied by an obviously shallower
corrosion attack in the ECAP condition which will be quantitatively evaluated and discussed later
on. Crystallographic pitting is evidenced regardless of the material condition but with a remarkable
influence on the size of the individual {100} facetted pits. Large crystallographic pits around 1 μm
in length of the edge can be seen in the cast condition (Figure 7a), around half as long are the edges
of crystallographic pits in the in RT-extruded condition (Figure 7b) and even more reduced in the
ECAP condition (Figure 7c,d). Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the reduced size of individual
crystallographic pits in the matrix zones in the ECAP condition is more similar to those in the shear
bands. This was unexpected, since the mean grain size and the primary precipitate size are fairly equal
in the RT-extruded condition and in the matrix of the single pass ECAP condition.
ECAP processing enhances the fraction of low- and high-angle grain boundaries, the dislocation
density and the fragmentation of strengthening precipitates of the studied aluminum alloy [23,32].
A bimodal grain size distribution and an increased dislocation density appear already after one ECAP
pass in both matrix and shear bands [32]. The dislocations accumulate to a complex network of
deformation induced cell boundaries [23]. A schematic representation of the cell distribution and
corresponding STEM images are shown in Figure 8 (adopted from [23]). The size of the cells as the
smallest elements which subdivide grains is evaluated by XRD in this work and ranges between 80 nm
and 180 nm.
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Figure 7. Formation of crystallographic {100} facetted pits due to micro-scale potentiodynamic
polarization in the (a) cast condition; (b) in the extruded condition (extrusion direction and grain
alignment marked by arrow); (c) in ECAP condition in the matrix and (d) in a shear band
(deformation direction marked by arrows).
Apart from the decreasing pitting potential in shear bands, we observe a significant reduction
of the single crystallographic pit size in both the matrix and shear bands in the ECAP condition.
This observation correlates with the reduced dimensions of the cells evaluated by XRD and STEM.
We conclude that the cell size and the microstrains are the distinguishing features to control the pit
growth in the ECAP condition.
The reduced corrosion depth after ECAP was already indicated by several authors [11–15,17].
Contrary results were reported for Al-Ni and Al-Cu alloys containing other second phases [6]. In an Al-Mg
model alloy [7], more localized and deeper pits were found in the UFG condition. Furthermore, the pitting
potential evidenced influence of the number of ECAP passes. However, tests after one ECAP pass were
not considered.
 
Figure 8. Schematic representation of the deformation microstructure and grain subdivision at different
strains (large/small) and corresponding STEM-micrographs of the investigated aluminum alloy [23].
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Jilani et al. [17] qualitatively discussed the change in the corrosion appearance from a low density
of deep pits to a high density of less deep pits with an increasing ECAP pass number. This is in
agreement with our observation. At first sight, the removal of material in the ECAP condition seems
to be more concentrated in the regions without deformation localizations. The simple comparison of
corrosion areas leads to this conclusion, but the volume of the eroded material has to be considered.
To substantiate our findings by quantifying the material removal, several metrological characteristics
were determined using a 3D optical profilometer. A depth mapping of the complete area exposed to
macro-scale testing after ECAP is shown in Figure 9 with a magnified detail in the inset. Pit depths
between 5 μm (red) and 75 μm (blue) were recorded and are shown by a color code. The contiguous
EBSD pattern quality map corresponds to the position of the detailed depth map and illustrates the
deformation localizations by darker gray tones (the corroded areas are shown in black). Several metric
features were analyzed to reveal differences in the matrix and shear bands and to compare the other
material conditions: the fraction of the corroded area, the corroded volume, the average corrosion
depth, the maximal pit depth, the average pit depth and the density of pits (Table 3). The average
corrosion damage refers to a uniform removal of the material across the tested area. The average pit
depth refers to the total corroded volume divided by the total corroded area. The pit density is related
to the total area used for macro-scale testing.
 
Figure 9. Depth mapping of pitting corrosion after macro-scale potentiodynamic polarization of the
ECAP material (depth scale color-coded); the left inset shows the details; the right inset shows the
corresponding EBSD pattern quality map indicating deformation localization (position of the insets is
marked by the box in the overview map).
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Table 3. Characteristics of the corrosion appearance for the studied conditions after macro-scale
potentiodynamic polarization (Ø 10 mm).











cast 34 0.57 7.3 100 19.6 4.6
RT-extruded 37 0.75 9.6 120 28.1 3.9
ECAP
sum 38 0.43 5.1 75 13.5 8.7
matrix 45 0.24 6.0 75 13.3 8.0
shear band 32 0.19 4.4 75 13.6 9.3
The fraction of the corroded surface area of the cast condition is about 10% smaller than that
of the RT-extruded and ECAP condition, but the corroded volume follow the order ECAP < cast <
RT-extruded. The same applies to the average corrosion depth, the maximal pit depth and the average
pit depth. Hence, the corrosion of the RT-extruded condition is the most local one of the considered
conditions and thus most susceptible to corrosion damage. In contrast, the material in the ECAP
condition corrodes in a more uniform way with remarkably lower maximal and average pit depths
compared to the other conditions. The pit densities verify the statement of the more uniform corrosion
of material in the ECAP condition. Vice versa, lower pit densities in association with enhanced corroded
volumes for the cast and the RT-extruded conditions correspond to more local corrosion.
 
Figure 10. Frequency distribution of pit depths for different material conditions, additionally matrix
and shear band are considered separately.
In order to substantiate the result, pit depth frequencies are shown for the cast, RT-extruded and
ECAP condition with a detailed breakdown of the matrix and shear band (Figure 10). The pit depths
are grouped in 10 μm bins. A fairly similar broad distribution of pit depths between 10 μm and 100 μm
was found for the cast and the RT-extruded conditions. The maximum of the frequency distribution is
about 65 μm. A tendency to lower pit depths in the cast condition can be noticed. The ECAP condition
shows a strikingly enhanced number of pits. More than twice as many pits are evidenced in the
material after one ECAP pass, but the depth distribution is quite sharp with its maximum being only
about 30 μm. In order to differentiate the corrosion attack between the shear bands and the matrix,
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distinct frequency distributions of pit depths are shown (Figure 10). A slightly higher number of pits
in the shear band contribute to the total pit frequency distribution. However, the pit depths in the
shear band tend to be lower compared to the matrix which is attributable to the fragmentation and
re-distribution of the constituent particles and moreover, to the enhanced microstrains in the shear
bands. Thus, offering additional sites for the pit initiation and growth, pitting corrosion results in a
uniform attack and prevents local deep damage.
4. Conclusions
With the focus on deformation localizations, our study demonstrates the effect of extrusion and
ECAP on pit initiation and pit growth in an aluminum alloy EN AW-6060. The refined microstructure
together with a heterogeneous distribution of microstrains and an increased dislocation density are the
controlling microstructural features.
The influence of deformation localizations on pit initiation is proven by local electrochemical
measurements restricted to single shear bands of the alloy in the single pass ECAP condition.
Deformation localizations show an enhanced pitting susceptibility in relation to the cast and extruded
condition. There was a strong indication that the enhanced pitting susceptibility is related to
local microstrains.
However, easier pit initiation is associated with more homogeneous and shallow pit propagation
in the AlMgSi0.5 alloy after a single ECAP pass. Regardless of the material condition, dissolution
of complete grains was observed starting and stopping at primary precipitates predominantly
located at the grain boundaries. The origin of corrosion is the cathodic behavior of the primary
precipitates with respect to the AlMgSi0.5 alloy. When the dissolution front approaches the next grain
boundary, the decorating precipitates are undermined and the local electrochemical cell disappears.
Hence, grain fining and precipitate fragmentation increase pitting density but reduce pitting depth.
The pitting morphology shows characteristic channels formed by {100} facetted crystallographic
pits. In contrast to the uniform microstrain in the material in the extruded condition, significant
differences in microstrains in the shear bands and the alloy matrix are shown and supposed to be the
reason for the particular corrosion appearance. The crystallographic pits appear modified in size with
regard to the material condition. The reduced size of the pits in the material in ECAP condition is
attributed to the cells as the smallest elements subdividing the grains by accumulation of dislocations
(cell boundaries) as a response to the microstrains generated by the single ECAP step. The cell size
corresponds with the size of the crystallographic pits.
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Abstract: There is an increasing demand in the industry for conductive high strength copper
alloys. Traditionally, alloy systems capable of precipitation hardening have been the first choice for
electromechanical connector materials. Recently, ultrafine-grained materials have gained enormous
attention in the materials science community as well as in first industrial applications (see, for instance,
proceedings of NANO SPD conferences). In this study the potential of precipitation hardened
ultra-fine grained copper alloys is outlined and discussed. For this purpose, swaging or accumulative
roll-bonding is applied to typical precipitation hardened high-strength copper alloys such as Corson
alloys. A detailed description of the microstructure is given by means of EBSD, Electron Channeling
Imaging (ECCI) methods and consequences for mechanical properties (tensile strength as well
as fatigue) and electrical conductivity are discussed. Finally the role of precipitates for thermal
stability is investigated and promising concepts (e.g. tailoring of stacking fault energy for grain
size reduction) and alloy systems for the future are proposed and discussed. The relation between
electrical conductivity and strength is reported.
Keywords: Cu-Ni-Si alloys; swaging; accumulative roll bonding; precipitation hardening
1. Introduction
Precipitation hardening can provide a combination of high strength and high (thermal or electrical)
conductivity in copper alloys. By concentrating the alloying elements in fine precipitates, the Cu-matrix
remains relatively pure with only few interstitial or substitutional atoms left in the Cu-matrix.
Consequently conductivity is not detrimentally affected by solid solution impurities while maintaining
high yield strength by finely dispersed precipitates which effectively impede dislocation movement.
The industrially most relevant precipitation hardened copper alloys combining high strength
with high electrical conductivity are essentially Corson-alloys [1] which are often (but not exclusively)
based on the ternary system Cu-Ni-Si. The Cu-Ni-Si-system has been thoroughly studied already in
1927 [1]. Microstructurally, the high yield strength (up to 800–900 MPa after precipitation hardening
and cold working) is caused by finely dispersed semi-coherent Ni-Si-precipitates [2,3] with a diameter
lower than 20 nm. As explained by the phase diagram (Figure 1), the temperature of solution annealing
strongly depends on the amount of alloyed Ni and Si. Today, preferred and standardized alloys such
as C7025 or C7035 contain ~3% silicides.
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Figure 1. Pseudo-binary phase diagram of the Cu-Ni2Si-system after Corson, 1927 [1].
The traditional approach for the development of high strength copper alloys is focused on chemical
variation of precipitation hardened alloys [4]. In addition, microstructural control, e.g., generation of
very fine grained or even ultra fine grained copper alloys, opens the door for tailored copper alloys
combining optimized precipitate- as well as grain- or subgrain structure. Both approaches are
presently used to generate high-performance components for industrial practice. Common methods
for generating ultra fine grained metals by Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD), such as Equal Channel
Angular Pressing (ECAP) or Accumulative Roll Bonding (ARB) [5–7], are well known and established,
especially for pure copper. In contrast to SPD-related studies on pure copper, the archival literature
sources dealing with severe plastic deformation of copper alloys are significantly more rare [8,9].
In the present study the authors seek to investigate and discuss the applicability of swaging (as a
continuous method) as well as ARB for achieving very fine grained to ultra fine grained microstructures
in classical Cu-Ni-Si alloys. A key feature of the research presented here is the stabilization of the
microstructure by optimized aging treatments after swaging or ARB.
2. Experimental Section
The investigated copper alloy is the Corson-type alloy CuNi3Si1Mg (UNS designation C70250),
which has experienced wide-spread use as connector-, leadframe- and high-strength wire material.
Traces of Mg are alloyed to enhance the stress relaxation stability. Mg contributes to solid solution
hardening as well as to precipitation hardening since Mg atoms may also form mixed (Ni,Mg)-silicides.
The material investigated in our present study was hot extruded at 900 ◦C, then solution annealed at
800 ◦C/2 h (or alternatively at 950 ◦C/10 min). This condition was then rotary swaged and finally
precipitation hardened. It should be noted that a complete dissolution of coarse Ni-silicides is not
possible at these temperatures [10]. In the present study, the precipitation hardening was carried out at
450 ◦C.
Backscatter (ECCI, electron channeling contrast imaging) electron microscopy [11,12] was carried
out using an AsB (Angle Selective Detector, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) [13] in a Zeiss ULTRA
scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a thermal field
emission cathode. Typically, an aperture lens of 120 μm and acceleration voltages of 15–20 kV at a
working distance of 2–6 mm were used.
For the Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) investigations, an EBSD-unit by Oxford was used.
The EBSD patterns were recorded using a 4 × 4 binning, data acquisition and calculation of the patterns
were performed by a Nordlys camera and AZTEC software by Oxford (UK), respectively. Prior to
EBSD and ECCI-characterization in the SEM, the samples were carefully mechanically ground up to
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2400 grid (SiC paper) and then polished up to 1 μm. Finally, samples were vibration polished for 3 h
with dispersed magnesium oxide to aim for a sample surface with as little preparational cold work as
possible. Two sets of experiments were carried out: swaging (which was carried out at TU Clausthal,
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany) of solution annealed bars from an initial diameter of 24 mm to a
diameter of 7 mm (phi = −2.4) as well as swaging of a solution annealed wire with a diameter of 5.3 mm
to a diameter of 2.7 mm (phi = −1.39). In both cases, precipitation annealing after swaging was done at
450 ◦C at different aging times. In the following elaborations we will use the terminology “peak-aged”
for samples which were precipitation hardened at 450 ◦C for 1–6 h and “over-aged” for samples which
were precipitation hardened for >16 h. Further details concerning the aging kinetics for the 2.7 mm
wire are given in [14]. Finally, the swaged and subsequently precipitation hardened samples were
mechanically characterized by tensile- and hardness tests. Moreover, the electrical conductivity of all
the samples, before and after artificial aging, was measured using a SIGMATEST@-probe (eddy current
method, Foerster, Reutlingen, Germany).
3. Results and Discussion
CuNi3Si1Mg was hot extruded at 800–900 ◦C, then solution treated at 800 ◦C/2 h (or alternatively
950 ◦C/10 min) and subsequently water-quenched. After this treatment the alloy exhibited a coarse
grained microstructure with grain sizes of 100–150 μm and a few coarse silicides (typical diameter of a
few hundred nm) which were not completely dissolved during homogenization.
The strain hardening curve for the solution treated and swaged condition can be seen in Figure 2.
The highest hardness increase was observed after swaging up to a logarithmic strain of 2.5, then some
saturation or even slight softening takes place. Therefore, further investigations focused on the
condition swaged to a strain of 2.5, corresponding to a hardness increase of 100 HV as compared to the
solution annealed state.
Figure 2. Hardness evolution of solution treated CuNi3Si1Mg by swaging.
After the extruded and solution treated bars were swaged from a diameter of 24 mm down
to a diameter of 7 mm, an artificial aging treatment at 450 ◦C for aging times ranging from 30
min to 16 h was carried out. Figure 3 exhibits the resulting ultra fine grained microstructure at
high resolution (magnification ~10000 times) before and after aging (distance from surface 100 μm).
The swaging treatment significantly reduced the grain- or subgrain size to 200–800 nm. In addition,
the formed ultra-fine grains show some pronounced elongation. With increasing distance from
surface the grains become more equiaxed and their size increased up to ~2 μm in the center of the
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swaged bar. With increasing aging time, characteristic structural changes can be observed in the grain-
and precipitate size- and arrangement (Figure 3). More and more precipitates (presumably largely
Ni2Si [10]) are formed as the aging continues, until, after 5–6 h at 450 ◦C a maximum hardness increase
(peak-aging) occurs (see also Figures 4 and 6). By then, the grains have become more equiaxed in shape,
however the grain coarsening is still not very pronounced. The precipitates are mainly concentrated
on grain boundaries (Figure 3, 5 h). Only after extended aging of 16 h at 450 ◦C (Figure 3, 16 h) the
microstructure becomes over-aged with clearly coarser grains as well as coarse precipitates, leading to
a decline of hardness also. In this context, the characteristic sizes of the precipitates in the peak-aged
and over-aged condition have to be pointed out.
Figure 3. Microstructure of swaged CuNi3Si1Mg after different aging times (T = 450 ◦C)
(ECCI-micrographs).
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the size distribution of the precipitates in the peak-aged and over-aged
condition, as derived from manual counting and measuring of precipitates in Electron Channeling
Contrast Imaging (ECCI)–SEM micrographs. At the hardness peak (peak-aging) the average precipitate
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diameter is around 14 nm, whereas in the over-aged condition, after 16 h, the average precipitate
diameter increased to around 47 nm. These aging kinetics are 3 to 5 times faster than in the non-swaged
condition where a hardness maximum is found after 16 hours accompanied by typical mean precipitate
diameters of 5 nm (see also [2] for comparison). Interestingly, for both conditions, peak-aged as
well as over-aged, a bimodal precipitate size distribution was detected (Figures 4 and 5). By means
of Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) microanalysis we can not distinguish between nanoscale
orthorhombic Ni2Si and the possible hexagonal minority phase Ni31Si12 (which is thermodynamically
expected for low Ni-content of ~2%). From measurements using EBSD, it appeared that there is
also a fraction of hexagonal Ni-silicides. If this observation is any evidence of Ni31Si12-phase in
addition to Ni2Si, it is likely that the bimodal size distribution is also driven by this second type of
precipitation. Alternatively, it can also be speculated, that the bimodal size distribution is possibly
caused by different aging kinetics of precipitates at or near grain/subgrain boundaries and within the
grains where diffusion is drastically different.
Figure 4. Precipitate size distribution in the peak-aged condition.
Figure 5. Precipitate size distribution in the over-aged condition.
Figure 6 exhibits the aging curves (hardness vs. aging time) of swaged CuNi3Si1Mg for isothermal
aging in the temperature range 300–500 ◦C. Hardness values of up to 245 HV can be reached in the
peak-aged conditions at aging temperatures of 400, 450 or 500 ◦C. With increasing temperature the
hardness peak is shifted to smaller aging times. At an aging temperature of 350 ◦C, only a maximum
hardness of ~230 HV appears to be possible.
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Figure 7 shows the change of electrical conductivity of the swaged and non-swaged condition
during aging at 450 ◦C. The diffusion of the alloying elements Ni and Si from the solid solution into
the precipitates decreases the scattering of electrons by the strain fields of solute atoms. As a result,
the electrical conductivity increases.
Figure 6. Aging curves of swaged CuNi3Si1Mg for different aging temperatures.
Figure 7. Conductivity vs. aging time for swaged (UFG) and coarse-grained CuNi3Si1Mg (T = 450 ◦C).
It is noteworthy, that already after 10 min the conductivity of the swaged condition
is slightly higher than the conductivity of the non-deformed condition at this temperature.
Obviously, the diffusion of solute elements is significantly accelerated by fast diffusion paths such as
high- and low angle boundaries which are prevalent in the swaged condition. Throughout the further
aging process the electrical conductivity of the swaged condition stays superior to the conductivity of
the non-deformed condition. This difference amounts up to 8% IACS (International Annealed Copper
Standard, 58 MS/m) in severely over-aged specimens, possibly being caused also by recrystallization
which drastically reduces the grain boundary area in the swaged and severely over-aged condition.
For comparison, standardized commercial CuNi3Si1Mg strips typically have electrical conductivities
of 35%–45% IACS.
At an aging temperature of 450 ◦C, the microstructure of the swaged condition was not stable for
long aging times. Nevertheless, at a lower aging temperature of 300 ◦C an aging effect can be induced
without pronounced over-aging. At this temperature, a drop of hardness is not observed within several
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hundred hours thermal exposure (Figure 8). For the application of electromechanical connectors,
this is a significant finding, since electromechanical connectors (in the presented conductivity range)
are usually not exposed to temperatures higher than 150–200 ◦C during service. At this moment,
implications for stress relaxation behavior of swaged or severely deformed precipitation hardened
Corson-alloys remain speculative, however it can be assumed, that finely precipitated Ni-silicides
at grain boundaries as well as within grains may also serve to effectively diminish stress relaxation
or creep.
Figure 8. Hardness evolution of swaged CuNi3Si1Mg during thermal exposure at 300 ◦C
(specimens swaged from 5.3 to 2.7 mm diameter).
As aforementioned, no homogeneous ultrafine grained (UFG) structure was achieved by swaging
CuNi3Si1Mg bars from diameters of 24 mm to 7 mm. However, for wire which was swaged from 5.3 to
2.7 mm, a fully ultra fine grained structure was observed in the whole cross section after swaging and
subsequent aging. Figures 9 and 10 show ECCI- as well as EBSD results for the obtained microstructure
after aging at 450 ◦C for one hour. This microstructure (pictured in the center of the specimen) is
characterized by strong orientation contrast (Figure 9), rather low dislocation density within the grains
and a high percentage of high-angle boundaries (as seen by mapping grain orientations (Figure 10a)
and grain boundary misorientations (Figure 10b) using EBSD). The typical resulting grain size in this
UFG structure is about 350 nm.
Figure 9. ECCI-picture of ultra-fine grained CuNi3Si1MgSi (swaged and aged at 450 ◦C/1 h,
swaging from diameter of 5.3 to 2.7 mm).
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Figure 10. Fully ultra-fine grained CuNi3Si1Mg Electron Backscatter Diffraction Pattern (EBSD)
orientation mapping showing Euler-orientations (a) and grain boundaries (b). High-angle grain
boundaries are depicted in black, Low-angle grain boundaries are depicted in red).
Ultra fine grained microstructures can be obtained also in CuNi3Si1Mg by accumulative
roll bonding (ARB) [15]. Figure 11 shows a high resolution ECCI micrograph of ARB-processed
CuNi3Si1Mg. (for details see [15]). The typical microstructure of ARB-processed CuNi3Si1Mg is
characterized by elongated grains perpendicular to rolling direction, having grain diameters lower
than 200 nm. An analysis of high angle grain boundaries by EBSD reveals a grain width of 100 nm.
This corresponds to other findings [16], where for the same logarithmic strain of ~5, ARB-processed
pure copper showed similar grain widths. Also here, aging experiments after severe plastic deformation
were carried out. In analogy to the swaged condition, precipitates were formed preferentially at grain
boundaries, thus reducing the grain boundary mobility during further thermal exposure.
Figure 11. Microstructure of solution treated ARB-processed CuNi3Si1Mg. The larger precipitates
were not dissolved by the solution treatment and are remains from the prematerial as produced by
continuous casting.
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Figure 12 exhibits a thermal softening curve (hardness vs. temperature) of differently processed
CuNi3Si1Mg after 1 hour annealing at 300 to 600 ◦C. If we define the onset of softening as a loss of
10% in initial hardness, the conventionally processed spring hard strip softens at 500 ◦C whereas the
swaged and ARB conditions start softening at 475 ◦C. This thermal stability is significantly higher
compared to pure copper, where softening in the ARB condition already starts at 200 ◦C [17]. By using
high resolution ECCI, grain boundary pinning by Ni2Si-precipitates is confirmed as the underlying
mechanism for the high thermal stability (Figure 13).
Figure 12. Thermal stability of swaged and ARB-processed CuNi3Si1Mg as compared to
conventional strip.
Figure 13. ECCI-micrograph of swaged and under-aged CuNi3Si1Mg showing a low-angle grain
boundary which is pinned by Ni-silicides (arrows).
The resulting mechanical (quasistatic as well as cyclic) properties after severe plastic deformation
and optimized aging treatments are significantly superior to conventionally processed strip. As an
example, thin CuNi3Si1Mg wires (diameter 0.1 mm) which were processed from swaged and optimized
aged bars show tensile strengths of up to 1050 MPa and yield strengths higher than 1000 MPa.
However, this strength increase is achieved at the expensive of electrical conductivity which is reduced
to less than 25% IACS.
In addition to excellent quasistatic strength, optimized swaging plus consecutive aging leads to a
marked increase of the 107-fatigue endurance strength from 250 to 300 MPa (Figure 14). By combining
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these processes with a final mechanical surface treatment (such as shot peening, laser peening or deep
rolling) even higher fatigue strengths of about 400 MPa can be achieved [18]. Higher fatigue strengths
for copper alloys are only reported for high-alloyed spray-formed copper alloys and Cu-Be alloys [19].
Figure 14. Wöhler-curves (rotation bending, R = −1) of swaged and non-swaged optimized
precipitation hardened CuNi3Si1Mg for different mechanical surface treatments (part of this data
from [18]).
As an outlook, in context with swaging the following further approaches should be addressed:
Firstly, CuNi3Si1Mg is low alloyed, therefore the achievable strength is limited by the volume
fraction of the precipitates. To enable highest strengths of CuNi3Si1Mg, significant cold work is
necessary (e.g., by drawing) which in turn lowers the conductivity. Higher alloyed Cu-Ni-Si alloys
or more complex alloy systems such Cu-Ni-Si-Cr or Cu-Ni-Co-Si allow higher volume fractions of
precipitates or multiphase hardening, respectively. First results on swaged and aged CuNi7Si2Cr are
promising and indicate possible conductivities of 34% IACS at tensile strengths of ~1100 MPa after
swaging and optimized aging, which is in the strength regime of Cu-Be-alloys.
Another approach to generate UFG copper alloys is to introduce an extremely high twinning
density by severe deforming of single-phased copper alloys which exhibit very low stacking fault
energies (such as Cu-Al, Cu-Al-Si, Cu-Zn or Cu-Zn-Si). By finely spaced twinning a very fine grain size
can be achieved after swaging leading to a hardness of more than 420 HV (which corresponds to tensile
strengths higher than 1300 MPa). Figure 15 shows the refinement of the microstructure by twinning
in CuAl5.8Si2 (estimated stacking fault energy around 6 mJ/m2 or lower [20,21]) with increasing
logarithmic deformation degree during swaging. However, CuAl5.8Si2 is non-age hardenable,
therefore there are no precipitates stabilizing the grain boundaries during thermal exposure. As a
consequence, a hardness loss of more than 10% is observed at 300 ◦C after just one hour.
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Figure 15. Evolution of an ultrafine-grained structure in single phased low-stacking fault alloy
CuAl5.8Si2 by swaging (Left: non-swaged; Middle: swaged to a logarithmic strain of −0.8;
Right: swaged to a logarithmic strain of −1.4).
4. Conclusions
The combination of swaging and subsequent optimized precipitation hardening is a simple
method to produce Cu-Ni-Si materials with very fine grain size in the range 0.2–2 μm. For strip material
accumulative roll bonding (ARB) is a suitable method to generate ultra fine grained microstructures
in Cu-Ni-Si alloys. A crucial role is ascribed to the artificial aging treatment after the severe plastic
deformation. The thermal stability of ultra fine grained CuNi3Si1Mg is significantly enhanced as
compared to pure copper, owing to nanoscopically small precipitates which effectively pin the grain
boundaries during aging or annealing. At 300 ◦C no over-aging was detected within 200 h. For short
time exposure (1 h) the grain structure is fairly stable up to 400 ◦C. In addition to enhanced ultimate
tensile- and yield strength (with possible strength >1000 MPa), also the fatigue behavior in the High
Cycle Fatigue (HCF)-regime was significantly improved by the UFG-structure in the swaged plus
peak-aged condition close to the surface.
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Abstract: Multi-pass equal-channel angular pressing (EACP) was applied to produce
ultrafine-grained (UFG) Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy contact wire with high mechanical/electric performance,
aim to overcome the catenary barrier of high-speed trains by maximizing the tension and improving
the power delivery. Microstructure evolution and overall properties of the Cu-Mg alloy after different
severe-plastic-deformation (SPD) routes were investigated by microscopic observation, tensile and
electric tests. The results show that the Cu-Mg alloy after multi-pass ECAP at 473 K obtains ultrafine
grains, higher strength and desired conductivity. More passes of ECAP leads to finer grains and
higher strength, but increasing ECAP temperature significantly lower the strength increment of the
UFG alloy. Grain refinement via continuous SPD processing can endow the Cu-Mg alloy superior
strength and good conductivity characteristics, which are advantageous to high-speed electrification
railway systems.
Keywords: severe-plastic-deformation (SPD); contact wire; Cu-Mg alloy; ultrafine grained (UFG);
conductivity; strength
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of high-speed electric railway, mainly, advanced metallic materials
used for contact wire are desired. At present, the task of increasing the speed of the trains (≥300 km/h)
makes high-performance copper contact wire become a research focus. In this situation, copper
alloy are usually required to possess high tensile strength (above 550 MPa) and good conductivity
(about 60% IACS), with the aim to overcome the catenary barrier of high-speed trains by maximizing
the tension and improving the power delivery. As well known, high strength and good conductivity
of metals are often mutually exclusive. It is important to note that some abnormal methods have
been reported to achieve a good combination of strength and conductivity [1,2], but those methods
are relatively complicated in commercial applications. Most of the reports were focused on adding
small amounts of alloy elements (such as Cr, Ag, Zr, Nb, Co, etc.) to pure copper [3–6] or applying
hardening processes (such as drawing or rolling) [6]. Those conventional strengthening methods induce
various kinds of defects (dislocations, reinforcing phases, point defects, grain boundaries), raising
electrical resistivity of Cu alloy because of the scattering of conducting electrons [7,8]. For example,
a Cu-0.7%Cr-0.3%Fe alloy, after cold working (40% CW), plus aged at 450 ◦C for 90 min, had the
ultimate tensile strength of 460 MPa and an electrical conductivity of about 67% IACS (International
Annealed Copper Standard, 17.24 × 10−9 Ωm is defined as 100% IACS) [9].
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In view of the deteriorative effect on the conductivity of copper, the alloying content and
hardening degree should be restricted during the fabrication of high-strength and good-conductivity
copper alloy. Grain refinement of single solid-solution copper alloy (e.g., Cu alloy containing a small
amount of Mg) could be an effective way to overcome the contradiction. At present, China Railway
Construction Electrification Bureau Group (Kang Yuan New Materials Co., Ltd.) has developed
fine-grained Cu-0.4wt%Mg contact wire by Conform-process plus cold drawing. Figure 1 presents the
optical microstructure of the Cu-0.4wt%Mg alloy after Conform-process and subsequent cold drawing.
The product achieved a good combination of ultimate tensile strength (UTS: 522 MPa) and conductivity
(68.6% IACS), and was successfully applied in the high-speed railways of Zhengzhou-Xi’an and
Korea. Recently, a novel severe-plastic deformation (SPD) procedure, namely equal-channel angular
pressing (ECAP), has been applied for obtaining ultrafine-grained (UFG) copper alloy with high
strength, large ductility, and good electrical conductivity [10–12]. In the present work, the SPD
process was combined with the manufacturing processes of Cu-Mg alloy contact wire with a lower
Mg content (about 0.2 wt% Mg), with the aim to achieve further improvement in conductivity and
strength. Under the same deformation conditions, the average grain size of the Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy
(in Figure 2a) is obviously finer than that of the Cu-0.4wt%Mg alloy (in Figure 1a). Until now, there
have been few reports on mechanical and conductivity properties of UFG Cu-Mg alloys fabricated by
SPD methods. Herein, this paper studies the microstructure change, tensile strength, and electrical
conductivity of the on-line conformed Cu-Mg binary alloy subjected to experimental multi-pass ECAP,
and investigates the origin of the good characteristics.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Optical micrographs of Cu-0.4wt%Mg alloy by Conform-process (a) and subsequent cold





Figure 2. OM (Optical Micrographs) of Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy (a) in Conform state and after ECAP at
473 K for (b) 1 pass, (c) 4 passes and (d) 16 passes.
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2. Experimental Section
The material used was Cu-0.2wt%Mg (oxygen ≤10 ppm, 1 ppm = 10−6) alloy, which was
prepared by the upward-casting and then extruded by Conform-process in China railway construction
electrification bureau group (Kang Yuan New Materials Co., Ltd., Jiangyin, China). Mg atoms of the
binary alloy mainly exist in the FCC (Face-Center-Cubic)-structured copper crystal. The dimension
of the ECAP billet was 19.5 mm × 19.5 mm × 40 mm. The ECAP process was carried out using a
rotary die with an intersection angle of 90◦, which details are described in previous references [13,14].
The billets were extruded from 1 pass to 16 passes at 473 K and 673 K, respectively. An Olympus BX51M
optical microscope (OM, Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe the microstructure
at the flow plane of the ECAPed billets. The composition of the etchant was glacial acetic acid 25 mL,
phosphoric acid 55 mL, and nitric acid 20 mL. The etching time was 5 s. A JEM-2000EX transmission
electron microscope (TEM, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was applied to observe the microstructure and
the grain size of the Cu-Mg alloy after ECAP.
Microhardness of the ECAPed sample was measured by HXD-1000TC device (Taiming Optical
Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) under a load of 100 g for 15 s. Tensile specimen with a
dimension of 3 mm × 3 mm in cross-section, and 15 mm in gage length, was cut from the billet along
the longitudinal direction. Tensile tests were performed by a RGM-4050 testing machine at an initial
strain rate of 1000 μm/s at room temperature, and three samples cut from one billet were tested for
each state. After tensile testing, the fracture surfaces were observed by a HITACHI S-3400N scanning
electron microscope (SEM, HITACHI Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).
A QJ36S digital apparatus (Shuangte Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) was
implemented for the direct current (DC) electrical resistance measurement via a four-point probe
method. The test samples with a dimension of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm were cut from the billets along the
longitudinal direction, and their surfaces were polished before the electrical resistance measurements.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure
Figure 2 presents the optical micrographs of the Conformed (as-achieved) alloy and the ones after
ECAP at 473 K for different passes. As shown in Figure 2a, the average grain size of the Conformed
sample was about 5–8 μm. There are only equiaxed α-Cu grains in microstructure of the alloy.
After continuous ECAP processing, the grains were gradually refined and elongated with increasing
the number of ECAP passes. The grain size was hard to measure when the sample was subjected
to 16 passes of ECAP. Only fine strain-induced plastic flows can be observed by optical microscopy.
The detailed microstructure of the 16-pass ECAPed copper alloy should be observed by TEM.
Figure 3 presents optical micrographs of the Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy after ECAP at 673 K for one
pass, four passes and 16 passes, respectively. Similar to the samples after ECAP at 473 K, the α-Cu
grains were fined and elongated, however, the efficiency of grain refinement during ECAP at 673 K
was not as good as that at 473 K. This phenomenon can be contributed to the faster grain recovery and
recrystallization at 673 K [15]. Compared with the current product of Cu-0.4wt%Mg contact wires
processed by Conform plus cold-drawing (in Figure 1), the grains of the Cu-0.2wt%Mg after Conform
plus multi-pass ECAP are obviously finer.
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3. OM micrographs of the Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy after ECAP at 673 K for (a) 1 pass, (b) 4 passes
and (c) 16 passes.
Figure 4 presents TEM micrographs of Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy after 16 passes of ECAP at 473 K.
It can be seen that Mg element is completely dissolved into the Cu matrix and the dislocation density
in the ECAPed alloy is pretty low (Figure 4a,b). Meanwhile, the grain size has already been reduced
to about 200 nm. The corresponding SAD patterns (upper-right insertion of Figure 4a) are almost
continuous diffraction rings, indicating the existence of a majority of high angle grain boundaries.
Figure 4c presents dislocation cell structure in the ECAPed alloy. These cells may form individual
subgrains upon further plastic straining. As well known, dislocation tangling is frequently observed
in the interior of grains, where the grain is heavily strained [16]. There are also some nano-twins in
particular grains, as can be seen in Figure 4d–f. Nano-twins were created by the shear stress and severe
strain during the ECAP process.
   
(a) (b) (c) 
 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 4. TEM microstructure of the ECAPed Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy after 16 passes at 473 K. (a) Elongated
ultra-fine grains observed at low magnification, (b) Elongated ultra-fine grains observed at high
magnification, (c) characteristics of grain boundaries, (d) twins and intragranular dislocations,
(e) characteristics of twins observed at high magnification and (f) characteristics of twins observed at
the higher magnification.
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3.2. Microhardness
Figure 5 presents the Vickers microhardness of Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy subjected to different passes
of the ECAP processing. Firstly, it can be seen that all the samples ECAPed at 473 K have higher
hardness values than those of the samples at 673 K with the same ECAP passes. This is due to more
obvious strain hardening and grain refinement at the lower ECAP temperature. Secondly, the results
show an obvious increase in hardness from the first pass to four passes. The rapid increase of hardness
at initial passes seems to be attributed to strain hardening rather than grain refinement in the initial
stage [17]. Thirdly, the hardness value of the sample ECAPed at 673 K has a slight increase with more
passes. The reason might be that the materials reached the steady-state density of dislocation and
dynamic recovery occurred in the grains of Cu-Mg alloy [18]. While the hardness value of the sample
ECAPed at 473 K obviously increase after 16 passes. This could be due to the efficient grain refinement
and the slight dynamic recovery happened at 473 K.
Figure 5. Microhardness of Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy variation with the passes of ECAP at 473 K and 673 K.
3.3. Tensile Properties
Figure 6 shows engineering stress-strain curves of UFG Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy processed by ECAP at
different temperature. The as-achieved sample in Conform state shows high ductility and low strength,
while the ECAPed samples exhibit much higher strength with adequate ductility. This might be
caused by two reasons. Firstly, the grains in Conform state are relative large and equiaxed. A smaller
grain size leads to a higher mechanical strength, which is widely known as the Hall-Petch effect.
Secondly, the dislocation was annihilation in the dynamic recovery caused by the high temperature
during Conform process. After multi-pass ECAP, the strength of the alloy was improved significantly,
but the elongation was obviously decreased. The increase of strength attributes to strain hardening
and grain refinement at a few passes. Ultrafine grains with high-angle grain boundaries impeded the
motion of dislocations, which is the main reason for strength improvement of the ECAPed Cu-Mg
alloy. Simultaneously, the twin lamellas in grains may act as barriers to largely reduce the dislocation
mean free path, and, thus, further harden the alloy. Moreover, the strain hardening and the elongated
grains caused by multi-pass ECAP reduced the ductility of the Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy.
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Figure 6. Stress-strain tensile curves of the samples subjected to various passes ECAP at 437 K and
673 K.
Table 1 lists microhardness and tensile properties of the samples subjected to ECAP at 473 K
and 673 K. Firstly, the 16-pass samples exhibit higher strength and better ductility than the four-pass
samples ECAPed at the two temperatures. This may be induced by the further refined grains and a
more uniform distribution of grains. Secondly, the sample after 16 passes of EACP at 473 K obtained
a higher strength and better ductility than that at 673 K. The 16-pass sample at 473 K results in a
high tensile strength (583.4 MPa), good total elongation (37.9%), and high microhardness (201.23 HV).
The improvement in strength may be caused by the obstruction of the large-angle grain boundaries
and twin-grain boundaries to the dislocation movement. The better ductility may be induced by the
deformation mechanism change from dislocation slip to grain-boundary sliding (GBS) [15].
Table 1. Microhardness and tensile properties of the samples ECAPed at 473 K or 673 K.
Sample Microhardness (HV) Ultimate tensile stress (MPa) Total elongation (%)
Conform 102.6 286.4 66.7
473 K-4 P 162.9 333.2 24.7
473 K-16 P 201.2 583.4 37.9
673 K-4 P 150.9 365.5 22.5
673 K-16 P 168.6 461.1 26.9
SEM observation was done to clarify the failure mechanisms in the ECAPed Cu-Mg alloy. Figure 7
presents SEM morphologies of the fracture surfaces of the alloy subjected to 16 passes ECAP at two
different temperatures. Some round and equiaxed dimples are observed on the fracture surface of the
16-pass sample ECAPed at 637 K (Figure 7a), which is a typical ductile fracture. This kind of fracture
occurs due to microvoid formation and coalescence [17]. Some elongated dimples are seen at the
fracture surface of the 16-pass sample ECAPed at 437 K (Figure 7b). This result occurs due to internal
shearing between voids and seems to be governed by a simple shear deformation. The difference of
dimple pattern between the two ECAPed samples may stem from the deformation mechanism change
from dislocations slip to GBS. This phenomenon is attributed to the extremely small volume of the
ultrafine grains with large angle boundary, and these grains are more inclined to form 45◦ slip plane
under the applied stress (corresponding to Schmid’s law). Therefore, GBS is much easier to happen
than dislocation slip for the UFG Cu-Mg alloy.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7. SEM fracture surface of the samples subjected to 16 passes ECAP at (a) 637 K and (b) 473 K.
3.4. Conductivity
The conductivity of the Conformed alloy after different ECAP passes were evaluated and is shown
in Figure 8. It can be found that the conductivity of the alloy decreases when increasing the ECAP
passes. The decrease of conductivity is attributed to the increase of grain boundaries, dislocations and
large-angle grain boundaries caused by grain refinement. As is well known, grain boundaries and
dislocations can increase the scattering of conducting electrons, leading to the increase of the electrical
resistivity of the metal [8]. In addition, the large-angle grain boundaries have a large effect on the
scattering of conducting electrons, greater than that of the low-angle grain boundaries [19].
 
Figure 8. Conductivity of Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy variation with the passes of ECAP at 473 K and 673 K.
Compared with the ECAPed samples at 673 K, the conductivity of the ECAPed samples
at 473 K are obviously lower. This phenomenon should be caused by more grain boundaries
(including large-angle grain boundaries) and dislocation multiplication during the ECAP process
executed in lower temperature. Compared with the product of Cu-0.4wt%Mg contact wires fabricated
by Conform + drawing process, the Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy after Conform + 16-pass ECAP at 473 K has
the higher conductivity (84.5% IACS). This good result should be attributed to the lower dislocation
density and lower lattice strain after multi-pass ECAP processing.
Thus, it can be seen that grain refinement via multi-pass ECAP processing can endow
the Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy with superior strength and good conductivity characteristics, which are
advantageous to high-speed electrification railway systems. This new technique can be easily
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integrated into the manufacturing processes of Cu-Mg alloy contact wire (i.e., after the Conform
process), of which successful application makes the trains safe at higher speeds.
4. Conclusions
(1) Multi-pass ECAP processing, compared with cold drawing, improves grain refinement effect of
the Conformed Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy. More passes of ECAP leads to finer grains, and the grain
size of the 16-pass sample ECAPed at 473 K is about 200 nm.
(2) Compared with the as-achieved sample in Conform state, the ones after multi-pass ECAP exhibit
much higher strength with adequate ductility. The ECAPed samples for 16 passes have much
higher strength and better ductility than those for less passes.
(3) With increasing the ECAP pass, hardness and strengthen of the ECAPed samples increased
obviously but the conductivity decreased gradually. However, the conductivity of the
Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy after Conform plus ECAP is still much higher than that of the current
Cu-0.4wt%Mg product processed by Conform plus cold drawing.
(4) Conform plus ECAP provides a simple and effective procedure to obtain high strength and
good conductivity Cu-Mg alloy, in comparison with current Conform plus cold drawing.
After Conform plus ECAP for 16 passes at 473 K, Cu-0.2wt%Mg alloy exhibits superior tensile
strength (583.4 MPa), adequate total elongation (37.9%), good conductivity (84.5% IACS), and high
hardness (201.2 HV).
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